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Form.ES-21 
(Revised May 1947) 
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK IN AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
U.S. Department of Agriculture 
and State Agricultural Collegea 
Cooperating 
Extension Service 
Washington, D. C. 
COMBINED ANNUAL REPORT OF COUNTY EXTENSION WORKERS 
This report form is for use by county extension agents in making a combined statistical report on 
all extension work done in the county during the year. Agents resigning during the year should make 
out this report before quitting the service. 
State _______ South Carolina _________________ ________ _ County ... Ham_ptoa·-·-······-···--···-·····-·--·---······· 
REPORT OF 
··-·Annie_ N. _ Rog_ers -··-···-·····················-····· From .. c!~.!, .. !~k7 lo .. ~~~.~ .. )J ....... , 194.1. 
(Name) Home Demonstration Agent. 
.... Mildrea ~ •.. Ko.nr ....... ·---······················ From _.J~ •.. l,._l9-li7 lo .. _J~ .. l ....... _, 194.1 . 
Assistant Home Demonstration Agent. 
From ·····················-lo ·········-·-······-··• 194 __ . 
4·H Club Agent. 
From -·-··--··········-···· lo ·······--··-····-··-·• 194 .. _ 
Allsistant County Agent in charge of Club Work. 
.... J • .. o. _ Anthoey ..................................... . From P..~~~ .. J. •. J214:~- lo _NQ!~ .. J.9-........ , 194.1_ 
Agricultural Agent. 
..... J • .. A._ Kinard __ ·-··-····· ··-·········-·-··-········ From ~~.J.,..);ll.i1 ... lo J{Q!,_.JQ .. _ ..... , 194.1. 
___ 1_, _l ...... 94 ....... 7_ to _J_uq ___ l_, 1947 
READ SUGGESTIONS, PAGES 2 AND 16 
Approved: 
Date._ .. ·--·--.... ··----··.-· ......... _ ........... _ ......... _. 
State Extension Director. 
2 
SUGGESTIONS RELATIVE TO THE PREPARATION OF THE COUNTY EXTENSION 
AGENT'S ANNUAL REPORT 
Six good reasons may be listed as to why an extension worker should prepare a comprehensive annual report. 
1. The annual report is an accounting to the taxpaying public of what the extension worker has accomplished during the 
year. 
2. It is a record of the year's work put into shape for ready reference in later years by the extension worker himself, or by 
his successors. 
3. The annual report affords the extension worker opportunity to place his activities and accomplishments before superior 
officers. who form judgment as to which workers are deserving of promotion or best qualified to fill responsible posi-
tions when vacancies occur. 
4. The inventory of the past year's efforts and accomplishments enables the extension worker to plan more effectively for 
the coming year. 
5. An accurate report of his work is a duty every scientific worker owes to the other members of his profession. 
6. Annual reports are required by Federal law. 
From four to six copies of the annual report should be made, depending upon the number required by the State office: 
One copy for the county officials, one copy for the agent's files, one or more copies for the State extension office, and one 
copy for the Extension Service, United States Department of Agriculture. The report. to the. Washington office should 
be sent through the State extension office. 
NARRATIVE SUMMARY 
A separate narrative report is desired from the leader of each line of work, such as county agricultural agent, home demon-
stration agent, bo.Ys' and girls' club agent, and Negro agent. Where an assistant agent has been empwyed during a 
'part or all of the year, the report of his or her work should be included with the report of the leader of that line of work. 
Where an agent in charge of a line of work has quit the service during the year, the information contained in his or her 
report should be incorporated in the f!,nnu~l report of the agent on duty at the close of the Teport ye~r, and the latter 
report so marked. 
The narrative report should summarize and interpret under appropriate subheadings the outstanding results accomplished 
in helping rural people to solve their current problems and to make adjustments to changing economic and social 
conditions. 
A good narrative report should enable the reader to obtain a comprehensive picture of-
1. What was attempted-the program as outlined at the beginning of the year. 
2. How the work was carried on-the teaching methods employed. 
3. The cooperation obtained from other extension workers, rural people, commercial interests, and other public 
agencies. 
4. Definite acctimplishments, supported by objective evidence. 
5. Significance of the year's progress and accomplishments in terms of better agriculture, better homemaking, 
improved boys and girls, better rural living, etc. 
6. How next year's work can be str~ngthened and improved in light of tbe current year's experience. 
The following suggestions are for those agents who wish to prepare a better annual report than the one submitted last 
year: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
Read the definitions of extension terms on the last page of this schedule. 
Read last year's annual report again, applying the criteria for a good annual report discussed above. 
Prepare an outline with main headings and subheadings. 
Go over the information and data assembled from various office sources. 
Decide upon a few outstanding pieces of work to receive major emphasis. 
Employ a newspaper style of writing, placing the more important information first. 
Observe accepted principles of English composition. 
Include only a few photographs, news articles, circular letters, or other exhibits to illustrate successful teaching 
methods. Do not make the annual report a scrapbook. 
STATISTICAL SUMMARY 
Where two or more agents are employed in a county they should submit a single statistical report showing the combined 
activities and accomplishments of all county extension agents employed in the county during the year. Negro men and 
women agents should prepare a combined statistical report separate from that of the white agents. 
Provision is made in the report form for each agent to report separately the teaching activities he or she conducts or partici-
pates in during the report year. County totals are the sum of the activities of all agents minus duplications where two 
or more agents engage in the same activity. For purposes of reporting, extension results or accomplishments are ex-
pressed in numbers of farmers or familiee assisted in making some improvement or definitely influenced to make a change. 
Such an improvement or change may be the outcome of any phase of the program for men, women, older rural youth, or 
4-H Club boys and girls. Only the improvement or change taking place during the current year as the result of extension 
effort should be reported. Census type of information on the status of farm and home practices should not be included. 
For use on the national level the statistical data on the yea.r's extension activities and accomplishments must be ex~ 
pressed in somewhat broad and general terms. Each State extension service may desire to include in a statistical supple-
ment additional information on problellll3 and activities peculiar to the State or sections of the State. 
16~74- 1 
Report only this year's activities that can bo ver!11ed 
GENERAL ACTIVITIES 
Home demonstration 
agents 
(a) 
4--H Club agents 1 
(b) 
Agricultural agents 
(c) 
Conn ty total t 
(d) 
1. Months of service this year (agents and assistants) __________ ________ ______ ___ __ _______ ___ __ ___________ _________ l6 _________ ------------------------ _____________ g_o_______ x x x x x x x x 
2. Days devoted to work with adults 3 --- -- - ------------ ---------------------------------- ------------------- ___ --2441--------- ------------------------ ___________ 33_8_______ x x x x x x x x 
3. Days devoted to work with 4-H Clubs and older youth a _____________________ __________ ___ ___ _______ _______ ,2S _________ __ _____ _______ ___ _______ __ ____ _______ 135}_____ x x x x x x x x 
:: ~:;: : :::ea a_::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::~~¼ :::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::~½:::: : : : : : : : : 
6. Number of farm or home visits made in conducting extension work 4 _________ ___________ __ _______ ______ -478 ____ ___ ___ ----·-·-------------·--- _______ 1,39.Q __________________ ..l,_6..68._ V 'o/ ~ 
7. Number of different farms or homes visited_ _______________________________________ ____________________ ______ -440 _____________________ __ __________ ___________ 352_ ______ ----------------~ 7 
N { <l) Office _______ _______________________ _______ 838 _________________________________ -------1,124------ ________ ____ ..l,.9..62._ V-
8. umber of calls relating to extension work___________________ (2) Telephone ______________________________ l.57 ______ __________ ____ _____________ ___________ Jl4. ______ ___________ ____ .47_1_ V 
9. Number of news articles or stories published 5 ------- ------------------ -------------------------------- ____ 4J9 ______ , -----------------------· ___________ l.05. ______ ________________ 52.4_V 
10. Number of bulletins distributed ____ ___________________________________________ --------------------------- ___ ..46J.S _______________________________ -------J.,ll9------, _______ ---'Z~7.34Y 
11. Number of radio talks broadcast or prepared for broadcasting_____________ _________________________ ______ lO ________ ------------------------ ___________ _ 1Q ________________________ .2.Q_..., 
(1) Adult work _______ {(a~~~ma~::~~~:~~-~;~------------ _________ : O --------- ----- ·--·--------------- _____________ JS ____________________ ___ JS_ ~I., 
12. Training meetings held for local ~:; ~::::d1::~-~~~------·------·-- ----------_g _ --------- ------------------------ -----------~ ------ ----------------~ -
leaders or committeemen..__________ (2) 4-~d Club and l (a)T~;a~:::;~~~~-~;~------------ ___________ ]_ __________ -----------~---------- ___ ___ ______ ll ________________________ _12_ ~ 
0 
er you
t
b... ___ (b) Leaders_________________________ ____ _ ____ l ---------- ----------------------- ··- ------- 50_2 ------ __ ______________ 5a6__ 
13. Method (~emonstration meetings ( ) A {<a) Number __________________________ _______ 137 ___________ ____________________________ ________ +-7_ ______________________ ..1S4_ .,...-
held. o not include the meth- 1 dult work ______ (b) Total attendance __________ _____ _____ 2ll2 _____ __ ____ ________________________ ___________ 5_Qg ___________________ .2,,_614_ V 
od demonstrations given at lead- (2) 4-H Club and {<a) Number __________________________ _______ !58 ___________ ________________________ --------------~-6 _______ _____________ __ .186_ V 
er trQaining meetings reported un- older youth.. ___ (b) Total attendance _______________ _____ )JfjJ ___________ ________________________ _____ _____ __ 6.J.Q ______ ____ --~----.4.417- Ir 
der uestion 12) ______________________ _ 
14. Number of adult result demonstrations conducted_ ___________________________________ _________ ________ ___________ 2 ___________ _________________________ ---~ ________ _?.?_ ________________________ }I_ v 
15. Meetings held at such result demonstrations-----------------{ g~ ;::::tendance _______________ ______ ___ 2~---------- ------------------------- ___________ .2a~------ _________________ )J__ .... V 
{ 
{
(a) Number _________________________ ___ ________ 4, __________ ------------------------ ______ __ _______ .2. ______ -------------------- 6_ V 
(l) Adult work..______ (b) Total attendance ____________ __ _ _________ J.w. __ ________ ------------------------ ________ ___ .22.6 ______________________ 270_ v 
16. Tours conducted_______________________ (2) 4-H Club and { (a) Number _____________________________________ _o ___________________________________ _______________ .1 ______________ ______ ______ _i_ 
older youth.___ (b) Total attendance _______________ _____ ___ ___ .O ___________ ------------------------ ____ _________ ,46 ________________________ .46_ 
{ 
(1) Adult work.. ______ {(a) Number __________________________ ___________ .o_ _______ ___ --------------------- __________ __a_ _____ ____________________ Q_ 
(b) Total attendance ______________ ___________ 0 ---------- --------------- -----· ______________ Q ___________________________ Q_ 
17. Achievement days held____________ (2) 4-H Club and { (a) Number _________________________ ___________ 1, __________ --------------------- ______________ _l ______ ____________________ .],_ 
older youth.. ___ (b) Total attendance __________ ______ _ 25_7 ___________ ------------------- ___________ 25.7 ______ ________________ 25.'l 
t Includes assistant county agent In charge of 4--H Olub work or who devotes practically full time to club work. 
t County total should equal sum of preceding three columns mlnus duplications due to two or more agents participating In same activity or accomplishment. 
• The sum of questions 2 and 3 should equal the sum of questions 4 and 5. 
'Do not count a single visit to both the farm and home as two visits, 
• Do not count Items relating to notices or meetings only. 
10-28074-1 
GENERAL ACTIVITIES- Continued 
Report only this year's activities that can be verltled Home demonstration agents 
(a) 
4-H Club a.gents 1 
(b) 
Agricultural agents 
(e) 
County total 1 
(d) 
18. Encampment s held (report at tend-I (1) Farm women. _____ (b) Total members attending .. __ ______ _ Q ___ __ _____ ___ __ _____ ______________ ___ __ _______ Q __________________________ Q _________ _ l
(a) Number _____________ ___________ _____ ____ O ____________________________________________ O __ __ _____________ _______ 0 ________ _ 
(c) Total others attending ______ _________ O _________ _____________________________________ O ____________ __ __________ 0 _______ _ 
19. 
20. 
ance for your county only)'--------
(2) 
Other meetings of an extension { 
nature participated in by county (l) 
or State extension workers and (2) 
not previously reported_ ___________ _ 
Meetings held by local leaders or {(l) 
committeemen not participated in 
by county or State extension work- (2) 
ers and not reported elsewhere ___ _ 
{
(a) Number ___ ______________ _______________ _)_____________ _ ____________________ ____ ____ ____ J ________________________ 3 _______ _ 
4-H Club and (b) Total boys attending ____ ___ __ _____ _)). ________________ _____________________ _______ JJ._:: ______________ _______ JJ_ _______ _ 
older youth_____ (c) Total girls attending ___ _____ __ ____ .5.7 ______ __ _____ ________________________ _______ 5_7 _______________ _______ 5_7 _________ _ 
1
~:~ ~:~::bers _ attending~~~~: _:: ____ 2~:-_:_:::_: ______ __ ·------------------ _______ S~ =_: __ :::::: :::::::::: 72: ~-: 
Adult work__ _ ____ (b) Total attendance _____________ ____ _ Q9-i ___ --------- ------ ------------------ _5_,g_7U _____________ ____ 5_,9~ ___ 
7 
__ _ 
4-H Club and (a) Number _________ _______ _______ _______ 22 _____________ _________________ _______ _______ 46 ____________ __________ 68 _______ _ 
older youth.. ____ (b) Total attendance. _____________ _ l._Q8_3 _____________ ------------------------ _____ 2_7Q __ ~--- ______ ____ _2_,_o5J ________ _ 
{
(a) Number ________________________________ ) __ ___ _______ __ _________________ ___ ___ _________ O -,· _____________________ ) ________ _ 
Adult work__ ______ (b) Total attendance ________ __ _________ hfL ___________ ------------------------ _________ Q ________ ____ _____ _____ h..6 ' _______ _ 
4-H Club and {(a) Number ____ ________ __ __________ _________ l __ ___________ ------------------------ _________ Q ------------ ____________ .l. _______ _ 
older youth.. ____ (b) Total attendance. __________ ___ _______ 77 ____________ ------------------------ ___ ______ Q ________ ________________ 7.7 _________ _ 
I Includes assistant county agent In charge of 4- H Club work or who devotes practically full time to club work. 
1 County total sbould equal sum of preceding three columns minus duplications due to two or more agents participating in same activity or accomplishment. 
• Does not Include p icnics, rallies, and abort courses, which should bo reported under question 19. 
SUMMARY OF EXTENSION INFLUENCE THIS YEAR 
It is highly desirable for extension workers to consider the proportion of farms and homes in. t4e county that have been definitely influenced to make some sub-
stantial change in farm or home operations during the report year as a result of the extension w~ done with men, women, and youth. It is recognized tbAt this 
information is very difficult for agents to report accurately, so a conservative estimate based UP9'n such records, surveys, and other sources of information as are 
available will be satisfactory. -
21. Total number of farms in county ( 1945 census)---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 1692 . 
____________ 16oo _____ ___ _ 22. Number of farms on which changes in practices have definitely resulted from the agricultural progra,m_ _______________________________ __________________ .: 
23. Number of farms involved in preceding question which were reached this year for the first time ____ -,-------------------------------------------------:.:---
24. Number of nonfarm families making changes in practices as a result of the agricultural program::_ _____ ______ ___ __ __ ____________________ __ _________________ _ 
25. Number of farm homes in which changes in practices have definitely resulted from the home demonstrat ion program.. ______________ ________________ _ 
26. Number of farm homes involved in preceding question that were reached this year for the first time ____ ___________ ____________________________ _______ ___ _ 
27. Number of other homes in which changes in practices have definitely resulted from the home demonstration program ____________ ______ _____________ _ 
28. Number of other homes involved in preceding question that were reached this year for the first time.. ________________ __________________ __________________ _ 
29. Number of fa.rm homes with 4-H Club members enrollecL __ ______________________________________ _____________ __ ___ __ ______ ______ ________________ _________________ ____ _ 
10 
500 --
------------1$00 ---------
------------------ 4 __ ______ _ 
_ ______________ 50 ---------
2 
-------------- 240 -------- . 
30. Number of other homes with 4-H Club members enrollecL ____ __ __ ______ _____________ ____ _______ __________ ____ ___ _____ _____________ __ ________ --------------------------
31. Total number of different farm families influenced by some phase of the extension program. (Include questions 22, 25, and 29 minus duplicat ions) 
32. Total number of different other families influenced by some phase of the extension program. (Include questions 24, 27, and 30 minus duplications) 
----------------8§ _______ _ 
1620 
-------------- 6,30 ------
J6-2UOf4-:1 
EXTENSION ORGANIZATION AND PLANNING 
33. County extension association or commitee (includes agricultural councils, home demonstration councils, and 4-H councils or similar advisory coinI7ptees; also farm and 
34. 
home bureaus and extension associations in those Sts.tes where such associations are the oficial or quasi-official agency in the county cooperating with the colege in 
the management or conduct of extension work): 
(a) Over-al or general______ (1) Name __ R~~!'! __ QQ~~--Am~.lt~M __ .Q_Q.mim._'\i_~-~------
(b) Agricultural_______________ (1) N ame __ ~~~ ~ __ QQ~W __ ~m_g~~-cM, __ .Q_Q_~_t_t_e,_~-----
(c) Home demonstration.__ (1) N ame __ fl~~m __ QQ:t,ID,]1-__ Q_Q~~.l-gf __ .f_~_YfQ_~------
(d) 4-H Club__________________ (1) N ame_f~p~~:m, __ QQ:!,ID.~--~~ __ _Qg_wic.1.l_ ______________________________ _ 
(2) No. of members _________ _ 
(2) No. of members _________ _ 
_________________ Ja.O ----
________________ _l,1.Q ______ _ 
(2) No. of members _________ _ ------ --. __ 3QJ . ---
(2) No. of members _________ _ _ _____________ JJ. . 78 ---· 
(e) Older youth_______________ (1) Name_____________________________________________________________________________________ (2) No. of members__________ -------------------------·· 
Number of members of county extension program planning commitees and subcommitees (include commodity and special-interest commitees): 
(a) Agricultural _______ Ji,Q______________ (b) Home demonstration ______ .16.l______________ (c) 4-H Club ____________ _478________ (d) Older youth __________________ 0 _______ _ 
35. Total number of communities in county. (Do not include number of neighborhoods.)_______________________________________________________________________ _ _________________ .16_ ______ _ 
36. Number of communities in which the extension program has been planned cooperatively by extension agents and local commitees ___________ _ __________________ .l6_ ______ _ _ _________________ J.4. ______  _ ________________ 363 _______  37. Number of clubs or other groups organized to carry on adult home demonstration work _________ , __________________________________________________________ _ 38. Number of members in such clubs or groups----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------,--------------------------
39. (a) Number of 4-H Clubs. (See question 173.) (b) Number of groups (other than 4-H Club) organized for conduct of extension work with 
older rural youth. (See question 185.) __ te.) __ 2.1. __________ (.bJ __ o______________________________________________________________________________________________ X X X  X  X X X  X X X 
40. Number of neighborhood and community leaders in the neighborhood-leader system ------------------------------ Men ________ 12)____________ Women ________ 38 _____________  
41 Number of different voluntar[: local leaders~mmiteemen, or neighborhood leaders actively engaged in forwarding the extension program. 
(a) Adult work _________ (l) Men______ :,S__________ (b) 4-H Club and older youth work __________ { (l) Men __________ 5_________ (3) Older club boys ________ 5_ _________ _ 
(2) Women ___ Ji.6.________ (2) Women ____ 10_________ (4) Older club girls _________ Q __________ Cl! 
COOPERATIVE AGRICULTURAL PLANNING 
42. Name of the county agricultural planning (over-al planning) group, if any, sponsored by the Extension Service H.aml)ton._.0.QJ.Ulty __ !gri_cul.t.ur.al._C_Q_ttee 
43. Number of members of such county agricultural planning group: 
(a) Unpaid lay members: (1) Men _______________ _2Q__________________________________ (2) W orp.en ____________ 16__________________ (3) Youth ______ .Q ___________________________ _ 
(b) Paid representatives of public agencies or other agencies, or of organizations: (1) Men __________________ 4._________________ (2) Women ______ .Q __________________________ _ 
44. Number of communities with agricultural planning commitee (over-al planning) _____________________________________________________________________________ .J.6 ___________________________  
45. Number of members of such community planning commitees: (a) Men _____ 123___________ (b) Women ____ .16_____________ (c) Youth-----------------------------------
46. Was a county commitee report prepared and released during the year? (a) Yes _____________________ Yea___________________________ (b) No-------------------------------------------
Extension organization and planning 1 
(a) 
County agricultural planning l (b) 
Total 1 \ 
(c) l (1) Home demonstration agents _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 24.l ____ : ______  47. Days devoted to line of work by-(2) 4-~ Club agents ___________________________________________________ ------------------------------------------------------______________ Q _____________ _ (3) Agncultural agents _________________________________________________ ------------------------------------------------------------____________ 41 _____________  ( 4) State extension workers __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ . __ 6_____________  
N  b f l . t· h ld { (1) County _____________ ----------------------____________________________________________ 8 _____________  48. umer o p annmg mee mgs e ----------------------------------------------- r! (2) Community ______________________________ --------------------------------------------;J.--------------
49. Number of unpaid voluntary leaders or commiteemen assisting this year ____________________ ----------------------____________________________ .l6.l _____________  
50. Days of assistance rendered by voluntary leaders or commiteemen ______________________________________ -----------------------_____ _ _____ 2_0() _____________ _ 
1 Where extension program planning and county agricultural plannlng (over-al planning) have been completely merged into I single program-planning activity only collln (c) should be tiled out Where exteDBlon profl)"am planning is the only planning activity, the entries In columns (a) and (c) wil~ Identical. In al other cases coli,unn (c) Is the sum or colllns (a) and (b). ' · io-:.so7._. 
Include al work with adults, 4-H Club ll(lmbers, and older youth Com (a) 
CROP PRODUCTION (other than for family food supply) 
Wheat 
(b) 
Other cereals 
(c) 
Legumes 
(d) 
Pastures 
(e) 
Coton 
(f) 
Tobacco 
Co) 
Potatoes and other vege-tables (h) 
Fruits 
(I) 
Other crops 
CJ) 
51. Days devoted to line of work by-g~ ~;~:~:~::ion agents:::: g:::: :::~:::: :::g::~:: ::: g:::: ::: g:::: :: ~ ::::: ::: g:::: :: ~::::: ::=_5.g::: =::: ~-:~-= 
(3) Agricultural agents _______________ Ji6 ____________ 2_ _____________ 2 __________ 18 ____________ .)2 _________ 2J _______________ l __________ .2_2_ ________________ _9 _____________ 2 ___ _ 
(4) State extension workers ____________ 4 ___________ Q _____________ Q ____________ 5 ______________ .) ___________ 6 _______________ O __________ .lQ _________________ O _____________ O ---· 
52• N~~~krw~ c~~~:cr:Jt~:s ~eru-which . _____ J.u ___________ _2_ _____________ J ___________ l ______________ 9 ________ lQ _______________ l _________ 12 _______________ 16 - -' '---J ______  
53· N~:=i~~:~~:l~°:l~d;~~ror ________ 8 _____________ l _____________ 2 _____________ 6 ______________ 5 ___________ 8 ____________ l_ ____________ 4 _______________ J8 ____ ' _______ ]_ ____  
54. Number of larmera wisted lhia year in--
(1) Ob:aining improved varie- l8 l J .32 12 .,., 12 _ 0 r! 12 , I. ties or strams of seed _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ _;2_ ______________________________ *!¼ ______ _ 
(2) The use of lime ___________________ SO ___________ 2 ___________ 6o _________ 2_$ ________ --½}----_ 20 _______________ 1_ ____________ 0 _______________ 6 0 _____________ 2 ______ _ (3) The use of fertilizers ____________ 160 ____________ J _____________ Q __________ l,i----________________ l65 _______________ l _________ _)Q _____________ ) 53 ___________ 12 ______  (4) Controling plant diseases---~----6 _____________ J ·-- -______ Q ·---______________________ 2 ----___ Q _______________ l _______ -____ .4 _____________ 46 O ---_______ 5 ______  (5) Controling injurious insects. _____ 50 ____________ _Q _____________ Q ·---___ 17 ______________ 0 ________ 64 _______________ Q __________ .1Q _________________8 _____________ 8 ______  
(6) Controling noxious weeds_. _______ 0 ____________ 0 _____________ Q____________ 0 ____________ l._2 ________ . 2Q _______________ l. ____________ .4 _________ -~---1 ____ -~ _______ 2 ______ _ 
(7) Controlin~ rodents and 21:! O O O 0 other ammals ___________________ ;! _____________________________ Q _____________ Q _____________________________________________ Q ____________ Q _________________ L_____ --------·-
LIVESTOCK PRODUCTION (other than for family food supply) ============================;===========================;===== Poultry Include al work with adults, 4-H Club members, and older youth Dairy catle Beef catle Sheep Swine Horses 8nd (Including Other livestock' mules turkeys) oo oo oo oo oo m oo l(l) Home demonstration agents ________________ Q _______________ Q ____________ Q________________ Q __ ~-_______ Q _____________ 13¼. __________ 9 ______  (2) 4-H Club agents ______________________________ Q ______ -______ Q _____ -______ Q ---·-_______ 0 _____________ 0 ________________ Q __________ 0 __ . __  55. Days devoted to line of work by-(3) Agricultural agents _________________________ .12. ____________ .2.1.L __________ Q_____________ 27 ____________ O _______________ l9 _________ 0 _____  (4) State extension workers ____________________ l. _______________ 2_ _____________ Q _______________ _1 _____________ p _____________ _!, __________ Q_ _____ _ 56. Number of communities in which work was conducted this year ______________________ 5 _______ ____ lQ _____________ Q _____________ .12 ______________ Q __ ·-·-________ 16 ___________ Q_ _____ _ 
57. Number of voluntary local leaders or commiteemen assisting this year __________ ). ______________ 5 ______________ Q _______________ }. _____________ Q _______________ 35 __________ .J). _____ _ 
58. Number. of bree~ing circles or clubs or improvement associations organize~ O O O Q or asSISted this year ___________________________________________________________________ Q ______________________________________________ 0 _____________ Q_______ ________________ _______ ----
59. Number of members in such circles, clubs, or associations _______________________________ Q________________ Q _____________ Q _______________ Q_ _____________ Q_________________ Q ___________ Q ______ _ 
60. Number of farmers not in breeding circles or improvement associations O O assisted this year in keeping performance records of animals __________________ _l. _______________ Q_______________________________ Q _________________________________ 2 ___________ _o ______  
61. Number of farm_e~s assisted this year in- ·~ O (1) Obtammg purebred males _________________________________________________________ Q ____________ 13 _____________ Q _______________ 6 _______________________________ 2 ___________ Q _____ _ 
(2) Obtaining purebred or high-grade females _____________________________________ _2 ______________ JJ.l. _____________ Q ________________ 6_____________ _Q _________________ 8 __________ Q ______ _ 
(3) Obtaining beter strains of baby chicks (including hatching eggs)_ X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X X X  X  X  X X X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X ________ 65____ X  X  X  X  X 
~ ~ ~:!;:i:g :~:;n~l ~a:~:sg::~:~:-:-:::::::::::::::::: :::i:::: :: t::: :::::::: ::_:~ :::::::::~::Ji.~_:: :::~ g:~:: 
(6) Controling diseases and internal parasites ___________________________________ Q ________________ Q_____________________________ 10 _____________________________ 8QO ___________ Q ______ _ 
(7) Controling predatory animals ____________________________________________________ Q ______________ 0 ___________________________ Q ________________________________ 2 ___________ Q _____ _ 
1 Do not Include rabbits, gllDe, and fur animals, which should be reported under wildlife. 
0) 
CONSERVATION OF NATURAL RESOURCES1 
Include al work witb adults, 4-H Club members, and older youth 
62. Days devoted to line of work by-
Soil and water (a) Forestry (b) Wildl!e (c) 
( 1) Home demonstration agents __________________ ---------------------------------------______________ ___ 0 ____________________ .J. ___________________________________ Q ________ _ 
~~~ ~~ ~~ ~~~~~ ~~~ ~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~ ~~~~~ ~~ ~~~~~~~~~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~  ~~~~~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~ ~ ~  ~~~~~ ~~~~~~ ~~~ ~ ~ ~~~ ~~~ 
( 4) State extension workers ___________________________________________________ ----------____________________________ Q ____________________ 6 _________________ ------______ Q ________ _ 
63. Number of communities in which work was conducted this year __________________________________________________________ ].6 ___________________ _16_ ___________________________________ 6_________  
64. Number of voluntary local leaders or commiteemen assistiDg this ye!l.r ------------------------------_________________ a __________ ~ ________ 23. ________________ ---___________ 2_ 
Soil and Water-Continued 
65. Number of farmers assisted this year-
( a) With problems of land use ____________________ _ 
(b) In the use of crop rotations ___________________ _ 
(c) With strip cropping _____________________________ _ 
(d) In constructing terraces _______________________ _ 
(e) In grassing waterways or otherwise pre-
venting or controling gulies ______________ _ 
(J) With contour farming of cropland __________ _ 
(g) In contouring pasture or range ______________ _ 
(h) In the use of cover or green-manure crops __ 
(i) In otherwise controling wind or water erosion ___________________________________________ _ 
(j) In summer-falowing ____________________________ _ 
(k) In making depth-of-moisture tests __________ _ 
(l) With drainage ____________________________________ _ 
( m) With irrigation. __________________________________ _ 
(n) With land clearing ______________________________ _ 
66. Number of farmers-
(a) In soil-conservation districts which were 
assisted with education for organization or operations this year ______________________ _ 
(b) Assisted in arranging for farm-conserva-tion plans this year _________________________ _ 
(c) Assisted in doing work based on definite farm-conservation plans this year ________ _ 
1 Include nature study. 
_____________ .3.7 _________  
--------13 _________  
---------_Q _ -----
-----___________ Q _ -----
-----------_ Q__ -----
-----------_Q __ ----__________ ________ Q ________ -
-------___ 15 _____ --
2 
----------0 -----0 -----------------
--------------_ .) __ ------
----------0 -----
-----________ Q ________ _ 
---------0 -----
----------0 -----
________________ 40 -----
Forestry-Continued 
67. Number of farmers assisted this year-
(a) In reforesting new areas by plantinp; with 
smal trees. (Include erosion-control plan tings) ______________________________________ _ 
(b) In making improved thinnings, weedings or pruning of forest trees ___________________ _ 
(c) With selection cuting __________________________ _ 
(d) With production of naval stores _____________ _ 
(e) With production of maple-sirup products __ _ 
(J) In timber estimating and appraisal__ ______ _ 
68. Number of farmers cooperating this year in preven-tion of forest fires ___________________________________________ _ 
Wildlife-Continued 
69. Number of farmers assisted this year-
(a) In construction or management of ponds 
for fish________________ -------------------------
(b) In protection of wildlife areas, such as 
stream banks, odd areas, field borders, 
marshes, Ml.d ponds, from fire or live-stock. ____________________________________________ _ 
(c) In planting of edible wild fruits and nuts 
in hedges, stream banks, odd areas, and field borders ____________________________________ _ 
(d) With other plantings for food and pro-tection in wild-life areas ________________ _ 
-______________ l.7 ________  
----------2 ________ _ 
---------2 ------.J 
----------0 ------------____ Q ________ _ --------__ J ________  
______________ Jil-----
_ _________________ ) ______  
2 
--------·--O ________ _ 
___________________ l ________  
Include al work with adults, 4-H Club members, and older youth 
FARM MANAGEMENT 
Individual farm planning, Farm accounts, cost records, adjustments,• tenancy, Inventories, etc. and other management problems 
Farm credit (short and long time) Outlook Information 
00 00 00 00 r J (1) Home demonstration agents _________________________________________ Q _________________________ 0 ___________________________ 0 _____________________________ 4 _____________  
70
' lf:~fd~~~1zi;~ ~ ~ ~;c~~~:r:~::ts_~~~~~------~--~-~~~=~~~:~:::=:=:= ::::::~ :::::::: ::=:::f :::::::: :::::: ~:::::::: :::::::~:::: __ ::: 
( 4) State extension workers___________________________________ --________ Q --------___________ ]. ________________ -------0 -------______________ 4 ___________  
71. Number of communities in which work was conducted this year ______________________ .2_ __________________________ .4______ _ ___________________ _2._ ___________________________ lg _____________  
72. Number of voluntary local leaders or commiteemen assisting_ this , 
yea1 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------0 __________________________ Q _______________ -----· ______ Q ·--- ----____________ 23 _____________ _ 
73. Number of farm-surveyl(a) Farm business _____________ _ _______________ Q____________ 75. Number of farmers assisted this year-Continued. J records taken during (b) Enterprise __________________ _ 
the year: (c) Other ______________________ _ 
--------o___________ (e) In geting started in farming, or in re-
_ ______________ Q ____ ---- locating__________________________________________ _ _____________ 8 _____________  
74. 
75. 
Number of farmersl(a) Farm inventory _______________ _ _ ______________ Q___________ (f) With credit problems (debt adjustment 
assisted this year in (b) General farm records ________ _ keeping- . (c) Enterprise records ____________ _ 
Number of farmers assisted this year-
(a) In developing a farm plan only ____________ _ 
_______________ Q" -----
_______________ Q ___________ _ ' 
------_ 1.J,5_ ------
and financial plans) _________________________ _ 
(g) In using "outlook" to make farm adjust-
ments ---------------------------------------
(h) With a farm-income statement for tax 
(b) In developing a farm and home plan _____ --------O ___________ _ purposes---------------------------------------
(c) In analyzing the farm business _____________ _ --------2 ___________ (i) With farm-labor problems ___________________ _ 
(d) In improving landlord-tenant relations and leasing arrangements _________________ _ --------__ _2 ___ ----- 0) In developing supplemental sources of in-come ____________________________________________ _ 
GENERAL ECONOMIC PROBLEMS RELATED TO AGRICULTURE 
Include al work with adults, 4-H Club members, and older youth 
Price and trade policies (prices, International trade, Interstate trade barriers, transportation, Interregional competition, etc.) 
(a) 
Land policy and r,roc:rams (classification or and ,on-Ing, tenure, land develop-ment, setlement, public-land management, etc.) 
(b) 
Public finance and services (taxation, local govern-ment, facilities such as roads and schools for rural areas, etc.) 
(c) 
____________ 11 _____________  
__________ 61) _____________ _ 
______________ ) ____ J ---------_ _________ 33 _____________ 00 
------------4~--------------
Rural welfare (rnral-urban relationships, part -time farming, problems of peo-ple in low-income areas, mi-gration, population adjust-monts, rural works pro-grams, etc.) (d) 
76 ~n:'~ ~=:~, ,[ !~i r~~I2;;:.~·" :::::::::::::: :::::::!.:::::: : ::::: !:::::: :::::!::::::::: :::::::~::~:::: 
77. Number of communities in which work was conducted this year _______________________ 0 ____________________________ Q __________________________ Q _________________ ______________ Q _____________ _ 
78. Number of voluntary local leaders or commiteemen assisting this year ________________ Q ___________________________ _O __________________________ Q _______________________________ Q ____________ _ 
79. Number of tours conducted this year to observe economic and social conditions in various land use areas ______________________________________________ _ ------___ l _ --------
80. Number of local groups (town and county officials, school boards, tax colectors, assessors, etc.) assisted this year in discussing problems of local 
government, public finance, and farming conditions related to these problems ________________________________________________________________________________ _ _____________ Q ____________ _ 
81. Number of displaced families assisted this year in finding employment (agricultural and nonagricultural) _______________________________________________ _ ------__ _2. ____ ------
82. Number of nonagricultural irroups to which any of the above economic and social problems have been presented and discussed this year ________ _ --- ----__ _l __ -------
1 Include al work on farm adjustments conducted In cooperation with A.A.A and other agenqles, and not defi.nltely related to Individual crop or livestock production or marketing (pp. 6 and 9) or to soil management (p. 7). 16--2807 4-1 
C'-
MARKETING AND DISTRIBUTION 
Tobacco, Purchasing 
Include all work with adults, 4-H Club members, aad older 
youth General 
Grala aad Livestock 
hay aad wool • 
D airy Poultry nnd Fruits and 
products eggs 1 vegetables Cotton 
Seed 
(q) 
Forest 
products 
sugar, rice, Home prod- of farm and 
and other nets and home sup. 
commodities crafts plies and 
(a) (b).. (c) (d) (t) (f) (h) (i) (J) 
equipment 
(k ) 
83. Days devoted to line of work by- ½ ~~~ ~;~!e;:;::::tion agents _ __ ----~-----· ------§----;----_, _g----· ------%----· ------~ ---- -----~------ ·----6------- ----g-------- ----~-------- _____ ii __ ___ ,_ ----g--------
(3) Agricultural. agents ______________ ----l3f--- _____ 2--~-- _____ 2) _____ ---- ~ ----- ______ U _______ l_Q __ ____ ----1 -------__ l.3 ___________ _1 ________ _____ Q _______ ___ 1 ______ _ 
(4) State extension workers _________ ---- ----'.;f ___ _____ 0- ___ _______ 2 _____ ------------- --------0---- _____ J ___________ Q ___________ l ------- --- Q _____________ Q ______ ----0.- ·-----
84. Number of communities in which work 
6 
) 
6 was conducted this year .--------------- ____ 16 __________________ _____ l.4 __________________ ______ J.6 ____ ___ .lQ ________ -14 ___________ 8 _______ ___ _1 ______ _______ 3 _________ 12 ___ ____ _ 
85. Number of voluntary local leaders or ~ 
committeemen assisting this year _________ ____ 55 ----- ----- 8 ___________ 19 _____ ------4 ___________ 12 ____ _____ s ------ __ 10 ___________ 4-__________ .J. _____________ o ------ ____ 2 _______ _ 
86. Number of new cooperatives 2 assisted in 0 
organizing during the year _____________________ __ 0 __________ 0 ____________ 0 __________ 0 _____________ 0 ________ 0 ___________ 0 ___________ O __________ O _____________ 0 _______________ ____ _ 
87. Number of established cooperatives 2 as-
sisted during the year _______________________ ______ O __________ 0 ___ ~ _______ 0 __________ O _____________ O _________ 0 ________ __ 0 ___________ Q __________ O _____________ O ___________ O _______ _ 
88. Number of members 2 in the cooperatives 1 
assisted during the year (questions 86 • 
and 87)----------------------------------------- ______ O ____ ____ __ O ___________ __ O ___________ 0 _____ ________ O _________ O __ ___ _____ O ________ ___ o __________ O _____________ 0 ___________ O _______ co 
89. Value of products sold or purchased by 
coopera tives assisted during the year 
(questions 86 and 87) 2 __ ___ ____ __ __ __ ____ ___ $ ___ 0 ___ __ $ __ 0 ____ }. $ ____ 0 ____ $ ___ 0 _____ $ ____ _ 0 ____ $ __ 0 __ ____ $. 0 _______ $_0 _______ $ 0 __ ______ $ __ Q ___ ,.__ $_ 0 ____ __ _ _ 
90. Number of farmers or families (not m em-
bers of cooperatives) assisted during 5 
4 
4 14 
91. Va::: ~;a;roducts-sold or purchased-by - ),~6• nJQ ______ -6~~50l 
0
12 -------___ JSO ___ J.}19004 00--------- 2;t52.5) -O -------- ----4···-----~O _______ _ 
farmers or families involved in the pre- 1, 776.51> ~ ,o5o.o) 4,400.co 
ceding question_________ __ __ _________ _______ __ _ $________ ___ $______ _____ $___________ ~.00 $___________ $___________ $__ _________ $___________ $ __ 0_______ $75.00- $_~Q._QO 
92. Number of private marketing and distributing agencies and trade groups assisted this year _______ _____ __ _______ ;----------------------------·-------------- __ ___ __ ____ 6 ---------------
93. Number of programs 3 pertaining to marketing agreements, orders , surplus removal or Lend-Lease purchases assist ed in or conducted this year _ _ __________ _1 _______________ _ 
94. Number of marketing facilities improvement programs a participated in or conducted this year ________ ·-------;:------------------------------------------- ___ _______ .2_ _ _____________ _ 
05. Number of marketing surveys assisted with or conducted this year_____________ ______ ____________ ____ ______ _________________ ____________________________________ _ ____ ______ _1 __ ____________ _ 
96. Number of special merchandising programs 3 participated in or conducted this year______________ __ _______________________ ___ _______ _________ ________________ ---------- · 0 -------------- -
97. Number of consumer information programs 3 pertaining to market ing and distribution participated in or conducted this ye~r____________________ _ _ ______ ___ .1 _______________ _ 
98. Number of programs s relating to marketing services and cost s of distribution conducted this year________________________________________________ _______ _ __________ l __ _______ ____ __ _ 
99. Number of programs s relating to transportation problems conducted this year___________________ ______ ______________________ _______________ ____ _______ ___ _____ _ ___ __ ____ _Q _______________ _ 
100. Number of programs 3 relating to the specific use of market information conducted this year______ ____ __ ----------- ------------------------------------- __ _____ ____ O ·---------------
101. Number of other marketing programs 3 conducted this year (specify) ___________ 1'N.o.k.JJ.r_~ __ and._:ll&r..ke.ting__________________ __ _______ _ __________ _l ______________ _ 
t Include livestock, poultry, and hatching eggs purchased for breeding, replacement, or feeding purposes. 
• Where a cooperative association serves more than one county, include only the membership and proportionate volume or business originating in the oounty oovored by this report. 
1 Oreaalzed pieces or work. . 16-28074--1 
102. 
103. 
104. 
HOUSING, FARMSTEAD IMPROVEMENT, AND EQUIPMENT 
Include all work with adults, 4--H Club members, and older youth The house, furnishings, and surroundings 
(a) 
Rurnl electrification 
(b) 
Fnrm buildings 
(c) 
Farm mechanical 
equipment 
(d) 
Days devoted to line of work by-
. 52 1 o 2 (1) Home demonstrat10n agents_ _________________________________________ ------------------------------ ------------------------------ ------------------------------ ------------------------------
~~~ ~:ic~~::ig:;::ts::::::=:=::::::~~~--~~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: ~ ::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::~ :::::::::::: :::::::::::~~ ::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::,:::::: s~:::::-: 
(4) State extension workers ______________________________________ __________ ___ __ __ ____ __ _ 0 ______ _____ .- ___ ____________ Q ____________ -----------· l _______________ _______ ____________ 1 _______ _ 
Number of communities in which work was conducted this year _________ ___ _________ J.:_Q._ ________________________ ____ .4 ___ ________ ____________ 16 _____________________ ___ ________ J~Q ______ _ 
Number of volunt ary local leaders or committeemen assisting this 
40 
• 8 • 
year ___ ___________________ ___ _________________ _______ _______ _______ ---•--____ ,.___________ _ ____ _____________ __ -· , ----- • ------------_6_ ---_ ------- -----------_.J ____ _ _ __ __ ___ _ _ _ ________________ _________ ___ _ 
) " , 
The House, Furnishings, and Surron":nfflngs~Continued 
105. Number of families assisted this year in-· 
R"llral Electriftcatlon-'-Continued 
106. Num)Jer of al!sociat ions organized or assisted this 
year to obtain electricity---------------------------------
107. Number of families assisted this year in-
l 
(a) Constructing dwellings ___ _____________ ___ ____ _ 
(b) Remodeling dwellings _____________ ____ ______ __ _ 
(c) Installing sewage systems ____________________ _ 
(d) Installing water systems _____________________ _ 
(e) Installing heating systems _________ ____ ______ _ 
(f) Providing needed storage space _________ ___ _ 
(g) Rearranging or improving kitchens _______ _ 
(h) Improving arrangement of rooms (other 
than kitchens) _______________________________ _ 
(i") Improving methods of repairing, remodel-
ing, or refinishing furniture or furnish-
ings ___________________________________________ _ 
(J") Selecting housefurnishings or equipment 
(other than electric) _______________________ _ 
(k) Improving housekeeping methods _______ _ 
(l) Laundry arrangement ________________________ _ 
(m) Installing sanitary closets or outhouses. __ 
(n) Screening or using other recommended 
methods of controlling flies or other 
______ ___ J.4. _______________ _ 
_______ llQ_ --------------
2 
_________ 10 ______ _________ _ 
-------- ___ Q ___ -------------
--------- 65 _______ __ ______ _ 
--------- 50 ____ __ _________ _ 
----___ -4.50 ______ -- --------
--------125 _______________ _ 
200 
------------------------------
------ __ ,)6,) _ ----------. ----
_ ___ ______ __ 2 ___ __ ___ .. -----
---------- __ 5 __ ------·-· --·--
insects______ ______________________ ______________ _ _______ 350 ______________ _ 
(o) Improving home grounds_____________________ _ _______ 4SO ________ ______ _ 
(p) Planting windbreaks or shelterbelts_______ _ ___ __ ______ O __ __ __________ _ 
( a) Obtaining electricity---------------------------
(b) Selection or use of electric lights or home 
electrical equipment _______________ ________ _ 
(c) Using electricity for income-producing 
purposes _________________________________ ____ ___ _ 
Farm Buildings-Continued 
108. Number of farmers assisted this year in-
(a) The construction of farm buildings ____ ___ _ 
(b) Remodeling or repairing farm buildings __ 
(c) Selection or construction of farm-building 
------------------------------
2 ------------------------------
_ ______ ___ 12 __________ __ ___ _ 
l 
20 
_ _________ 16 ---------------
equipment_____________________________________ _ _____ ____ 12 ______________ _ 
Farm Mechanical Equipment-Continued 
109. Number of farmers assisted this year in-
(a) The selection of mechanical equipment..__ _ ____ ____ ___ 3 _____ _ 
(b) Making more efficient use of mechanical 
equipment_____________________________________ _ __ _______ 40 _____________ _ 
110. Number of farmers following instructions in the 
maintenance and repair of mechanical equipment 
this year ______ __ ______ _____________________________________ _ 
111. Number of gin stands assisted this year in the better 
ginning of cot ton ____________________________ ______________ _ 
80 
16 
6-28074- 1 
112. 
113. 
114. 
Include all work with adults, 4-H Club members and older youth 
NUTRITION AND HEALTH 
:, .,.., 
Home production of family 
rood supply 
(a) 
Food preservation and 
st%igo 
Food selection and 
preparation 
(c) 
Other health and safety 
work: 
(d) 
Days devoted to line of work by: 
g~ ~;~!e::;:::~~~=-~:=~~~::::::::---=:--:---:-:--::----::-:-:-:::- ------:---:--g~-:--:--:-----_______ _______ §~-:::-:-:: :::::::::::::::)~-::::::::: ---:::--:-:: 1,r:: _  -__ ---
(3) Agricultural agents ____________________ ___________ __ ____ _______ ____________ _______________ 9 _____________ ___ __ ___________ .) _____ __ _____________________ O __________________ ___ ____ l ____________ _ 
(4) State extension workers ______ ________________ ______ ____ _____ __ __________ _ ______________ .1_ ____________ _________________ Q ___________ _________________ O ____________ ____________ O ____________ _ 
Number of communities in which work was conducted this year. ________ _________ ____ l_Q _____________ _______________ 16._ __________ ____ _____________ 16 ______________ ________ 16 ____________ _ 
Number of voluntary local leaders or committeemen assisting this year __ _______ ______ 35 ___ __________ __ ____________ J_Q ___________________________ l.,O ____ ______ ___ ___ ______ 33 ____________ _ 
115. Number of families assisted this year--
(a) In improving diets ______________ ________ __ _ 
(b) With food preparation ______________ __ __ _ 
(c) In improving food supply by making 
changes in home food production 1 __ 
(1) Of vegetables ___ ________________ _ 
(2) Of fruits _________________________ _ 
(3) Of meats _________________________ _ 
(4) Of milk ____________ _______________ _ 
(5) Of poultry and eggs __________ _ 
(d) With home butchering, meat cutting 
or curing ___________ ______________________ _ 
(e) With butter or cheese making ________ _ 
(/) With food preservation problems 1 __ _ 
(1) Canning _________ _________________ _ 
(2) Freezing ____________________ ___ __ _ 
(3) Drying _______________________ _ 
( 4) Storing __ _________________________ _ 
(i) In producing and preserving home 
food supply according to annual 
food-suppiy budget _________________ _ 
(j) In canning according to a budget __ _ 
(k) With child-feeding problems __________ _ 
(Z) In the prevention of colds and other 
::::::::::~:-: : : - ::::- ==1=1=5(=g=)=====;==F=O=O=D=Fp=ru R=its=E=S=E=R=V=A=;=T=I0=N=:=~=ge=:=~=
1
eU=
5 
=L=T=S======M=e=at=s==an=d=fis=h== 
_ ________ 
1 
____ _,_<a::.c)____ (b) (c) 
1. Quarts canned _______ ___ __ 7,6.~a ___________________ 65,J.ho ____ ___ ___________ 3.2.,.610 __________ _ 
2. Gallons brined ____ __ __ __ _______ ____ Q _____________ ___________ .250 _____________________________ Q ______ ____ _ 
________ )JOO-------------
_ _______ 1150 -------------
3. Pounds: Dried 21 __ ____ Z_J.,_'l8.Q __________________ .5,2,-2.72 _________________ ____________ Q ____ ______ _ :: ~=r:~ 6 __ -- -------------g------------- -----n~o6~------------ ____ -2u.aog-----------
6. Frozen•-- ____ .l'l,-ll.2),L ________________ -21~?80 ___ ________ ________ J.2,-620 ___________ ~ 
7. Number of different families represented by the above figures ____ ____________ 663 ___________ '"'" 
_________ ___ 10 -------------
____ _____ _____ Q ___ ____ _____ _ 
_ ________ _____ 2 ------------
_______ ___ L._QQ ____________ _ 
2 
_ ________ __ ___ ) -------------
_ _________ 66o _____________ \==1=1=5(=h=) ====F=· O;=O=D=P=R=E='S=E=R=V=A=T=I=O=;N=B=Y=4=-=H=C=L U=B=M=E~M= B=E=' R=S===== 
----------6oo -------------
___ _________ 20 ------------- - ------
Fruits Vegetables Meats and fish 
00 00 00 
------·-------0 -------------_ __________ Jio ____________ _ 
1. Quarts canned _____ : __________ _ 8_75-____________ ______ .1,51.&5 ______________________ 1.21s __________ _ 
2. Gallons brined ____ __ ______ ____ ___ __ Q _____________ _________ __ _2.Q __ ____ _______ '. __________ ______ _ Q _______ ___ _ 
3. Pounds: Dried 2 & __ _ ___ ____ ________ Q __________________ _________ Q _____ ______________________ .,.. __ Q __ ____ ____ _ 
4. Cured 3 6 _ _______________ Q ____________ _____________ Q __________ __ __ ________ ___ .., __ __ Q __________ _ 
__________ 32Q _  ·----· ----- 5. Stored.. ____ ____________ Q _____________ ___ __________ Q _______ __ _____ ___________ -~-0 _________ _ 
________ __ l3Q ____________ _ 6. Frozen·-- ____________ .s_o ___ ________ __ __ _______ __ ,SQ ______________ ----------- . __ __ Q __________ _ 
_ ___ __________ Q _____ _______ _ 
common diseases__ ____________________ _ _________ 363 _____________ _ 
(m) With positive preventive measures to improve health (immunization for typhoid, diphtheria, smallpox, etc.)__________ __ _____ ______ ____ _ ________ ____ 36..3 __________ _ 
( n) With first-aid or home nursing___________________________________________ _____________ __ _ __ ____ __ ____ __ _ _ ___ ____ _ __ ______ ____ _ ____ ___ _ ________ _ _ _ _ ___ __ __ _ __ _ ___ __ _ ______ . ___ ______ Q __________ _ 
(o) In removing fire and accident hazards ____________________________________ __ _________________ ___ ___________________ ---··-------------------------·________________ _ _______ ____ 1'9Q __________ _ 
116. Number of schools assisted this year in establishing or maintaining hot school lunches__________________________________________________________ ___________ __ _ __ __ _________ ..12 __________ _ 
117. Number of nutrition or health clinics organized this year through the efforts of extension workers_______ _________ __ __ ______________________ ________ ______ _ _______ ________ l __ ________ _ 
1 Sum of the subltems minus duplications due to families participating in more than one activity. 1~074-4 
• Weight or finished product art.er drying. 
• Weight or product before curing. 
• Include contents of locker plants and home freezer units. 
• Do not Include vine-matured peas and beans. 
CLOTHING, FAMILY ECONOMICS, PARENT EDUCATION, AND COMMUNITY LIFE 
Home management•- ClotWng and textiles Family relationships-child Recreation and Include al work with adults, '-H Club members, and older youth family economics development community lfe 00 W 00 00 
l8. !?:~, ~:~~t,' I i;1 g~~~~~;:.:·~ =::=::=::=:=:: ::::: f:::::: :::::: l::::: :::::J ::::::: :::: 2r :::::: 
119. Number of communities in which work was conducted this year __ __ ______________ l_Q_ ___________________________ lQ ______________________ JL ____________ _______ ) . §_________________  
120. Number of voluntary local leaders or commiteemen assisting this year _ ___________ ?_ij ______________________________ ?_6._ _________________________ Q_____________________ _3-L, ________________  
Home Management-Family Economics-Continued 
121. Number of families assisted this year--
(a) With time-management problems ________ _ 
(b) With home accounts _________________________ _ 
(c) With financial planning _____________________ _ 
(d) In improving use of credit for family 
living expenses ______________________________ _ 
(e) In developing home industries as a 
means of supplementing income _______ _ 
122. Number of home demonstration clubs, other con-
sumer associations or groups assisted this year with 
cooperative buying of-(a) Food_ _____________________________________________ _ 
(b) Clothing ________ _________________________________ _ 
(c) Housefurnishings and equipment_ _________ _ 
(d) General household supplies _______ _________ _ 
123. Number of families assisted this year through coop-
erative associations J or individualy, with the 
buying of-
(a) Food_ __________________________________________ _ 
(b) Clothing __________________________________________ _ 
(c) Housefurnishings and equipment__ _______ _ 
(d) General household supplies __________________ _ 
124. Total number of different families assisted this year 
with consumer-buying problems (includes ques-
______________ Q __________ 
______________ Q __________ _ 
--------__ Q_ -------
----------_Q __ ------
--------_ .o_ ------
0 _______________ .o ___________  _________ J.4. ___________  ________ ____ J.4. ___________  
) 
0 -----------------0 -----------------________ 10 -------
--------0 ------
tion 123 (a), (b), (c), and (d) minus duplicationsL _____________ 10 _________  
125. Number of families assisted this year with "making 
versus buying" decisions___________________________ _____  _ ______________ 0 __________ _ 
126. Number of families assisted this year in using timely 
economic information to make buying decisions or 
other adjustments in family living____________________ _ ________ 363 ____________  
NoTE.-lndividual families and groups assisted with seling problems should 
be reported in column (j), page 9. 
Clothing and Textiles-Continued 
127. Number of families assisted this year with-
(a) Clothing-construction problems ___________ _________ 375 ___________  
(b) The selection of clothing and t extiles______ _ ___________ Q___________ 
(c) Care, renovation, remodeling of clothing__  _ _________ 375 . _________ _
(d) Clothing accounts or budgets._______________ _ ____________ Q -- ------
Family Relationships-Chp.d Development-Continy.ed 
128. Number of families assisted this year-
(a) With child-development and guidance problems ______________________________________ _ 
(b) In improving family relationships __________ _ 
129. Number of families providing recommended cloth-
ing, furnishings, and play equipment for children 
this year -) ·---------------------.-,---------
130. Number of different individuals part,icipating this 
year in child-development and parent-education 
programs: \a) Men-------------,-------------(b) Women ___________________________________ _ 
_ __________ 25 -------_ ___________ 24 -------
25 ,_. ------,----------~ 
1 0 
0 ------------------
131. N ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~ ~~ ~~~~ ~ ~~ ~ ~~~~~~ ~ ~ ~~~ ~ ------·~JS.---·---
Recreation and Community Life-Continued 
132. Number of families assisted this year in improving home recreation. _______________________________________ _ 
133. Number of communities assisted this year in improv-
ing community recreational facilities ______________ _ 
134. Number of community groups assisted this year 
with organizational problems, programs of :i.ctivi-
ties, or meeting programs _____________________________ _ 
Number of communities! (a) Club or ~ommunily bouso_ _______ _ 
assisted this year in (b) Permanent camp _______ 
establishing - (c) Community rest rooms_ 
135. 
136. Number of communities assisted this yen.r in pro-viding library facilities ________________________________ _ 
137. Number of school or other community grounds im-
363 ------------------
_ ___________ 16 ____________  
16 
_ ____________ 6 -------
--------0 ___ r:: __ _ 
_ ___________ Q -------
_ __________ 20 __ __________  
proved this year according to recommendatione___  _ _______ .) ____________ _ 
1 The house-Its arrangement, equipment, and furnishings, lucluding kitchen lmpronments and care of the house-ls reported nuder "The house, furnishings and surroundings," P, 10. 1 Includes question 122; also families buying through marketing cooperatives, organized or assisted, column (k), p, 9, 
SUMMARY OF 4-H CLUB BOYS' AND GIRLS' PROJECTS 
(One club member may engage In two or more projects. The sum of the projects is therefore greater than the number of different club members enroled) 
Project Number or boys Number of girls Number of boys Number of girls Nwnber or units involved ln enroled enroled completing completing completed projects 
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) :~: E:M" -=:~:::=::=:=:::::::=:::::: : :: :: i-:::= :::::::g :: : :::: 1::=:: : :=:::g-::: :: :::::: !::::==::: E: 
141. Soybeans, field peas, alfalfa, and other legumes ____________________ Q _______________________ .O _________ _j_ _________ Q ____________________ fr. _________________________ Q ______________________ Acres 
142. Soil and water conservation. ______________________________________________ Q _______________________ 0 _________ !__ ,_____ Q _____________________ 0 _________________________ Q _____________________ Acres 
143. Potatoes, Irish and sweet _________________________________________ -----· Q _______________________ 0 ________ _I_ _________ Q ____________ ---·--O ____________ ----·-·-Q ___________________ Acres 
~~  ~:~~c:o~~~---~~::::::::::::,:::::::::::::::: :::::~:::~::_ ::::::~:::::!:::::~:::::: ::::: g:::::: :::::~-~- -~-~~-:~:::::: ~~: 
146. Fruits _____________________________________________________________________________ Q _______________________ Q ___________________ Q ____________ -----· 0 _________________________ .Q ______________________ Acres 
147. Home gardens _______________________________________________________________ l __________________ 320 ________________ l_ _____________ l&O ______________________ 82.{L ______________ Acres 
• 148. Market gardens, truck and canning crops ______________________________ Q _______________________ .Q ____ _______________ Q ______________________ Q __________________________ Q ______________________ Acres 
149. Other crops (including pasture improvement) ________________________ Q _______________________ .Q ________ . __________ Q ______________________ Q _____________ ·------.0-----------Acres 
150. Poultry (including turkeys)_.:_-__________________________________________ _28 ______________________ 7.Q _________________ 28 __________________ 1'.0. ____________ ---l.W5------------· Birds 
151. Dairy catle _____________________ -------------------------------------------3-----~----____________ .Q ___________________ ) _____________________ Q _____________ ------3.-----___ _____ Animals 
152. Beef catle ____________________ --------------------________ .16 _____ ~--____________ .Q ________________ .16 ____________ . ________ Q ____________ ------.16---------Animals m. ~~.:nd muleo~_::: __ :-~ -~: _____ :__ ---:: _____ :_: :: --:1~:: -=::·:=::::i::::·:::: 1-:::::= :::=:!:::::: :::==14!o:::::::: a .; 
156. Other livestock _______________________________________________________ . _______ Q ______ . ________________ 0 _________ -----0------_________ .Q ____________ ---------0------------------Animals 
157. Bees _______________________________________________ -----------____ ___ _ _Q ___ · ____________________ Q ___________________ Q __________________ ___ .Q ______________________ --0------________ Colonies 
158. Beautification of home grounds _________________________________________ Q ________________ J_2_Q_ ___________________ Q ____________ ---320------x x x :i.: x x x  x  x  x  x  x  x 
159. Forestry------------------------------------------------------------___________ Q ________________________ Q ___________________ Q _____________________ .!). _________________________ Q ______________________ Acres 
160. Wildlife and nature study (game and fur animals) _________________ Q ________________ _______ .Q ___________________ Q __ ·-----1-----.0.------x x x x  x x x  x  x  x  x  x  x 
A . It 1 . . f  h 1 t . ·t t t O Q O O  { __________ Q ___________ Articles ma.de 161. gncu ura engmeermg, a.rm s op, e ec r1c1 Y, ra.c or __ ------ -----------------------------------------------0------- O . . __________ _ ______ Articles repaired 162. Fann management __________________________________________________________ Q _________ ,_ ------0 -----__________ Q ____________ ------------X  X X X X X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X 
163. Food selection, preparation, and/or baking ____________________________ Q __________ , ________ J2_0 _____________________ Q_______________ Jg_Q _____________ {-J1~QQ _________ Meals planned ____ µ _______________ Meals served 
164. Food preservation. (Include frozen foods) _________________ . ___________ Q ___________________ J2.0 ____________________ Q ______________ .lSO ____________ .3.,-6.9.5-______ Quarts preserved 
165. Health, home nursing, and first aid _____________________________________ o _______________________ o ____________________ Q_ ____________________ Q ____________ X  X  X  X  X  X X X X X X X X 
165a. Child care ______________________________________________________________________ _o _______________________ Q _____________________ Q _____________________ Q___________ x x x  x x x  x  x x x  x  x  x 
166. Clothing _________________________________________ . _____________________________ . 0_______________ __320 _____________________ 0 ________________ .3.20 ____________ { :::~_--G~~~:;:o:e~:= 
167. Home management (housekeeping) ______________________________ _______ _Q _________________ J.iQ ______________________ Q_________________ .3.iQ ___________________ Ji_Q _____________________ Units 
168 H f · bin d · t O 320 O '·O { ________ _hQ ___________________ Rooms . ome urn1s gs an room unprovemen ___________ ., ______ ------·---------·· ________________________________________________ ----~-------- 100 . _ ___ ____ __ _ ___ _ __ __ __ _ ____ _ _ __ Artie! es 
169. Home industry, arts and crafts _____ -------------· ___________ Q _________________ J_?_Q _____________________ _o __________________ 2.QQ _____________________ .25.0 ___________________ Articles 
170. Junior leadership ______________________________________________________________ o ______________________ Q _____________________ Q ______________________ Q ____________ X  X  X X X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X 
171. Al others_~--·-----------------;-~----------___________ .o ___________ 
1 
___________ Q _____________________ Q ______________________ Q ____ i______ X  X X X  X X X  X  X  X  X X X 
172. Total (proJect enrolment and comp et10n) _______________________ 155 _________________ J.2.Q _________________ J.5:L___________ ____ _ _ _______ 2'_ ___ x x x  x x  x x x x x x  x x 
4-H CLUB MEMBERSHIP 1 
173. Number of 4-H Clubs. ----------------------------------------- ______ 21 _________  
174. Number of different 4-H Club 
members enroled_ _____________ (a) Boys s ____ l.5-S __ (b) Girls 2 _______ .3.iQ 
175. Number of different 4-H Club 
members completing _______________ (a) Boys 1 ____ l.55 __ __ (b) Girls a _____________ _ 
176. Number of different 4-H Club 
members in schooL ______________ (a) Boys ______ l,5) ____ (b) Girls __________ JgQ 
177. Number of different 4-H Club 
members out of schooL __________ (a) Boys __________ 2 ____ (b) Girls ______________ O 
178. Number of different 4-H Club 
members from farm homes ______ (a) Boys ______ l0 ___ (b) Girls __________ ~1?. 
179. Number of different 4-H Club 
members from nonfarm homes __ (a) Boys _______ 4S __ (b) Girls ____________ ~ 
Number of Different 4-H Club Members Enroled: 
180. By years B(~js Otr.r 181. By ages B(~) s ~tis 
-------l--'""'--1--'-"--'.,_1_o_a_n_d_u_n_d-er ___ -_ -_' ____ l.J _______ __(j_7_ ____ 
1 L ________ _____________ 16 ______ 100 __ __ _
12 ______________________ 21 ____ --63 _____  1st year __________________ 66 ______ 67 ____  ~~~~~~~~~~ ~~ ~~ ~  :~:~g ::: 16g ::: 13__ _____________________ ) 7 ---___ J..1 _____  
4th. __________________ --2.3 -----33 ----14 __________________ --24 ---___ _14 _____  
5th. _____________________ 11 _______ }4 _____  15 ________________ --20 ---_____ ;} ____  
6th. ________________________ 5 ---_____ !) _____ _ 16 _____________________ JJJ, -----10 ____ _
7th__ __________________ ---0 ---____ 10 _____ _ 17 _______________________ J1 ____ _____ J ---
8th. ___________________ ---0 ------) --- 18 ________________________ l ____ _____ l __ __  
9th. __ _______________ ---0 ---_____ l ____ 19 ____________________ __ l _________ O _____ _ 
10th and over _____________ Q_ __________ Q _____ _ 20 and over _____________ Q__________ Q_____ _ 
182. 
183. 
184. 
Number of different 4-H Club members, including those in corresponding projects, who received definite training in-
( a) Judging____ _ __ 2Jl.__ (f) Fire and accident pre-
(b) Giving dem- vention ________________ _ 
onstrations ______ 2__ (g) Wildlife conservation __ 
___ 32.0 _ _
----0.-
( c) Recreational (h) Keeping personal ac-0 counts___________________ _ ______ o_ -
leadership ------- (i} Use of economic infor-(d) Music appre- mation _________________ _ 
ciation_____ _ ______ Q___ ( j) Soil and water conser-vation ____________ _____ _ 
---- -Q _ 
______ 27 
( e) Health________ _ __ J2Q__ (k) Forestry __________________ _ _ ____ 2.7-__ 
Number of 4-H Club members having health examination because of participation in the extension program ____________________________ _ _____ 1 _ 
Number of 4-H Clubs engaging in community activities such M improving school grounds and conducting local fairs _____________ _ 10 
185. 
186. 
187. 
WORK WITH OLDER RURAL YOUTH 
Number of groups (other than 4-H Club) organized for conduct of extension 
work with older rural youth -------------------------- ___________ 0 _ _
M b hi · h {<a) Young men________ _ __________ g___  em ers pm sue groups ______________ (b) Young women____ _ ___________ O ___ _ 
Number of members by school Io school 
Out of school Under 21 years 21-24 years s t a t us Unmarried Married and age (a) (b} (c) (d) (e} 
25 years and older 
(f) 
(1) Young 
men __________ Q ____________ Q __ J, ' _c __ O ____________ 0 ________ 0 ___________ 0 --·-
(2) Young · 
women ______ o ____________ Q ---_____ o ·------0 ---_____ o ------0 --
188. Number of meetings of older rural youth extension groups _ _ 
189. Total atendance at such meetings __________________________________ _ 
190. 
191. 
192. 
193. 
Number of other older rural youth groups assisted_ ____________ _ 
M b hi ·  h {<a) Young men ____ _ em ers p m sue groups_________________ (b) Young women__ 
Number of older rural youth not in ex-{<a) Young men ____ _ 
----0 ----_ ______ .o. ___  
-----0 ----_ ______ .Q. __ __ __ _ 
________ .Q. ______ -
_ _______ .Q. __ --
----_.Q. _____ -
contacted through the extension pro- (a) Young men_____ _ _______ _(? ________ ; 
tension or other youth groups assisted._ (b) Young women__ 
Total number of different young people I
r::i':;, 1;:~:u:~:.:~; d~';;:. (b) Young worn=. . . .. 0. . 
Check column sbowing approximate lp4. portion of older-youth program de-voted to-
(1) Citizenship, democracy, and 
Under 10 percent 
(a) 
10-19 percent 20-39 percent 4o peni~~~t or 
(b) (c) (d) 
public problems ________________________ o ____________ Q ___ 4-___ Q ____________ Q ____ _ 
(2) Vocational guidance _____________________ Q _____________ Q __________ Q _____________ .Q _____ _ 
(3) Family life and social customs ________ Q _____________ Q ___________ Q _____________ Q ____ _ 
(4) Social and recreational activi-ties _______________________________________ Q _____________ Q ___________ Q_____________ Q_ ____ _ 
(5) Community service activities ___ _____ Q _____________ Q ___________ Q ____________ J) _____ _ 
~~  ~:::~ ~:::~:;~:~-~:~-_____ Q _______ I ___ ___ Q ___________ Q _____________ Q __ __ _ 
eluding nutrition and health. ______ Q_____________ Q ___________ Q_____________ Q_____ _ 
1 Al data In this section are based on the number of diferent boys and girls pnrtlclpntin~ In 4-II Club work, not on the number of 4-Il projects carried. 1 Report the total number of diferent boys or girls enroled in club work. This total should equal the sum or the project enrolments reported on page 13, minus duplications due to the same boy e,r girl carrying on two tr more subject-matter lines of work. Do not include boys and girls enroled late in the year in connection with the Guccoediog year's program. 1 Same as footnote 2, except that reference is to completions Instead of enrolments, rn-:iso14- a 
MISCELLANEOUS 
(Report here all work, including war work, not properly included under any of tlte headings on preceding pages) 
Include all work w:: u adults, 4-H Club members, and older youth 
I 
Bee. 
(a) 
Genernl-fceder lnseots 1 
(b) 
All other work 
(c) 
195. Days devoted to line of work by-
(1) Home demonstration agents___________________ ________________________________ ________________ _______ ____________ 0 ______________ _______________ Q _______ . . _I ____________ 16½ __________ _ 
(2) 4-H Club agents _________________________________________ ___________ ___________________ ________________________ O ______________ _______________ Q ____________ _____________ Q ____________ _ 
(3) Agricultural agents _______________________________________________________________________________________ _____________ _l _____________________________ Q ____________ ______________ 4 ____________ _ 
( 4) State extension workers ____________________________________ _______ ·----------------------------------- _____________ Q _____________________________ l.. __________________________ 6 ____________ _ 
19G. Number of communities in which work was conducted this year ________________________________________ ______________ l ___________________________ l..6 _________________________ 16 _________ ___ _ 
197. Number of voluntary local leaders or committeemen assisting this year _________________________________ ______________ 2_ __________________________ l..Q ____________________________ 6 ___________ _ 
SUMMARY OF CONTRIBUTION TO WAR EFFORT 
It is desirable to bring together in one place the sum total of extension contribution to the several broad areas of war effort. It is assumed that all such work has 
been reported previously under appropriate headings. 
War progrl!IIlS 
; 
198. Estimated number of days devoted to-
Home demonst ration agents 
(a) 
4-H Cluh agents 
(b) 
Agricultural agents 
(c) 
(1) Food supplies and critical war materials (production, marketing, processing, storage, 
distribution, and related pro bl ems) __________________________________________________________________________ 10 _______________________________________________________ l,? _____ _______ _ 
(2) Problems arising from new military camps, munitions pl::mts, and war industries _____ ______________ Q ___ ___ _____ ___ ------------------------------ _______________ Q ____________ _ 
(3) Civilian defense (such as fire prevention, Red Cross training, air-raid warnings) ______ _____________ _ Q ______________ ------------------------------ _______________ Q _____________ ~ 
(4) Other war work (including collection of salvage material) ___________________________________ --------------~----------------------------------------- _______________ Q ____ ________ _ 
I " 
COOPERATION WITH OTHER FEDERAL AGENCIES 
The purpose of this report is to bring together in one place the cooperation given other Federal agencies working with the rural people of the county. It is assumed 
that all such work has been reported previously under appropriate problems of the farm or home. 
Assistance to 
Veterans 
(a) 
U. S.D.A. 
CouncilsJ 
(b) 
Farm Credit Employment 
Administration Service 
(c) (d) 
Prod uctiou 
and 
Marketing 
Administration 
(c) 
Soil Conserva-
tion Service 
(/) 
Farmers Rural Electri-
Homo fication 
Administration Administration 
<o> (h) 
' 
Tennessee 
Valley 
Authority 
(i) 
Social Security, 
Public Health, 
Children's 
Bureau 
(j) 
Other 
Agencies 
(k) 
199. Days de,oted lo line of work by- .l. ~ , 
( 1) Home demonslralion agents ___ ------- Q ____ . ------2 .a ______ ----- 0 ------ ' -------0 ------ ______ 3 ----- ' ----- 2 ________ ___ ____ s ------ ______ l ------- ________ O ----- -------2 ------ ________ _) ____ _ 
(2) 4-H Club agcnls ______ ___ __________ _Q ___________ Q ------- --- - Q ______ I __ _ __ __ Q _____ - ----- 0 ----- . ______ Q ___ ____________ o ------ ------ Q ______ ' ________ Q ----- -------.0------ _______ _ _Q ____ _ 
i!; :::u::::si:6: 1:rkers _____ _ -----~----- ------~ -------- -----~ -------~ -------~ ------- ------~ ------~ ---~~-------- -------~ ------- ------~ ------- ________ g _____________ E ______ ,_ --------~-----
200. Number of communilies in which work 
wll conductod Ibis year ________ ______ J.6. _________ J.6 ___________ .16. _______________ 3 ___ ________ l.3 ___________ -1,6 _____________ 1f> _________ ___ J. _______________ Q ___________ .J.6. ______ ---------}-----
201. Number of voluntary local loaders or • 
eommilteemen assisling this year_ ___ ______ Q ___________ Q ______________ 9 ________________ Q ___ ____ ------2 ------- ______ o ________ _______ Q ______________ Q _______________ Q _____________ o ________________ Q ____ _ 
202. Numhor ol moe\ings parlicipa\ed in \his " 
year by utension woriers _______________ Q __________ J _______ ______ o ________________ Q _______ ______ 5 ----- · _____ .2_ ________ _______ l.. ____________ i _______________ Q __________ ___ J.. ______ ---------0-----
t Include grasshoppers, armyworms, chlnch bugs, and other insects not reported under specific crop or livestock headings. 16--28074-3 
TERMINOLOGY 
If extension reports are to convey the intended information, it is important that the terminology employed be that 
generally accepted by members of the extension teaching profession everywhere. Precise use of extension terms is an 
obligation each extension worker owes to the other members of his or her profession. The following definitions have been 
approved by the United States Department of Agriculture and by the Association of Land-Grant Colleges and Universities. 
DEFINITIONS OF EXTENSION TERMS 
1. A community is a more or less well-defined group of rural people with common interests and problems. Such a group 
may include those within a township, trade area, or similar limits. For the purpose of this report, a community 
is one of the several units into which a county is divided for conducting organized extension work. 
2. A cooperator is a farmer or homemaker who agrees to adopt certain recommended practices upon the solicitation of an 
extension worker. The work is not directly supervised by the extension agent, and records are not required, but 
reports on the success of the practices may be obtained. 
3. Days in field should include all days spent on official duty other than "dayi in office." 
4. Days in office should include time spent by the county extension agent in the office, at annual and other extension 
conferences, and on any other work directly related to office administration. 
5. Demonstrations as contemplated in this report are of two kinds-method demonstrations and result demonstrations. 
A method demonstration is a demonstration given by an extension worker or other trained leader for the purpose of 
showing how to carry out a practice. Examples: Demonstrations of how to can fruits and vegetables, mix spray 
materials, and cull poultry. 
A result demonstration is a demonstration conducted by a farmer, homemaker, boy, or girl under the direct supervision 
of the extension worker, to show locally the value of a recommended practice. Such a demonstration involves a 
substantial period of time and records of results and comparisons, and is designed to teach others in addition to the 
person conducting the demonstration. Examples: Demonstrating that the application of fertilizer to cotton will 
result in more profitable yields, that underweight of certain children can be corrected through proper diet, that the 
use of certified seed in growing potatoes is a good investment, or that a large farm business results in a more efficient 
use of labor. 
The adoption of a farm or home practice resulting from a demonstration or other teaching activity employed by the 
extension worker as a means of teaching is not in itsell a demonstration. 
6. A demonstration meeting is a meeting held to give a method demonstration or to start, inspect, or further a result 
demonstration. 
7. A result demonstrator is an adult, a boy, or a girl who conducts a result demonstration as defined above. 
8. An extension school is a school usually of 2 to 6 days' duration, arranged by the Extension Service, where practical 
instruction is given to persons not resident at the college. 
9. An extension short course differs from an extension school in that it is usually held at the college or another educational 
institution and usually for a longer period of time. 
10. A farm or home visit is a call by the agent at a farm or home at which some definite information relating to extension 
work is given or obtained. 
11. Farmers (or families) assisted this year should include those directly or indirectly intluenced by extension work to 
make some change during the report year as indicated by: 
(1) Adoption of a recommended practice. 
(2) Further improvement in a practice previously accepted. 
(3) Participation in extension activities. 
(4) Acceptance of leadership responsibility. 
(5) Or by other evidence of desirable change in behavior. 
12. A 4-H Club is an organized group of boys and/or girls with the objectives of demonstrating improved practices in 
agriculture or home economics, and of providing desirable training for the members. 
13. 4-H Club members enrolled are those boys and girls who actually start the work outlined for the year. 
14. 4-H Club members completing are those boys and girls who satisfactorily finish the work outlined for the year. 
15. A project leader, local leader, or committeeman is a person who, because of special interest and fitness, is selected to 
serve as a leader in advancing some phase of the local extension program. A project leader may be either an organi-
zation or a subject-matter leader. 
16. A leader-training meeting is a meeting at 'which project leaders, local leaders, or committeemen are trained to carry 
on extension activities in their respective communities. 
11. Letters written should include all original letters on official business. (Duplicated letters should not be included.) 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
An office call is a call in person by an individual or a group seeking agricultural or home-economics information, as a 
result of which some definite assistance or information is given. A telephone call differs from an office call in that 
the assistance or information is given or received by means of the telephone. Telephone calls may be either incoming 
or outgoing. 
A plan of work is a definite outline of procedure for carrying out the different phases of the program. Such a plan 
provides specifically for the means to be used and the methods of using them. It also shows what, how much, 
when, and where the work is to be done. 
An extension program is a statement of the specific projects to be undertaken by the extension agents during a year 
or a period of years. 
Records consist of definite information on file in the county office that will enable the agent to verify the data on ex-
tension work included in this report. 
The older rural youth group is primarily a situation group, out of school, at home on farms, not married or started 
farming on their own account, and mostly 16 to 25 years of age. 
U. S, GOVEJINMEHT PlllNTING OP'FICE 16-28074.-1 
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SUMMARY ACTIVITIES AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS 
GENERAL ACTIVl1'IES 
Page / 
Days agents spent in office_".""_________________________ 12 
Days agents spent in field---------------------------- 361½ 
Dqs agents worked--------------~------------------- 473½ 
Miles agents traveled-------------------------------- 26,172 
F8l"Ill visits ------------------------------ 1,390 
Different farms visited--------------------------------- 352 
Office calls at agents office--------------------------- 11124 
Telephone calls at agents office ------------------ 314 
Meetings held or attended---------------------------- 154 
Attendance at these meetings------------------------ 71839 
Number aommunities in which extension work was conducted ------ 16 
Nuni:>er farmers conducting demonstrations------------------- 56 
Number voluntary community leaders assisting with extension program. 161 
ffiOJECT ACTIVITIES AND RF.SULTS 
Agricultural Economics 
Four outlook meetings held with an attendance of 232 0 Agents cooperated with 
farm credit agencies in loaning $22711300 00 for production credit to farmers. 
In cooperation 'With the Soil Conservation .Association, assistance was given 
in planning programs on 89 farms. Two soil conservation tours participated 
in. Thirty farmers given assistance in the care and repair of farm machinery 
and equipment and advice and assistance given to farmers in purchasing new 
equipment. 
Agricultural Engineering 
Agent cooperated with Soil Conservation Service in one tour, and in acy other 
w;q possible, gave out informational material on soil conservation and 
assisted with activities in countyo Held soil conservation tour in connection 
111 th grazing school. Farm building plans were .turn:i.shed to .farmers to build 
33 farm buildings. Assistance given to farmers in repairing and remodeling 16 
farm buildingso One tractor maintenance and repair school held in county with 
attendance of 30 farmerso Seventeen bQys took tractor course at L-H camp. 
Attended the l8l"Ill and Home Labor Saving Show in Allendale County and held Farm 
and Home Labor Saving Show in County, attended by 250 farm men and womeno 
. A.gronomz: 
Four fertilizer and outlook meetings held with an attendance of 2320 Tire 
soil conservation and pasture tours held and attended by 226 farmers. Twelve 
farmers completed 5-acre cotton demonstrations, producing an average of 7270 9 lbso 
of lint cotton per acre. Seven hybrid corn production demonstrationa, uaing 
four di.f.ferent kinds of h;ybrid corn , McGurey's 1005 W., Woods 5.240, Woods S..3151 
Funk's 0...714, and one production demonstration with field corn were completed. 
One wheat produotion de110nstration and one Milo production demonstration completedo 
Tiro Bi-Color Lespedesa demonstrations, one for crown production and one for the 
production of seed were completed. One Blue Lupine for seed production and three 
blue lupine for soil improvement demonstrations were completed. One kndzu soil 
improvement demonstration completed. Three peanut production demonstrationa were 
completed, showing an average yield of 380 6 bu. per acre• 2220 475 lbs. o.f seed 
for soil building crope was purchased for farmers in the county. Six permanent 
pasture re~ult demonstrations completed0 
Hampton County- Page :b -----
Animal HusbandrJ: 
Pl.aced 6 purebred boar&, 6 purebred gilto1 13 purebred beef bulla and 
4l purebred and grade COlfB in the counv in 19470 Tiro nine herd 
management demonstrations were carried through from 1946, 10 •teer feeding 
demonstrations were completed, one beef herd management demonstration was 
carried through .from 1946 and one new one atart.ed in 1947 and one continued. 
Dairying 
One A..l dairy- operating in county. Three 4-H dairy- calf recorde complet do 
Entomolo&r and Plant Patholesz: 
Observance made and publicity given boll weevil infestation control. Advice 
and publicity given on all common plant diseases and insect controlo Three 
demnstrati.ons on fence post preservation carried through. 
Forestrz: 
One Fa.rm Woodland )(Qllagement demonstration carri d through, with four fa.mers 
having Woodland eDJD:l.nation and selective cutting demonstrations. One timber 
thinning demonstration was conducted with e25 cords of pulpwood sold. One 
entrant in the .5,.acre pulpwood thinning contest and this farmer won lat State 
prize in the contest. 811000 pine seedlings planted in the county in 1947 
along with 600 cork oak acorns.. One tree planting demonstration was conducted, 
attended by 20 farmers and ~ mea>ers. An Arbor day program held in the 
county at which time a cork oak -aree was planted., One bow 1aw demonstration 
waa conducted in the county in 194 7 w1 th 111 attendance at this demonstration 
of 6 .tarmerso 
Four..H Club Work 
Eight community clubs organized with an enrollment of 1551 151 or which 
completed 151 demonstrations producing tarm products valued at $12,9530 66, 
and realizing a profit •t &5,o5o.34o Twenty-seven boys attended the annual 
~H encampment. A l,..H Council Rally Dq was held with an attendance of 
179 ~H members. One 4-H leadership training meeting and one conservation 
camp were held with two boys attending each. The Hampton County" b..H Collllcil 
held two meetings during the year and issued two publications ef their paper, 
•The 4-H Booster". One tour waa held in Karah with 45 l,..H members visiting 
5 outstanding demonstrations on feeding beef' calves and pigs. Four boya 
sent 8 exhibits to the .State Fair. 4-H members celebrated Arbor dq by 
planting cork oak tree on Courthouse Square. 110 elub members and interested 
citizens attended this earcise0 
Horticulture 
One electric hotbed demonstration in the production of sweet potato plants 
was conducted, •ix sweet potato . production demonstrations completedo Ohe hom 
erchard demonstration carried through. Two pruning, two spra;,ving, am one 
peach tree borer and dise~e control demonstrations were conducted• Two Irish 
potato demonstrations completed, showing average yield of 86. 7 bags per acre0 
Four watermelon demonstrations completed, showing average production of .77 cars 
per acre• An ducation exhibit on watenmlons was displqed at the Watermelon 
Festival in the county in 19470 One enterprise demol18tration with snap beans 
•ompletode 
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llarketing 
A special eff'ort was made to assist in the improvement in the grading and 
handling of truck crops and the marketing of these crops during the year. 
One grading and packing demonstration with sweet potatoes was conducted with 
12 farmers attending. Three farmers meetings were held on the production 
and :marketing of watermelons., including grading and packing, with an attendance 
of 19 producers. One watermelon loading school, attended by 21 producer:,, held. 
Four demonstrators carrying out proper curing and storage methods tor sweet 
potatoes this year. Approxi.mately n,ooo bushels of' mreet pot~toes in storage 
in the county this year. Farmers were aided in the marketing of surplus farm 
p;roducrte to the value of $11 0161956.So and in purchasing supplies to the value 
of IS81297.S9. 
,PouJ.tr,r 
Material on poultry raising and construction of equipment given out during 
the year. Two production demonstrations with turbys completed. 
Visual. Instruction 
Educational. motion pictures were given at 31 meetings to 11472 people. Slides 
were sham at one meeting to 64 .farmers. Photographs were made of 15 
demonatrations in the county and used at one farmers meeting, attended by 640 
Charts and maps were used at 5 f am.ers meetings., attended bJr 415 farm people. 
Educational. booth 011 watermelons on exhibit at Watermelon Festivalo Exhibit 
viewed by estimated 31000 farm men, women and 4,.H members0 
Publicitz 
A total of 597 personal. letters written, 18 circular letters prepared with 
6,6o9 oopies mailed, lOS press articles published, 3~119 bulletins distributed, 
10 radio talks made., am 3 farm toun held and attended by 272 farmers. 
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I. Count,:, Community and Neighborhood Organization of Volunteer Farm 
and Home Leaders 
1. County Agricultural Committee 
a. Thia commi. ttee was selected at a county'-w.ide Program Planning 
meeting in Hampton by' vote. The executive or central committee 
was elected by the whole comml.ttee. 
b. List of Meni>ers of County Agricultural Committee 
J. c. Dowling, Chairman 
llrs. Gary Harrison 
L. s. Long 
Mrs. R. E. Pl.atts 
Mrs. c. s. Platts 
c. s. Platts 
W. J. Williams 
J. v. Youmans 
L.B. Rivers 
G. T. Padgett 
Mrs. L0 B. Rivers T. H. aldwell 
Mrs. H.B. Parker 
Mrs. F. II. Tuten 
Limrood Frampton 
Jlrs. T. H. Peeples 
N. H. Jfixon 
w. R. Shuman 
Vrs. Wilbur Ta;ylor 
w. H. Shuman 
w. n. Fitts 
11rs. w. n. F:ttts 
T. w. Crapse 
A. w. Goethe 
R. Eo Wil.l18Dl8 
llrso J. Eo McKenzie 
o. F. Brunson 
c. E. Youmans 
K. o. KcKenzie 
lfrs. T. J. qer 
J. K. Maner 
c. I. Jones 
J. o. Patterson 
JI. P. Tuten 
Mrs. J. o. Pattereon 
lfrs. s. s. Henson 
s. w. Tuten 
Mrs. H. T. Smith 
D. E. Sinclair 
Mrs. P.R. Terry 
Brunson, s. c. 
• 
• 
Fairfax, S0 Co 
Brunson, s. c. .. 
• 
Hampton, s. c •. 
• • • .. 
Crocketville, s. C0 
Varnville, s. c. 
n 
Early Branch, s. c. 
• 
Varnville, s. c. 
Ear~ Branch, s. c. 
• 
Gifford, s. C0 
• 
Estill, s. c. 
• 
• 
Garnett, s. Co 
Gifford, s. 00 
Hampton, S0 00 
Estill, s. c. 
Furman, So Co 
Garnett, s. 00 
• • 
Furm.;n, So Co 
Garnett, S0 00 
Furman, s. c. 
Estill, s. o • 
• 
Varnville, s. c. 
• 
EDcutive Committee 
Krs. T. J. qer 
J. c. Dowling 
T. w. Crapse 
Nutrition Committee 
Miss I~ra :llilq 
Miss Mi,ldred Koger 
Miss Anne Rogers 
J. Ce !nthOI\T 
J. ,. Kinard 
E. D. Thomas 
H. Q. Foster 
Mrs. !Ta T. Mace 
Mrs. DeMaris Sauls 
Krs. Jessie Mcl1illan 
W. H. Kiley 
Mrs. Kary L. Hoover 
Krs. Bessie DeLoach 
llrso Joan Hatcher 
Mrs. Jlae Parker 
J. K. Barnes 
Farm Labor Commi.ttee 
Cecil Brunson 
L. E. Mole 
R. c. DeLoach, Jr. 
J • •• DeLoach 
John E. JlcKenzie 
Jlarketing Committee 
J. c. Dowling 
J. v. Youmans 
A. W'. Goethe 
c. Lo Baxter 
Hubert Barnes 
Furman, s. c. 
Brunson, s. C0 
Estill, s. c. 
Hampton, s. o • 
• 
" • • • • 
" • 
• • 
• • • • 
• 
Giffard, s. c. 
Brunson, s. c. 
Pineland, s. c. 
Vamville, s. Co 
Garnett, s. Co 
Brunson, s. c. 
Hampton, s. C0 
Estill, s. c. 
Garnett, So Ce 
Estill, s. c. 
Countz Representatives to State Agricultural Com:o:ittee 
Mrs. c. s. Platts 
v. P. Tuten 
Brunson, s. c. 
Furman, s. c. 
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Hampton County 
c. The county agricultural committee discusses the needs o:t 
the county, suggests demonstrat.i.ons and demonstrators tor 
various communities, criticimes the Extension Program ot Work 
and suggests improvements or approve the county program as 
worked out by the district agents, specialists and county 
agents, and assist the agents with all emergency work. 
2. Countz Agricultural Committees and Neighborhood Lead.era 
a. Yemassee Communi;!?l 
a. Yemassee Neighborhood 
b. McPhersonville • 
c. Davidson • (Part) 
Earlz Branch Commwn.tt 
a. Davison Neighborhood (Part) 
b. Kt. Olive • 
c. Early Branch • 
Qnmn:d ngs Commni ty 
a. Early Branch Neighborhood 
b. Cumml.nge • 
c. Camp Branch • 
do Kt. Olive • 
Varnville Commd. !I; 
a. Camp Branch Neighborhood 
b. Hugging Oak • 
c. Cummings • 
do '1'obys 1 • 
e. Varnville • 
r. Red Hill • 
g. Hampton • 
h. Crocketville • 
1. Miley • 
Hicko!l: Grove ColDJIIWli:!I: .. tiley Neighborhood (Part) 
b. Hickory Grove • " 
c. Brunson • • 
Crocketville CoJDDlllli.:!I: 
• 
• 
(Part) 
• 
• 
~ 
(Part) 
• 
• 
• 
• • 
• 
a. Hickory Grove Neighborhood (Part) 
b. Brunson • • 
c. Uiley • • 
do Crocketville • • 
e. Hampton • • 
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Brunson Collllllllniy 
a. Brunson Neighborhood (Part) 
Hampton Commnnjtz 
a. Hampton Neighborhood (Part) 
b. Orocketville • • 
c. Brunson • • 
d. Lurq • • 
Gifford Commnitz .. Cli.fford Neighborhood 
b. Hampton • (Part) 
Lura, Commniy 
a. Nixri.lle Neighborhood (Part) 
b. Lena • • 
c. Estill • • 
. d. Lurq • • 
F.etill Communitz 
a. F.st.111 Neighborhood (Part) 
b. Lurq • • 
c. Lena • • 
d. Scotia • • 
e. Shirley • • 
Gamett Commni y 
a. Shirley Neighborhood (Part) 
be Garnett • " c. Scotia • • 
do Furman • 
Scotia Communi;t;,y; 
a. Shirley Neighborhood (Part) 
b. Scotia • • 
Co Garnett • • 
Furman Community 
a. Furman Neighborhood (Part) 
b. Lena • • 
c. Scotia • • 
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Nixville Community 
a. Furman Neighborhood 
b. Red Hill • 
c. Nix.ville • 
Red Hill Community 
(Part) 
• • 
a. Nixville Neighborhood (Part) 
b. Red Hill • • 
nge o ---
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3. Programs; or Campaigns Handled Through Voluntaq Leaders In 1947 
Hybrid Corn and Corn Fertilizer Demonstrations 
This work was continued from 1946 with increased interest. Community 
adult and 4-H leaders used seven different b;ybrids in eighteen test plotll 
to determine the :moat suitable hybrid for this county, and the same 
farmers carried out fertilizer and production demonstrations, using 
their .term seed and usual fertilizer and cultural methods as check plots. 
We -.till .tind that most of the 1J¥brids are too soft to be planted for 
storage here, but do get better production, and advise plant.i.ng hybrid 
corn only for early hogging off. · 
Our f ertili~r demonstration work was hampered by the nitrate shortage. 
Maey farmers had to use a high nitrogen content fertilizer for side 
dressing in the place of nitrate of soda«, 
Our fertilization demonstrations, however, were very successful. and in 
every case gave evidence that the high nitrogen fertilizer practice 
PSiYS off wen. 
One demonstration, on the farm of A. w. Goethe o:£ Hopewell Community, 
gave an increased yield of 70 bushels per acre in the same field. The 
eybrid corn properly planted, spaced, and fertilized produced 88.3 bu. 
per acre, while the farm selected corn, under the normal method o£ 
producing corn, produced 18 bushels per acre. 
The labor expense on the farm practice plot was more than twice that 
of the fertilisation plot. 
One V arie:t[ Cotton Oommuni tz 
5-Acre Cotton Demonstrations 
Cotton Defoliation and Harvesting Machinerz: 
Boll Weevil Control 
Community leaders carried on the cotton improvement work. 
The ginners act as leaders in organizing the one variety communities 
and have done a good job in both the organizati.on work and in securing 
the best seed for planting. 
Twelve S.-acre cotton .production demonstrations were completed. Three of 
the five acre demonstrators carried on boll weevil control demonstrations 
using four control measures, namely, syrup, calcium, liquid :mop treatment, 
calcium dust, BHC dust and calcium arsenate dust. 
The l-l-1 liquid mop application gave good results, and the calcium dllst 
paid well. The BHC gave the best results of all. No benefit was observed 
from the Matthews treated plot. 
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One o:t the 5-acre demonstrators bought a cotton picker, and another one 
with the help of the counw agent secured the use of one on a rental 
basis. 
These men demonstrated the use of cy-ani.mid tor defoliating purposes 
in preparing the fields for the mechanical pickers • .An aeroplane 
was used :tor the dusting and de:toliating work. 
Permanent Pastures 
Group orders were taken for seed and instructions for eeed bed 
preparation, J 1 m:J ng, fertilization, etc. A certain time was scheduled 
for the planting of these grasses so that the assistant county agent 
could get to each pasture to help With the planting and covering of the 
seed. A cultipacker was carried to each place for packing the soil 
atter planting. 
Pastures were planted by ten individuals in seven communities. 
Legumes For Soil Building and Grazing 
Acreages o:t SUJDIDar legumes, sericea lespedeza, kudzu, and soybeans have 
been increased approximately 80 percent over 1946 plantings. Blue Lupine 
seed planted in 1947 amounts to appro:ximatel;y' 200 tons, which is 90 per 
cent more than in 19460 Some community leaders are planting sweet lupine 
for experimental grazing crops for this winter. 
Benefits o:t liming and fertilization of pastures and legume crops have 
been demonstrated in almost •ver'T community by communiv leaders. 
Four-II Community Organization 
Our livestock 4,.H club in Hopewell Connmmity is continuing to function 
and club projects have increased to ten calves, from seven in 1946 and 
to twelve pigs from :five in 1946. 
Some of the boys made outstanding records on their com projects. The 
two winners tied 111. th a yield of 88 bushels per acre and others ran 
from a yield of 60 to 75 bushels per acre. 
The best feature of this club is the community leadership interest 
by adult leaders of the community'• They meet with the club and help 
4-H members to accomplish their goals set0 
• 
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PROJPX:T ACTIVITIF.S AND RESULTS 
AGRICULTURAL F.CONOMICS 
OUt,look meetings, Two county outlook aeetings were held with an attendance 
o! 166. These were followed with two community maetinga- with an attendance 
of 661 :making a total of 4 outlook meetings held with an attendance of 232. 
Our !armers depend on these meetings for information on Government needs, 
and for outlook on consumption, surpluses, trends: and markets. 
Cooperation with fa.rm credit agenciess: The Farmers Home Admini.stration and 
the Production Credit Association operated in this county in 1947. 
The county agents were in close touch with all of these credit agencies and 
were called upon to advise with maey farmers seeking loans. 
Below is a complete list of the agencies 111.th amounts loaned for the 1947 
crop prodnction., 
SWIIIJl&'7 Loans Uade b7 Production Credit Agencies 
Agency No. Farmers 
Farmers Home Adrn1. n1 stration 
Production Credit Association 
TOTAL 245 
Amount 
.. ,~,240000 
1187,.890.00 
Farm planning demonstrations: Assistance W'88 given the Soil Conservation 
Association in planning programs on 89 tarms. This makes a total of 248 
farm plans in the count7. · 
Care and repair of machinerz: and equipment: Thirty farmers were given 
assistance in the care and repair of farm machinery and equipment during 
the year, and advice and assistance given to farmers in purchasing new 
equipment. 
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AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING 
Agricultural engineering work during the year included soil co~ervati.on, 
farm buildings- and rural electrification. 
Many new tractors, cultivators and much harvesting macbineey was purchased by 
farmers this year and their crops were adjusted and adapted for ma.chineey 
type farming. 
The large planters of cotton, peanuts and other crops acquired more machiner;y 
and increased acreages of cotton but reduced peanuts 8l'ld increased their 
livestock and hq production. Smaller planters used more machinery in place 
of the lost labor. These farmers increased their acreages to peanuts and 
in some iruitances cotton which resulted in an increased acreage over 1946 
in the county• 
The returned war veterans and un..employed labor f'rom wai, industries aided 
materially in the labor problem this year. 
Soil Conservation 
Soil conservation work for the year was in cooperation ld. th the Hampton Soil 
Conservation District, which inc1udes .Hampton Collllty. 
Dis1irict Farm Plans: During the year 89 district farm pl8118' have been 
prepared by the Soil Conservation Service technician workillg in the county. 
This brings to a total 248 farm plans in the county• 
Tourer The county agents participated 1n two soil conservation tours, with 
groups of farmers, epeciaJ.ists ands. o. technicians studying crops and 
practices that have been established, and mak:Lng recommendations for practices 
under consideration. Tiro hundred twenty-six farmers attended these tours0 
Summar,: of Soil Conservation Works The tables on the following pages gives a 
summar;y of the soil conservation work done in Hampton Counv during 1947 
and to date0 
.t1 pW liO 
Summary or Extension Educational Activities In Connection With Soil 
Conservation Districts 
1. No. group conferences Extension and SCS technicl.ans in county . 
a. Attendance at these conferences 
2. No. countq neetings with Soil Conservation District Work 
a. Attendance at these meetings 
3. No. field meetings 
a. No. method demonstration s establishing practices 
1. Attendance 
b. No. meetings at demonstr ations ( observation) 
1. Attendance 
4. No. !arms on which county agent assisted 111th soil conservation 
fa.rm planning 
5., Informational material on soil conservation 
a. No. informational circular letters 
b. No. Informational news articles 
e. No. bulletins (soil conservation) distributed 
d. No. radio programs (soil conservation) 
6. Soil conservation :programs with 4,..H clubs 
7. No. contestants 4.-H soil conservation contest 
Bo No. demonstrations to establish farm drainage 
a. No. acres drained 
9. No. demonstrations maintenance drainage ditches 
lOo No. demonstrations establish cover of summer or winter annuals 
or perennials for soil conservation 
n. No. method demonstrations farmer-built terraces 
a. Attendance 
12. No. method demonstrations terrace maintenance 
a. Attendance 
13. No. organized conmnmities in county for soil conservation 
a. No. farms in these communi. ties 
rage _ /<_o __ 
0 
0 
2 
226 
2 
6 
l 
J.5 
5 
2 
l2 
350 
1 
8 
2 
0 
0 
0 
2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
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Farm Buildings 
Farm building plaru,: Farm building plans were furnished farmers for the 
construction o£ the following .farm buildings. 
summar.r Farm Building Pl.ans Furnished Farmers 
Building 
Poultry Houses 
Brooder Houses 
General Purpose Barns 
Dairy Barns 
Hog self feeders 
Hog Houses 
Farm Houses 
Fire Heated Hotbeds 
Electric Hotbeds 
TOTAL 
Number 
2 
.3 
2 
.3 
8 
6 
4 
.3 
2 
33 
Care and repair of farm buildings: Assistance was given farmers in 
repairing and remodeling m farm buildings, either to better serve the purpose 
they were being used for, or to make them suitable for other purposes. 
(Joint ir.i.th home agent). 
Rural. EJ.actri£ieation 
The REA in Hampton County- has made little progress in 1947, but has 
mapped and approved 100 miles of lines with construction to begin 
1mmediately. Small extensions and some instal.lations have been made 
both by the REA and private power companies as reported in the 
statistical section of this report. 
Farm Machinery 
One tractor maintenance and repair school was held in the counv w:1. th 
30 f anqers attending. Seventeen 4,..H boys took the tractor course 
offered at the County i..,.B Camp at Camp Long am learned to drive a 
tractor. A farm and home labor saving show was held in November 
with an attendance of 250 farm men and women from the counv. 
nampwn 1,;ounv- t'&g8 
FACTS ON F.ARJ4 AND HOME LABOR-SAVING SHOW 
1. Number attending show••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••4••• 22$ 
2. Number of commercial term equipment exhibits•••••••••••••••••••• 
Number of items emibited •••••••••••~••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
3. Number of commercial home equipment exhibits•••••••••••••••••••• 
Number of items exhibited••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
4. Number of farmer-made gadgets exhibited••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
5. Number o:t f armer...made gadgets for use in the home e:mibi ted ••••• 
6. Aoount of money contributed by locaJ. people (Adv. etc0 ) ••••••••• 
7. Amount of bills to be paid out of farm labor funds•••••••••••••• 
a. Number or colums news printed concerning 8h01' ••••••••••••••••••• 
l 
s 
3 
30 
4 
0 
$34.00 
$23.74 
8 
9 • Reaction to the show of f a:rm people in counv. • • Favorab~ impressed. 
10. Reaction of commerciaJ. people to the show •• • Well pleased. 
/''f/~ 
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AGRONCJII 
AgronoJII' work in 1947 consisted o£ demonstrations and educational work 
with the major agronomy projects. Summaries and result,s of demonstrations 
conducted are given belows 
Miscellaneous Activities 
-
Outlook and Fertilizer Meet s: Four meetings were held on fertd.lizers 
in 19 7. These tour Eetings were outlook and fertilizer meetings held 
jointly. Specialists from the State Extension Office and the county 
agent gave information on the various crops with reference to outlook, 
produetion, fertilization, harvesting and marketing. Charts and 
statistics were used in conveying this information to the 232 f'azmers 
attending. 
Soil Conservation and Pasture Tours: Two meetings on soil conservation 
and pastures were conducted nth an attendance of 226 farErso From the 
pasture and forage school, we made a field tour to a permanent pasture 
fertilizer demonstratd.on, a kudzu fertilizer demonstration and a bj_color 
l.espedeza demonstration planted for seed and soil conservation, then to 
the land uses demonstration established by the county S. c. s. supervisor. 
A rain storm interrupted the tour so that oncy five got to the land uses 
demonstration of the 25 starting on the tour. 
Cotton 
Five-acre cotton !'ovement demonstrationst 'rwel.ve Hampton Cowity farmers completed demonstrations 
in the -acre cotton improvement contest and subml.tted records. A 8UlllJll&l7 of these demnstrations 
follows: 
Summary Results Five-Acre Cotton Contest Improvement Demonstrations 
Name Ihs. Seed lbs. Value Cost Net Lint Per Variety 
Cotton Lint Crop Prod. Profit Cost Cent 
Per lb. Lint 
C. A. Laffitte 9,994 3,.S98 $1,343.24 $426.38 $916.86 11.85 36 Cokers' 100 W 
B. F. Rouse 9,749 3,510 1,310.37 441.58 868079 12.sa 36 Cokers' 100 W 
Odie Brooker 8,916 3,210 1,198.36 52.3. 75 674.6.3 16.12 36 Cokers 1 100 W 
w. A. Rouse 11,619 4,400 1,624.00 437.86 1.,186.14 9.95 16 Cokers' 100 W 
Det Bowers ll,7o6 3,746 1,437.$2 368.75 1,086.77 9.84 ,36 Cokers' 100 W 
IJ::I 
i g 
::s 
C) 
G. F. Bowers, Jr. 13,235 4,76S 1,778.90 uo.10 1,368.80 8.61 36 Cokers 1 100 W § 
J. H. Lightsey 10,085 3,630 1,355.25 458.20 897.o5 12.62 36 Cokers• 4 in 1 ~ 
Johnny Jenkins 10,851 3,9o6 1,458.27 S59.67 898.70 14.33 .36 Cokers 1 100 W 
R. E. Williams 12,015 4,325 1,614.70 542.65 1,012.os 12.54 36 Cokers' 100 W 
Van Peeples 7,879 2,486 1,061.71 355.33 7o6.J8 12.48 .36 Ookers 1 100 W 
J. c. Fitts B,350 3.,oo6 1,122.24 363. 15 758.49 12.10 36 Cokers' 100 W 
R. F. Ulmer 7,584 2,730 l,Ol9.22 366.83 652.39 13043 .36 Ookers • 100 W 
AVERAGE YIELD LINT PER ACRE - 727.9 .lbs. AVERAGE VALUE PER ACRE - $232.92 COUNTY AVER.AGE VALUE PER ACRE 1947 PRICF.S - $B9.6o A VER.AGE PER CENT L.!NT - 36% 
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Summary cotton contest demonstration records1 1935 - 1947: Following is a 
yearly summary of the results of the five-a.ci:re cotton contest demonstrations 
in Hampton County !or the period 1935 - 1947: 
Summary Results of Cotton Contest Demonstrations, 1935 - 1947 
Year No. Lbs. Lint Value Cost Profit Per 
Dems. Per Acre Per Acre Per Acre 
Acre 
1935 7 552 t1s.2s $28.29 $46.98 
1936 10 566 8J.S5 29.58 54.27 
1937 14 150 75.oo 27.50 47.50 
1938 11 655 100.13 39.68 60.45 
1939 9 767 90.83 .36.48 54.35 
1940 13 765 98.76 .31.49 ,58.,26 
1941 12 7.53 173.27 35.1,6 137.81 
1942 13 782 245.09 52.81 192.28 
1943 9 8.32 200.78 62.]J l.38057 
1944 9 97.3.9 2.38.05 Bo.91 157.lli 
1945 12 716.46 189.43 68.oo 121.43 
1946 12 1,0 286.31 76.17 210.01 
1947 12 72J..9 2.32.92 87.58 145.34 
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Corn Production 
The county's long-time eorn program with objective in view to increase the 
grail:\ production and at the same time reduce production costs, thereby-
making the crop more profitable. 
Our method of carrying this out is to induce farmers to use better cultural. 
practices and more .fertilizer to obtain increased yields. We recommend 
reducing the :planted acreage and doubling the yield.so · 
The agricultural committee adopted thia as a long-time program at 'llJY' 
suggestion about nine years ago and since that time the planted acreage has 
been reduced about 30 percent and the total county- production has increased0 
We still have far to go with this program but have a good start. Our per 
acre average has increased f'rom 12 orl3 bu., to 24 or 2.5, but that is only 
barely breaking even, and the yield can be raised to JS or 40 bushels. 
Our aim is to bring the county- average per acre yield to 35 bushels or more; . 
then farmers will begin to make profits on their corn crop and more profit 
on their livestock. 
Summary of corn demonstrations follows on next page. 
Sum:mar., Corn Production Demonstrations - }lybrid 
Name Variety Acres Fert. Used Yield Bu. Cost Cost Per Value Crop Profit_ 
Per A. Per A. Prod. Bu. 
P. L. Connelly lfcGurd;yls lOOSVl l 500 lbso, .3-la...6 77 $28.Bo $0.374 $154.oo $125.20 
300 lbs. Soda 
George Goethe Woods s-~o l½ 700 lbs • .5-10..5 
310 lbs. Cal.Nitro 
100 lbs. Soda 46 66..40 0.962 1.38.00 7lo6o 
Lanier Connelly Woods S..315 - l 500 lbs. 3-10-6 
300 lbs. Soda 88 29.ao 0.34 116.00 J.46.20 
Aubrey Goethe Woods S..315 , l½ 700 lbs. S-10..5 
100 lbs. Cal-Nitro 
300 lbs. Soda 88 66.40 0.,03 264.oo 197.60 
c. G. Barnes McGurdy's 1005W 3 400 lbs. 4-lo.6 
6oo lbs. J.2.J...,.6 45 74.70 o.553 210.00 195060 
Sonny Deto ach Funk•• o.. 714 1 500 lbs. J.,..12,..6 
100 lbs. 60% lbµ1.ate 
of Potash 
100 lbs. Cal.Nitro 
500 lbs. ~12-4 Bo 41.50 o.52 147.80 106.30 
R. Eo William Funk's 0.. 714 400 lbs. 3-9-9 
200 lbs. Ammonium 
Nitrate 6o 240090 o.ao 600.00 359.10 
TOTALS 14 484 $548.50 $1,749.80 $1,201.6o 
AVERAGE per~ 61 ... lll 
The plot of field oorn of A. w. Goethe was used as a check plot against these demonstrations. Two of these 
demonstrations were in the same field with the check plot. A swmnar;y of' the check plot follows on ne:Xt page0 ., 
Name 
A. •• Goethe · 
Summar., Corn Production Demonstration Check Plot £or Hybrid Demse 
Variety Fert. Used 
Per A. 
Old Yellow 300 lbs. 5-10..5 
Yield Bue Cost Per 
Per A. Cost Prode Bu. V aJ.ue Crop Pro£i t 
18 126.00 li.5o $54.oo $28.00 
Comparing thia check plot with the two demonstrations (hybrid) in the smne field, the check plot showed an 
acreage yield of 18 bushels againat 46 bushels 'With Woods &240 and 88 bushels with Woods &.JlS. 
1~ 
ne111q11,uu. uuwu,,y ... -er,111:J -°"'-1 ___ _ 
Small Grains 
Wheat production: One demonstration in wheat production was completed in 
1947. A summary of this demonstration follows, 
Name 
w. n. Fitts 
Summ.ar;y of Wheat Demonstration 
Variety Acres Yield Bu. 
Bu. Per 
Acre 
Cost Cost 
Per 
Bu. 
Red Heart 22 682 31 $580.15 85¢ 
Value 
Prot'i 
AVERAGES Per Acre 31 $26.40 65¢ $65010 $38.70 
PerBuo 
Vi.lo productioni One demonstration in the production ot' Milo was completed, 
a summary of which follour 
Summar., :llilo De:ioonstration 
Yield Yield 
Name Acres Bu. Bu. Per Cost Value Profit 
Acre 
Lo Ao Rouse 10 J.50 1.5 $170010 $450.00 ta19.90 
AVERAGE Per Acre $17001 t~.oo $27099 
( 
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Legumes .tor Seed 
Bi-color lespedeza to produce saed: One demonstration or bi-oolor lespedeza 
for seed productioa was conducted in 1947. Season has been unfavorable for 
harvesting so the amount of seed produced is olicy' an estimate. 
Name 
Summar,r Bi.,.oolor Lespedeza Seed Demonstration 
Acres Pounds Seed Remarks 
l 25 lbs--. The crowns were shipped in a cold 
ti.me and were heeled in until the 
land could be prepared for planting. 
They were frozen, showing ice around 
the roots, but this did not seem to 
injure themo They did not require 
mu.oh oultivatiQn and grew to a 
height of from four to six .t'eet tall 
and made good sound seed. However, 
there was o~ halt of a stand saved 
and the amount of seed ready for 
harvest is onlz an estimate. 
Bi-color Lespedeza to Produce Crowru,~ One d9Jllonstration of bi-color lespedeza 
for the production of crc1'DB was conducted in 1947, a summa:r.r of which follows, 
Summar,r Bi-Color Lespedeza for Crowns 
Name Acres Crowns 
Produced Cost Value Profit 
)(urra;y DeLoach l 
Remarks: The seed came up well but died in. the porus soil before the roots 
could take hold. The seed was planted while the ground was too freshly broken., 
The crowns produced were about the same size as the ones received from the 
Soil Conservationist tor ssed production last year. Little trouble was 
experienced in cultivating the plants in this type soil,- light sandy loam. 
Blue Lupine tor seed production:: One demonstration in the production ot blue 
lupine for aeed was conducted in 1947. A SUll1I1l8r.Y' follows: 
summary Blue Lupine For Seed Production 
Name Acres Pounds Seed Pounds Per Acre 
P. L. Connel~ 10 J.S,ooo 1,500 
These seed were harvested by collbine. 
' 
rage c:x..'-,;./ 
Legumee For Soil Building 
Kudzu for soil building: One demonstration of kudzu for soil building 
was conducted, a summary of which follon: 
Name 
J. V • Youman8 
Summ.a:ey Kudzu Soil Improvement Danonstration 
Acres Cost Cost Per Acre Remarks 
3 $330 10 $140.3 This crop was brought through i'rom 
1946 and a potash deficiency had 
shown up in June 1946. Some 
potash fertilizer demonstrations 
were established in 1946 and 
continued in 1947. It was noted 
that much improvement was made 
on the plots treated w.i. th 100 and 
200 pounds of potash per acre. 
This improvement was- both in 
growth and vigor0 
Fifteen aniaal. units were grazed 
for .30 d'9'8 early" and regrowth 
made for green manure. 
Blue Lupine £or Soil Building:: Two demonstrations of blue lupine for soil 
building were conducted in 1947. One of these was of cotton following blue 
lupine and the other of corn .f'ollowing blue lupine• A sUJJUDary of these deoonstratio 
follower 
Nama 
S·---;- Blue Lupine Soil IJD.Drovement Demonstration With Cotton 
Acres Fertilisation Yield I.int Per A. Yield Lint Per A~ 
Per Acre Follolling Blue Without Blue Lupine 
Lupine 
Cecil Brunson 6 400 lbs• 5-l0..5 
No Soda 
Name 
$00 lbs. 5-10..S 
]SO lbs. Soda 
500 lbs. 
250 lbs, 
Summary Blue Lupine Soil Improvement Demonstration With Corn 
Aeres Yield Per Acre Yield Per Acre 
Following Blue Without Blue Lupine 
Lupine (Bushels) (Bushels) 
P. Lo Connelly S 35 bu. 20 bUo 
J. T. Rhodes .5 45 bu. 28 bu. 
From these records it is seen that the use of Blue Lupine turned under as a cover 
crop increased the yield of corn b;r 16 bu.~hels per acre and doubled the yield of 
cotton. 
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.Peanut Demonstrations 
Peanut production demonstrations: Three peanut production demonstrations 
were conducted in 1947, a BUJllllllU7 of which follows: 
Summar.y P~anut Production Demonstrationa 
Name No. Yield Cost Value 
Acres To.u Prod, Crop Pro.fit. 
c. )(. Crapse 12 606 1515.55 $1,588.80 11,073.25 
J. V • Youmans 22 11.0 1,449.00 2,175057 726.57 
Steady Rentz 10 6.,2 444.90 1,,01o60 l,0.56,70 
TOTALS 44 23.8 2,409.45 5,265097 2,856.52 
AVERAGF.S PER ACRE 38.6 Bu 54. 76 119.68 61'.92 
· Hampton County Page 
Soil building crops,· Work with soil building crops consisted o! a campaign 
for swmner and winter legumes. As a result of this campaign, the county 
agents aided 192 .tarners in purchasing the following listed legume seeds:: 
Crotalaria •·····••••••••••••••••••••• 200 lbs• 
Vetch•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 500 1bs. 
Blue Lupine•••••••••••••••••••••••••• 2211 775 lhs. 
TOTAL ................................ 2221 475 1bso 
/ 
3 
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Permanent Pasture Demonstrations 
Permanent pasturess: The campaign for the establishment and improvement of 
permanent pastures in Hampton County was continued during 1947. As a result 
of this work,. fa.rners, particularly those with livestock, ere becoming more 
and more interested in pasture improvement. 
Six result demonstrations were conducted, a SUlI1Ill2l7 of which follou: 
SwmnarI" Permanent Pasture Demonstrations 
Name Acres Year Fertilizer Noa Date Grazing 
Sorted Used Animal Grasses Began and 
Units Seeded Date Grazing 
Grazed Ended 
L. A. Rouse 4 1947 Buie Slag Planted Tall Alta Too soon 
5-10..5. . last week Meadow to graze yet. 
Octobero Fescue 
Jo E. Dobson 2 1947 Phosphate Pl.anted Tall Grazing has 
4,..10,.,6 last Al.ta not begun 
~eek Meadow yeto 
October Fescue 
Ro E. Williams 2 1947 Lime Planted Tall Not grazed 
.3-12-6 last Alta yeto,. 
week Meadow 
Oct. Fescue 
s. W0 Tuten l½ 1947 3-12-6 Planted Tall None 
last week Alta 
October Meadow 
Fescue 
Iro Go Mckenzie .3 1947 Lime Tall None 
Superphosphate .llta 
~o..6 Planted Meadow 
last week Fescue 
October 
Jo Vo Youmans 5 1940 and .3-9-9 JJ None in April ht 
reseeded in 4.10...6 1947 
1944 with Muriats of October 206 
lespedeza am Potash Pasture was again in 1945 
'With 20 lbBo not grazed to 
per Acre capacity becau 
not needed 
this ~ar! 
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Animal husbandry extension work in Hampton County in 1947 consisted ot 
educational demonstration work 1'li th swine and beef cattle. 
For the first aix months of this year prices remained at or below the 1946 
level and a premium was paid tor heavy finished cattle and hogs and a 
normal number of animals were finished that wrq. 
With the second half ot the year grain priees began to rise sharply and 
f a.rmers started selling unfinished and light stock. This caused a wide 
difference in the price of finished and unfinished hogs, and in heavy and 
light cattle• 
Purebred and high grade breeding stock: There is a strong trend for better 
breeding stock, both cattle and hogs, in t.be county. Improved pastures 
and foraging crops make it possible for increasing the livestock population 
and our farmers are doing their best to increase the quality as they grow 
in the business. 
Swine 
With the assistance of the extension agents, the following breeding stock 
was purchased this year. 
Purebred sires: Five purebred boars ware placed with f&I1!1ers and 1 purebred 
boar placed with a club member in 1947. The county agents assisted the 
farmers and club member in selecting these boars as to type and qualitio A 
record of these placings is given as tollo11B: 
Record o:! Purebred Boars Placed in 1947 
Name No. Boars Breed Age Cost 
D. E. Hull 1 Duroc 10 Moa. $82.50 
s. w. Tuten 1 Duroc 10 Mos. as.oo 
Roy Youmans l Duroc 4 Mos. 25.00 
Jimmie Mdlbaney 1 Duroc .3 Mos. 10000 
Hamp Stanley l Duroc 4 Mos. 15 .. oo 
Raddie »:cA1 haney l Hereford 6 Mos0 45.oo 
TOTAL PLACED 6 $262050 
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Following ia given a record of the placings of purebred boars by years in the 
county since 1938. 
Summary- Plaaings of Purebred Boars - 1938 - 1947 
Year 
1938 
1939 
1940 
1941 
1942 
1943 
1944 
1945 
1946 
1947 
1 
Total placed in 10 years 
Number Placed 
9 
6 
9 
4 
6 
3 
2 
2 
4 
6 
,1 
Purebred gilts:: Six purebred gilts were placed with tamers and h,.H nemben 
in Hampton County in 1947 with the county agents assisting in selecting these 
gilts as to type and quality. A SllllllllarY' of these placings !ollowss 
SummU7 Purebred Gilts Placed in 1947 
Name No. Gilts Breed .A.ge Cost 
L. A. Rouse l Duroc 9 Moso 187.SO 
P. L. Connel~ 1 Duroe 10 Moso, 90.00 
G. F. Bowers 1 Duroc 10 Mos. 90.00 
Archie Harter l Duroc 4 Mos. 35.,62 
Roy Youmans, Jr. 1 Duroc 4 Moso 30.00 
Miles Youmans 1 Duroc 4 Mos. JOoOO 
TOTAL PLACED 6 $363.12 
r'age ~ z 
Swine Herd Management and Sanitation Demonstrations 
Two swine herd management demonstrations in Hampton County are carried 
through from 1946 and one new demonstration started in 1947. 
The Buckfield Plantation, operated by Mr. C. w. Frame, is doing a fine job. 
He is closely following the recommendations of the State Extension Specialists 
and State Veterinarians in sanitation, breeding, foraging and finishing of 
his hogs. He produces about 200 market hogs each year. 
Mr. Donaldson Tucker is trying., under difficulties, to complete his sanitary 
and grazing arrangements. He is onl¥ on his farm about six or seven months 
each year and is handicapped for lack of intelligent management while he 
is ur1q. 
Plans were .furnished So w. Tuten, Furman, So Co for a sanitary swine herd 
management set up on his farm. He is a breeder of purebred Durocs' and 
sells quite a lot of breeding stock in the cowity0 
Beef Cattle 
Beef' cattle work for 1947 consisted of placing of purebred sires mid 
purebred and grade cows, beef cattle managerrent demonstrations and 
steer feeding demonstrations. 
Purebred sires placed: The count.T agents assi ted six farmers with 
purchasing l3 purebred beef bulls for improving their herds. We have good 
bulls now .in every neighborhood avail~le for use for any farmer who wants 
their service. 
Summary Bee! Bulls Placed in 1947 (Purebred2 
Name No. Bulls 
Placed Breed Ase Price 
L. J. Willi8lD8 2 Angw, 2t Yrs. $1,000.00 
L. J. Willi.Bm8 1 Hereford .3 Yrso 500.00 
Lo J • Williams l Brahma 5 Yrs. 500000 
King Maner 1 Hereford 6 Yrs. 250.00 
Oswald I.i. ghtsq 2 Hereford .3 Yrs. 1,200.00 
Nom.i, Lightaa7 4 Hereford 3 Yrs. 2,250.00 
Herman Lightsq 1 Hereford 2½ Yrs. 450000 
Harrison Peeples l Hereford 6 350.00 
TOTAI.S 13 $61500.00 
u p11uu UUl,LUIIJ .r~411 -,2U 
Following is g1 ven a record of the placings of purebred beef bulls by years 
in the county since 1939. 
Summary- Placings of Purebred Beef Bulls - 1939 - 1947 
Year Herefords Polled Herefords Angus Brahma Total 
Placed Plaeed 
1939 ·9 9 
1940 5 1 2 8 
1941 5 1 6 
1942 5 5 
1943 4 4 
1944 4 4 
1945 5 5 
1946 15 15 
1947 10 2 1 13 
TOTAL5 62 2 4 1 69 
A total of 69 purebred beef bulls have been placed in the county in the past 
9 years. 
Steer Feeding Demonstrations: Ten steer feeding demonstrations were conducted. 
A summary of these demonstrations follows: 
Su.mmar,y- Steer Feeding Demonst.rations 
Name No. Dqs Gain Ave. Cost Profit 
Head on in Wt. Dai~ Per CWT Including 
Feed Gain Gain ManUN 
Soll1V" Deloach 1 100 100 lbs 1 lbo $53060 $2.40 11)65 
Lanier Connelly 1 120 190 1,.6 40.00 5.oo 
Randolph Rentz l 150 245 46 21083 12.42 
Inez Rentz l 90 300 3.3 17083 34000 
George Gci>ethe l 70 220 3.1 23.63 32.0, 
Aubrey Goethe l 130 220 lo7 24.lJ 30.55 
Homer Goethe l 120 275 2.3 17088 l3.o4 
K'ellD3' McKenzie 1 90 195 2.1 46.15 38.98 IDSS 
Reggie Hadwin l l.l.O 273 2.48 23.80 ·22.90 
Bobby DeLoach l 90 245 2.7 24.49 50.00 
TOTAIS 10 1070 21263 lbs. $293.34 $158.58 
AVERAGES 107 22603 lbs. $29033 $15.86 
20 1 lbs. 
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Purebred and grade cows placed: Forty-one purebred and grade cows and heifers 
were placed with three farmers in the county during the year. A swmnary of 
these placings follows& 
Harrison Peeples 
K. o. McKenzie 
s. w. Tuten 
TOTALS 
Summary Purebred and Grade Cows Placed 
No. Placed 
35 
4 
2' 
41 
Age Price 
3 to 5 years 13,650.00 
4 Mos. to 3 Yrs. 450o00 
4 years 300.00 
Beef Herd Management Demonstrations: Mr. c. w. Fr8llle is continuing his herd 
management project w.i. th the adviee of the extension agent and specialists. 
The herd was culled this year and a number ot poor cype bulls and brood cows 
were removed. .llso a dehorning and castration demonstration was held on the 
farm. 
He is endeavoring to improve t.he quality of his herd., and is inereasing it to the 
capacity of bis feed and pastures as fast as he can0 He now has about 500 head 
of cattle and has ample pasture and food for them, 111th more fine land available 
for feed production. 
He has a 250 acre permanent pasture demonstration., wi. th White Dutch Clover, 
Dallas grass and lespedeza that is as good as arJY' in the state, and is planning 
to put in more than 75 more at this timee· 
Dr. Harri.sen Peeples of Scotia is getting a beef cattle herd management 
demonstration farm under way with 30 grade white face co1'8., five purebred 
cowe and one bullo 
He planted ample feed crops and grazing for them this year and is planning 
pastures and grazing for 100 head of brood cows in mother two years as a 
goal to work toward.so 
Donaldson Tucker of Estill is continuing his management herd program started 
in 19460 He has on]J a dozen purebred llbite face cattle but it is a model 
set UPo 
Hampton uounty 
DAIRYING 
We now have one A...1 dairy furnishing milk in Estill. 
' 
Rhodes• Dairy in Estill was completed four years ago and has been 
furnishing high quality mi.lk to its patrons s_ince completion. 
Plans for building dairy barns and milk houses were furnished ta 
two farmers. 
Permanent Pastures 
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Permanent pasture ll'Ork is discussed in the agronomy section of this report. 
L,..H Dair; Calf Club Work 
Three 4-H club members completed records on their dairy projects, a summar,y 
of whieh followsi 
Summary Dair;y Calf Club Demonstrations 
Name No. .Animals Total Vaiue Total Cost Profit 
Oliver Stanley 1 $lllol0 $48.oo 863610 
c. Pulaski 1 26$'.oo 22,.00 40o00 
James Phillipe 1 l30o00 10.5.oo 25000 
TOTALS $5o6.10 $378000 $128.10 
AVERAGE 168.70 126000 ll2o70 
' 
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ENTOJlOLOOI AND PLANT PATHOLOGY 
Extension work in entomology and plant pathology in 1947 was compo5ed of 
work with crop diseases, am crop insects. 
Crop Diseases 
Storage Rot Control in Sweet Potatoesa The work 111th storage rot control in 
sweet potatoes was continued in 1947 with good results. Sulphur burning 
seems to be an effective treatment and is being used b;r all etorage house 
operators in this count;r. 
Dust treatment of cotton seed: Ninety percent of the cot ton seed planted in 
this county 1lil.S treated with Ceresan. Farmers usually b~ seed that has been 
treated and if they plant their own seed, it is treated on their own tars 
or carried to a coJIIIIWli ty center where machine is available for the worko 
Small grain disease controlt The same thing is true of oats, as with 
cotton seed, and alao with iheat, and m.azzy- farmers are treating their corn 
and truck crop seed also. 
The county agent gives timely advice through eount,T papers, circular 
letters, and responding to individual inquiries on all coDDDOn plant diseases. 
Insects 
Boll weevil controlt Boll weevil infestation was 110rse this year than err 
time in ten yeara. The crop was planted late, the average planting date 
being around the 2oth of April against a usual. average planting date of 
April 5, and weevils were in the .fields at cotton chopping time in large 
numbers. 
Farmers who used the 1-1-1 poison had good results and where they followed 
this up with dust they were able to save a high percent of the crop. 
Many farmers did not try to .fight weevils until their crops were badJ.7 
damaged and then it wu too late £or effective control .. Much more poisoning 
YBS done than in 1946, and several new brands of poison came on the market. 
Four poisons were tested with check plots, these being molasses-calcium 
arsenate mop, calcium arsenate dust, BHC-DDT dust, and Katthns mop• 
· According to results indicated, the caleilDl arsenate molasses liquid was 
superior tc;, the Matthews treatment, the latter not even showing arry-
improvemmt over no poison. 
The BHc..DDT gave a slightq better yield and showed less lice damage than the 
calcium arsenate dust• 
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QUESTIONNAIRE AND TESTIMONIAL ON BOLL \"JEBl/II, CONTROL BY POISONH-•G ------ - ----- - - --- - ·- - ----
1947 
I. ·-----------~N~u-rn~1b_e_r--r-AmT".".""'oun.,..-~Lt ___ 1~-n~L~~e-r~v.,,...,..a.i ___ D~a~~e~s._.0~>1....,...~·w ~ea~n~s~o~,r.--. 
METHODS Appli- Used Between Applica- Applica-
cations Per Acre Applications tions tion -~ ..... ....--
A. Th1!':t.;ncr 
1. Calcium Arsenate 
---- - ... ___ , .. _......., ==---·- ·-
r---~--,,..--...-~--+-----1-----....... ------1-----·i---- -·-~. C.A, & Nicotine _________________ , ___________ .,.._,,--,,------t--------
J. BHC (18 Juru!! 
LI• 3% BHC - ?% DUI' 7 lha 12 da.va (.30 Jllru!! Attsmlan,: 
5, Toxaphene _..,.....______________________ -·----t--··-·---- ·---··-·-
b. Other I============:±===··:::±:-..--=:=:=..;:.;·--=- ......_·==:...-_-_-._"I"' _ - .. ---.. ·.-::::t:-:::::=======I 
B. Monoing 
8. Spraying 
··- ···--
(Name Material) 
per application 
II, COST PER ACREiFOR POISON: $1. 75 ·-------·---------------
FOR JU'FLICATION : _ $1.00 -···-- __ . . .. . 
III.~ RESULTS: 
A. Yield per acre on poisoned cotton __ _...U._8._...b .... al......,e ____________ , 
B, Yield per acre on unpoisoned cotton ½ bale ( adjacent) , -·-----~·----
C. Actual or estimated (state which) increase in lbs. of lint per ac:i.ee due to 
poisoning ½ ba:J.• 
!). Was any increase in plant lice damage noticed where poison was used?~· 
IV, TESTIMONIAL OF FARE R (For possible publ icat ion) 1 
(Including his opinions, r eacti Jns , and conclusi ons as to cont rol pr ac tices 
which he used.) 
I used 2 applications of the BHc..DDT mixture on some of nv cotton this 
year and it increased nv yield by ½ bale per a.ere. 
Fa:nner: R. E. Williams, Estill, s. c. 
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Mechanical Cotton Pickers and Cotton Def oliationi One planter was successful 
in securing a cotton picker and harvested his crop and helped his neighbors 
a great deal. This macb1 ne wu capable of picking about 7 bales per dq • 
Another farmer secured the use of a picker from out of the county for about 
two weeka6 
The use of these pickers stimulated the use of cyanamid for defoliating 
purpose • Approxima:t.ely Soo acres were treated this year. 
Corn insects~ Several cases of corn stalk borer damage was brought to the 
attention of the · county agent and information !or controlling it was 
furnished. The farmer•' Bulletin on •The Small Corn Stalk Borer" was the 
source of information. 
.Approximately 100 farmers, in addition to information in news art1c1es1 were 
given information on insect control in stored grain, including weevil destruction 
in corn, wheat, oats, and eowpeas. 
Wireworm:- Farmers have learned much a bout wireworm control and do not 
suffer the losses that were commonly suffered even to five years ago., 
Crotalaria has done much to help check this insect. We have no record yet 
of wireworms or wireworm damage following a good erop of this legume. 
Pasturing land and letting weeds grow atter small grain are two approved 
methods of keeping the insect out of the soil. A good rotation and cropping 
system usually g1 ves desired results in wi..reworm control. . . 
Mexican Bean Beetle Controls The use of Rotenone dust as a control far this 
insect is a recognized practice throughout the county now. The dust was 
available to farmers in Hampton County" this 79aro 
Fence Post Preservation: We are carrying through .three demonstrations 
in different commun:i ties on treated posts, all showing favorable results• 
w. Lo Mikell, Estill, 16 pine posts under grape harbor.,- 9 yeara duration, 
treated with copper sulphate aolutioa, show all post to be showing signa 
of deteriorating. They will probabl3 last another year before complete}T 
giving a,q. All similar green posts placed on pasture fence the same year 
were completely rotten atter three years duratiob. 
c. L. Buter, Garnett, pine posts treated !or pasture fence, •ixyears 
duration, all in sound condition. Cheek pests not treated are rotten. 
These posts were treated with tbe zinc chloride solutio 
P.H. Gooding, Crocket.nlle1 fence posts treated six and seven years ago 
sound with untreated check posts all gone0 
t 
0 
0 
A 
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FORESTRY 
Forestr;r extension work in 1947 included demonstrat.ions in farm woodland. management, woodland examinations 
and seleeting cutting demonstrations, thinning, planting, 1'-.H club work, and also work in fire prevention, 
forest insects, and marketing._ 
Farm Woodland Managemen~ 
We are carrying through one forestry management demonstration in cooperation with the State and Extension 
Foresters on the farm of P.H. Gooding., Crocketville, s. c. 
Name o:t 
Demonstrator 
P.H. Gooding 
Summar,y Farm Woodland Management Demonstration 
Year 
Established 1941 
1941 $1,591.00 
1942 
Plot marked 
tor pu1pwood 
and firell"Ood 
cuttings. 
$840.00 worth 
saw: timber 
.marketed. 
1943 1944 
Few cords Few cords 
firewood firewood 
sold onlJ' sold onq 
1945 1946 
On1-v Small amount 
small hardwood 
amount oriq 
hardwood removed 
removed tor 
tor .fire11t>od., 
.firewood. 
1947 
80 acres 
or 
96,610 board 
feet markedo 
Small amount 
hardwood 
o~ cut 
for firewood. 
This demonstration was established on a ten year plan.. The stand is maki.ng fast growth and mq be 
cut again in six or seven years from original thinning. 
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Woodland examinations and selective cuttin t Four .farmers had woodland 
examination or selective cutting demonstrations., as follows: 
Name Ad.dress 
C. E. Bullard Early Branch, s. c. 
w. K. Richardson Columbia, s. Co 
Estate H. A. Preacher 
Branson., s. C0 
D. P. McTeer Ear:cy, Branch, s.c. 
ThinniDJ 
Accomplishments 
25 acre plot estimated and. marked tor 
thinning. 225 cords of pulpwood 
removed through selective cutting at a 
cost ot $632.15 and sold for $21250.00. 
Recommendations made for future handling 
of remaj ning timber. 
Recommendations made for future 
handling of tillbera 
Excellent fire control. 
150 acres exanti ne'4 
RecoJIIID8ndations on preserving timber 
for regeneration or the stand and complete 
fire protection to give reprodu.cti.on chance 
to survive. 
50 acres examined. 
Rec0llll!l8ndations made for future handling 
of timber. No commercial cutting at 
present. Poor formed trees and some of the 
cat.raced trees to be removed in the fuel 
wood cutting in the fall. 
200 acres examined. 
One thinning demonstrat.:ion was held, with the assistance of the extension 
forester, tc;, show how the 25 acres of pines planted in 1936 on the 
plantation of c. Eo Bullard of Ear:cy, Branch, s. c. should be thinned for 
pulpwood by removing the crooked, lid>y1 forked, and detective trees. 
According'.q the entire plot was marked off and all trees removed. 225 cords 
o.r pulpwood was cut and sold. 
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Five Acre Pulpwood Thinning Contest 
For the second year a live Acre Pulpwood Thinning Contest was conducted 
jointly with the s. ·c. State Commission ot Forestry. Pulpwood companies 
made available prize D10ne.r tor those doing outstanding work. The purpose 
ot the contest was to promote better cutting practices and to conclusively 
prove that income can be substantially increased by wsing tarm labor to 
move the product closer to ma:rket. The contest started October 1 and 
ended on Februar,- 28. 
Mr. o. E. Bullard1 Early Braneh1 s. c. entered this contest from 
Hampton count,. and was winner ot the State Prize, 1250.00 
Kr. Bullard 1s trees were slash pine, eleven years old. 475 trees 
were cut and 11 069 left in his five acre plot. . 
(Pictures ot the above demonstration are attached. on next page) 
Planting 
Following is a list ot trees planted in Hampton County in 1947 b7 
varieties a: 
Loblolly' S1ash Total 
15,500 300 5,200 81,000 
.l total of 811000 pine seedlings were planted in Hampton County' in 1947. 
Name 
~~ Pine Trees Planted in 1947 
Ho~o. Trees Percent Rate of 
Acres Planted Trees Growth 
E. H. Barnes ½ 
Ligbtse.r Bros. 25 
J. T. Rhodes, ~r. 5 
Total 
Per Acre Li. ving 1st Yr. 
1,000 
1,000 
1,000 
15 
90 
85 
Total Cost 
13.SO 
$150.00 
2s.oo 
A total ot 811 000 seedlings were planted in Hampton County- in 1947. 
A portion of these trees were planted out on large plantations on which 
no records are available0 
One tree planting demonstration was conducted with 20 farmers and 4,..H 
members attending. 
--------------~----:nl:llll}TUO.U"vtJUU:or------------.1'age s 2'.Z 
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Year 
1940 
19.41 
1942 
1943 
l944 
l94S 
1946 
1947 
SUJllll8l"1' Trees Planted 1940 • 1947 
Noe Acres Planted 
101 
28 
34 
122 
36 
16¼ 
283 
81 
No. Trees Planted 
101,000 
28,000 
34,000 
122,000 
.36,000 
16,2.So 
28.3,000 
81,000 
In the past eight ;years, 701¼ acres of pine trees have been set out in 
Hampton County. 
Arbor Dq Program 
An Arbor Dq Program was held in Hampton County' in 1946, sponsored b;y 
the Clemson Extension Service, the state Commission ot Forestry', 
and the Crown Cork and Seal Conparv of Baltimre, Kar,yland, with the 
assistance of the 4-H boys and girls. 
A cork oak tree was planted on the Court House Grounds in Hampton 
111th an attendance of llO 1,..H members and adults at the emrcises0 
Cork Oak Progr8l! 
Cork oak plant~ 1: During the past ;year 6oo cork oak acorns were 
distributed to club meni>ers for planting in the county-. These 
acorns were received in a very bad condition. 
Year 
1944 
194S 
1946 
'1947 
Summar,y Cork Oak Trees Planted, 1944. 1947 
No. Trees Set Out 
965 
300 
1 
Acorns Planted 
720 
600 
During the past tour ;years, ·1,266 cork oak trees and 11 320 acorns have been 
set out in Hampton County. 
BOl'I' Saw Demonstration 
A bow saw demonstration 1'BS conducted on the farm of c. E. Bullard at 
Early Branch with an attendance of 6 farmers. 
' ' 
1946 - 1947 
5 ACRE PULPWOOD THINNING CONTEST 
HAMPI'ON COUNTY 
CLAUD E1 BULLARD - EARLY BRANCH, S. C. 
Claude B. Bullard, right and 
Count7 Agent John Anthony of 
Hampton in Mr. Bullard's slash 
pine plantation. 75 acres 
planted in 1936. 
Claude E. Bullard and 
Son. Trees and bo;,r 
same age. Trees planted 
in 1936 for son's 
education. Thinned 
in 1947 for first time. 
Thinnings sold for 
pulpwood. 
Hampton County 
Slash pine plantation of c. E. Bullard, Early Branch, s. c. 
being thinned in 1947 :tor first time. Thinnings sold 
tor pulpwood. 
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Four-H Club Forestrz: Work 
Forestry instruction, including nature study, forest management and the 
use of forest products was given at Camp Long where the Hampton Countg," 
4-H boys attended camp. Also instruct.ion on fire prevention and the 
above topics was given at 4-H club meetings during the year. Also a 
number of moving pictures were given on forestry, both at 4-H meetings 
and farmers• meetings. 
The two 4-H boys attending Conservation Camp, George Goethe and Bobby 
DeLoach, attended special classes in forestry conducted there. 
Bookmarkers were distributed to all 4-H members. 
Fire Prevention 
The county agent has continued to cooperate with the Hampton Count;," 
Fire Protection .Association in their program to control forest fires 
in Hampton County. Envelope stutters have been used in circular letters 
and individual letters to farmers in the count;,", and bookmarks given to 
all 4-H club Dlel!Jbers stressing tire prevention. Newspaper articles 
and picture shows were given throughout the year to stress the importance 
of fire prevention, both in tarm buildings and in the 1mods. The county 
agent cooperated with the ranger at a school for training local county 
fire wardens. 
Marketing 
The sawmill list in the county was brought up to date gi v.lng us a 
complete record of operating sawmills to aid farmers in the marketing 
of forest products. 
The pulpwood directory, gi v.lng pulpwood specifications and names of 
buyers and other information was brought up..to-date and 
current prices of pulpwood, poles and other forest products wer . kept 
and :t'urnished farmers when requested to assist them in :marketing these 
producta0 
Publications 
Bulletins and leaflets on .forestry practices., including leaflets on 
Longer Life for Fence Posts and on Planted Pines Pq and the bulletin 
Min1muJll Cutting Practices were distributed to .1m:"mers in the counv • 
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FOUR,..H CLUB WORK 
Boys' 4-H club work was conducted in eight conmnmities in Hampton County 
in 1947, with an enrollment or 155 boya.. Ea.eh club is in charge of a 
local leader and regular mon~ meetings are held each month 'With each 
club except during vacation time~ 
Summar, ot enrollment and completions, Following is given a list of the clubs. 
and a SWlll!lary' of enrollment ane completions t : 
Name of Club 
Yemassee 
Early Branch 
Varnville 
Hampton 
Brunson 
Hopewell 
Estill 
Furman 
TOTALS 
Summar, of la-H Club Enrollments and Completions 
No. Members No. Completed Per Cent Members 
Enrolled Demnstrations Completing 
Demonstrations 
12 11 91.6 
l5 l5 100.0 
25 2'3 92.0 
4.3 43 100.0 
16 16 100.0 
13 13 100.0 
9 8 88.8 
22 22 100.0 
155 lSl 
Following is given a SUJ111Dary' of la,..H club enrollments of boys, and yearly 
completions from 1932 to 1947: 
~ 1,..H Club Enrollment and Completions 
1932 - 1947 
Year Enrollment Completions Per Cent Completions 
1932 138 31 22.s 
1933 187 67 37.0 
1934 172 83 48.o 
1935 160 48 30.0 
1936 181 35 18.0 
1937 71 54 76.1 
1938 143 82 51.3 
1939 169 122 12.1 
1940 112 78 69.6 
1941 · 168 31 22 .. 02 
1942 94 46 48.9 
1943 108 98 19.5 
1944 117 104 88.9 
1945 126 ll2 88.9 
1946 130 102 78.5 
1947 155 151 91.~ 
,\ 
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4-H club demonstrations: Belo• is given a SUJIIIDar1' of 4-H cl.ub 
demonstrations completed in 19 7: 
Summa.nr Qomo;Leted Demonstrat!ong - 12~1 
Demonstration No. Completed Value Cost Profit 
Products 
Corn l4 $1,836.oo $576.40 $1,259.60 
Cotton 1 100.00 21.00 79.00 
Peanuts 5 1,2440-00 ·295.40 948060 
Gardens 9 235.85 96.So l39.3.5 
Poultr,r 28 1,256.88 9o6o09 350.19 
Bee! Calf l.6 2,552.33 2,l.63075 3880 58 
Pig (Sow & Litter) 10 1,824.20 1,202.25 621.95 
Pig {Breeding) 2 55.oo .31.50 23.50 
Pig (Fattening) 61 .3,2.'94.30 2,310.43 98.3.87 
Dairy- Call' 3 5o6el0 378.oo 128.10 
Garden 2 49.00 22.00 27000 
TOTALS 151 $8,003032 .,,oso.34 
This SUlD11l8l"Y' shoWS: that the h.-H club boys coD:lf)leting 1.$1 demonstrations 1 
produced farm products to the value ot $12,953.66 at a cost ot $8,003.32 
leaving them a profit of $5,050o34. 
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Summary Cotton and Corn Yields by 4-H Club Boys - 1931 - 1947 
Following is a sununary of the average annual yields per acre of cotton and 
corn produced by 4-H club boys in Hampton County tor the period 1931 - 194 7 1 
as compared with the county averages, 
Summary Cotton and Corn Yields 1931 - 1947 .. 4-H Club Boys 
Year Average Bu. Corn Per Acre 
1931 
1932 
1933 
1934 
1935 
1936 
1937 
1938 
1939 
1940 
1941 
1942 
1943 
1944 
1945 
1946 
1947 
h-H Club Average 
County Average 
37o4 
19.0 
Ave. lbs. Lint Cotton Per Acre 
423.3 
573.3 
307..1 
2180 1 
285.o 
4.38.3 
S10.3 
377 .0 
476.o 
su.5 
No project reports received 
No project reports received 
No projeot reports received 
512., 
S10.o 
No project reports received 
300.0 
366.7 
280.00 
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l.i,..H Club Records 
Following is given a summary ot 1'-H club records completed in 1947. 
Summar., 4,..H Corn Records 
Name No. Yield Total Total 
Acres Bushels Val.ue Coot Profit 
Sonny- De::OOaah 1 13 . $146.oo $hl.5o $104.So 
Randolph Rentz 1 64 128.00 43.JS 84.85 
Lanier Connel]Jr 1 88 176000 29.ao 146.20 
Howard Brown 2 Bo 160900 75.oo 85.oo 
George Goethe l, 69 138.oo 66.40 7lo60 
Aubrey- Goethe 1I 132 264.00 66.40 197.60 
Randolph Shaffer 1 26 52000 16.oo 36.00 
Billy Fabian l 20 40000 14.oo 26.00 
Charles Mimn t 14 28.00 18.00 10.00 Jimmie McAlhaney 160 320.00 82040 237.60 
Thomas Bragg 4 Bo 160.00 59000 lOJ..00 
Clarence Padgett l 25 50.00 1475 .38.2.5 
Homer Goethe l 27 54.00 26.00 28.00 
Charles Shaffer l 6o 120.00 21.00 93000 
TOTAIS 21½ 918 $1,836.00 $576.40 $1,259o6o 
AVERAGE Per Ae 42o7 $85.40 $2'6.81 $5Bo.59 
Smmna17 4-H Cotton Club Records 
Nam Noo ll>s. Lint Value Cost Profit 
Acres Cotton 
Hartley Padgett l 300 1100.00 $2400 $79000 
TOTALS l 300 $100.00 t2i.oo $79.00 
AVERAGE Per Ao 300 
Summary 4-J{ Peanut Club Reoords 
Name Noo Vel.ue Cost Profit 
Acres 
Rol"and Mole l $200000 '29.00 $17400 
Richard Pope l 2,2.00 64.50 1a1.so 
J.C., Murdaugh 1 280.00 66.oo 214.00 
James Warren l. ll2.oo 3a.oo 74000 2 
Carl Chassereau 1 400.00 97090 302010 
TOTALS 4½ $1,244.00 1295.40 $948.60 
AVERAGE Per Ao $276.lth $65.64 1210.ao 
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Sumnar.r 4,.11 Garden Club Records 
Name Noe Pred.uotion Total Total 
Acres Bu. Value Cost Pro.tit 
Mike Winn o.J 26 t25.oo $19.75 $5.25 
Lamar Harper 0.2 21 20.00 14.oo 6.oo 
Carl Broxton 0.1 8 10.25 4.25 6000 
Jessie Winn Oo3 26 25.60 10.50 JS.10 
Dann;y Richards Oo2 20 20.00 1.00 13.00 
Carr Larise,- Ool 10 JS.oo 4.00 1400 
Ra.Y'mond Perry 0.2 12 2,.00 lOoOO 15.oo 
Edd Dobson o.4 35 50.00 1.00 43.00 
Ernest Saula 0.3 25 4.5.oo 20000 25.oo 
TOTALS 2.1 186 $235.BS $96.50 $139.35 
Notes: For AYerages seed page J./S • 
SUJ1111l8ey' 4-H Poult!Z Club Records 
Name No. 
Chickens Value Cost Profit 
Gene Polk 16 $19.20 $12.72 16.48 
Edward Bennett 28 2.3.00 12.ao 10.20 
Rubin Loper .30 31.00 29.00 2.00 
Charlton Bowers 20 23.00 19.00 4.00 
Billy Younia 12, 92000 60.00 32.00 
Pete Moore 10 lOoOO 1.00 3o00 
Nebbie Gooding 50 48.oo .33000 JS.oo 
Dav.id Mills, Jr. 25 55.oo 47.00 a.oo 
Gerald Mills 100 100.00 11.00 29.00 
Bobby Fender 15 60.00 55.oo 5.oo 
Grier Gatch 9 a.oo h.OO 4.00 
Buddy Sloman l2 a.53 6.82 471 
Rq Hadwin so 40.00 25.00 15600 
Larry Morrison lJ 13.oo 10.20 2.ao 
Robert Moore 100 10.00 65.oo s.oo 
Herman Crapse 25 2a.ao 22.00 60 80 
W. H. Flowers 100 6loOO 56.50 h.50 
Leon Shaffer . 30 20.00 16.10 3o90 
Warren Jones lO 6.50 4.00 2.so 
Marvin Kc.A.lhB.llel" 100 100.00 65.50 34.50 
Richard SiDclair 100 101.25 15.oo 26025 
George Dempse,- 100 l()CJ.,20 60.00 49.20 
Rq Shaffer so 42.oo 2a.oo 14.oo 
Jillm\f Harve,- 12 39.40 30000 9o40 
Thomas Tuten 25 lSoOO 12.00 3.00 
o. w. Ohusereau JO 27000 21.00 6.oo 
Donald JliJmla So 36000 26.00 10.00 
Bobby Whi ttingtoa 100 10.00 32.4., 37.55 
TOT.AU, 1,.395 11.256.88 $9o6oOCJ l3S0o79 
AVERAGE per chicken .90 .6S .2s 
rage lr-0 
Supplement to Summary 4-H Garden Club Records 
Name No. Produetion Tota.1 Total 
Acres Bu. Value Cost Profit 
I: 
Brought Forward 
from Page J.j 7 2.1 186 $23.5.8.$ $96.50 $139.35 
Whitney- Ginn 0,2 2) 122.00 $9.00 $13000 
Reynold Bi~hop 0.3 .30 21.00 13000 14.00 
TOTALS 2.6 239 1284~85 tna.so $166.35 
AVERA.oE Per A0 92 $109056 $45.60 $63.96 
Page 
Summary- 4-H Cal! Club Records (Beefl 
Name Total. Total 
Value Cost Profit 
" 
Jackie McAlhane7 l 1200.00 1125.oo $75.oo 
George Goethe l 20405 169.00 32.o5 
Randolph Rentz l 185.92 173.50 12.1:2: 
So~ DeLoach l lJ3.35 ll.35.15 2.40 LOSS 
Lanier Connelly l 226.00 221.00 ,.oo 
Aubrey Goethe l 201.0., 110.so 30o55 
Homer Goethe 1 ll8~04 105.oo JJ.04 
Billy- Tuten ]. l5o.oo 90000 6o.oo 
Jimmie Jarrell l 100.00 90000 10.00 
Kenyon McKenzie l 186 .. 02 225.00 38.98 LOSS 
Inez Rents l 187050 153.50 34.00 
Bi~ Johnson l 100.00 65.oo 35.oo 
:Edward Trowell l 168.00 130.00 J8c.OO 
Bobb7 DeLoach l 110.00 120.00 so.oo 
Reggie Hadwin l 202.90 180.00 22.90 
Tolll!IT Phillips l 22.so 10.so 12.00 
TOTALS 16 12,552.33 12,163.75 1388.58 
.lVERAGEa per oalt 159.Sl JJ5.23 '24.28 
Dairy Cal.t Club Records s: Reported under Daiqing 
Summaq 1'-H Club Sow and Litter Records 
Name No. Animal.8 Noo Pigs Total Total 
Farrowed Raised Value Cost Profit 
Bobby De!Dach 6 6 1235.oo ll30o00 llo.5.oo 
Jimmie Jarrell 6 s 10.00 47.oo 23.00 
David Terry 5 5 140.00 ' uo.oo 30.00 
James Fennell 5 5 130.00 a5.oo 45.oo 
Kenneth Harrison 8 7 200.00 m.oo as.oo 
Randolph Harriott 9 8 190000 lJOoOO 6o.oo 
Cecil Bii,hop 6 5 JSS.oo 97.25 57.15 
Jimmie Pope 10 9 395.oo 245.00 150.00 
Glenn Bennett 7 6 229.20 J.85.oo 44c,20 
Jo~ Crapse 6 3 ao.oo sa.oo 22.00 
TOTALS 68 59 $l,824o20 11,202.25 $621.95 
Average Per Pig $30092 120.37 tio.55 
§' C7 1 . ;-
S'unoary 4,..H Club PiBj BreecU ng Records 
NUIS No. 
An:1:mala Value Cost Profit 
I Fo7 Shaffer 1 $20.00 $15.oo .,.oo 
Ke~ Barnes l 3S.oo 16.So 18.SO 
TOTALS 2 155.oo t3J..50 12.3.50 
AVERAGE Per Pig 121.so $35.15 $ll.75 
Sumar.r 4,.H Pi& Fatten:! ng Records 
Nam No. Pigs Total V al.ue Total Cost Profit 
Grover Hadlr.La lL $35.oo 126.oo $9.00 
Emmitt Hull 3 126.J.m 66.oo 60.lili 
Paul Ramag 1 40.00 .35.oo s.oo 
Irvin Uope l .3.5.oo .30.00 s.oo 
Eugene Donehue 1 40.00 30.00 10.00 
Archie Cook 2 10.00 65.oo s.oo 
Francis Stanle7 l so.oo 30.00 20.00 
Earl Rivers l 2,.00 20.00 s.oo 
Harold Corbin l 70000 so.oo 20.00 
Vaughan Clifton 5 300.00 205.oo 95.oo 
Caskall Hut.son 1 6ooOO 33.50 26050 
Roy Youmans; 1 50.00 35.oo 15.oo 
Ray Wooten .3 65000 53000 12.00 
Joe Altman l 40000 26.00 14.00 
Lester Middleton 1 so.oo 26.00 24.00 
Til:cy Sauls l as.oo 20.00 s.oo 
Charles Stanley l 50o00 2400 29.00 
Parnell Dubois 1 so.oo 2.3.00 21.00 
G. w. Benton l 30.00 21.00 9.00 
Willis Terry 1 60.00 so.oo 10.00 
Miles Youmans l 44.50 33.00 n.,o 
Ada Goe~ 1 7lo27 s2.1a 19009 
Michel oethe 1 67.47 46.oo 2l.o47 
Frank Brunson l 23.00 20.00 3.00 
Belvin Long l. 37.00 3lo00 6.oo 
Eugene wng 1 39.00 35.oo 4eOO 
M. P. Pepe , 4 200.00 120000 ao.oo 
Will Tuten l 30.00 17.50 12.50 
Conway Jl:uon 1 10.00 44.00 26.00 
Charles Rivera l 75.oo ~00 34.00 
Karvin Peeples 2 6o.oo 44.00 l.6000 
Bernard Detoach 1 .30.00 25.00 s.oo 
Bobby Rivers l SOoOO 36.00 14.00 
Lynn Youmana 1 55.50 35.50 20.00 
Freddy lli:mn 1 w.oo 41.50 18.50 
William Sauls 1 35.oo 2,.00 10.00 
otis Jarrell 1 so.oo 35.oo 15.oo 
Will Rogers; Hiers 1 7S.oo 69.00 6000 
JJonald Harrison 1 so.oo 30.00 100 00 
Jacob Terry 2 6Sooo 47.00 1s.oo 
George Fennell 1 2Sooo 21.00 4.00 
Marvin Barnes 1 35.oo 27.25 1.15 
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Sunmary 4,..H Pig Fattening Records (Continued) 
Name No. Pigs Total Value Total Cost Profit 
Lester Cook l $18.oo t11.25 to.75 
Franklin Murdaugh l 2.s.00 20.00 s.oo 
Rudolph Gooding l 37.50 :n.oo 4o50 
Joseph Harter l 6o.oo 47.75 12.25 
George Jlason l 45.oo 30.00 15.oo 
Fredie Stanley l 65.oo 55.oo 10.00 
Roscoe Rivers l 42.oo 29.So l2o50 
A. J.Nix, Jro 1 40o00 33075 6.2s 
Tomm;r Stanley 1 39.00 29.00 10.00 
:Edward Brown l 33.00 30.00 3oOO 
C~e Jarrell l .35.oo 23.00 12.00 
Roy Youmans l ,o.oo 35.oo 15.oo 
Billy Parker l 35.oo 30.00 5.oo 
Willard Youmans l 50.00 30.00 20.00 
ToDIQ' Ginn l 20.00 J.4.00 6.oo 
Bill Jarrell l 22.00 17.00 5.oo 
Thomas Terry l .35.oo 19.75 15.a.5 
R.iehard Gibson 1 63.·62 as.oo 38.62 
Robert Crewe 1 10.00 50.00 20.00 
TOTAIS 76 13,294.30 $2,310.4) 1983.87 
AVERA:.GE Per Pig $43.35 $30.40 $12.95 
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4,.H Club Camp · 
A total or 27 boys and 2 local leaders attended the Hampton County b-H 
· club camp held at Camp umg during the week ot August U. Thie camp 
was during the week of August llth. During the encampment, two members 
l.9arned to swim, 17 learned to drive the tractor, 10 learned to shoot 
a rifle, and 27 engaged in handicraft • . 
4-H Council Rall:j Da,y 
The 4-H club Rally Dq was held at the Estill High School on June 27th. 
This meeting was held join~ with the home demonstration agent aid · 
one hundred and sevent;v-nine b-H members attended. Principal speaker 
tor the occasion was District Agent, A. H. Ward, with lire Dan Lewis, 
State Boys I Club .tgent, also making an appealing address0 
h,..H Leadership Trm ning 
One ~H Leadership Training Meeting and One Conservation Camp were held 
at Camp IDng and Camp Bob Cooper and were attended by tour boys and tour 
girle from the count.To Mueh valuable information on wa.ra to improve club 
work was obtained at these meetings. 
Oountz 4-H Council Work 
The Hampton County- J.,..H Council held two meetings with an attendance ot 
ll~ Two issues of the club paper "The l,...H Club Booster" were mimeographed 
and distributed to all 4-H members and their parents, and ·others interestedo 
l,...H Club Tour 
a b-H boys 1 club tour was held in March, 111th an attendance of 45 4,..H boys• 
Five outs.tanding demonstrations on feeding beef calves and pigs were visited 
on this tour. 
Fair Exhibits 
Four club boys sent corn exhibits to the State Fair this year. 
Arbor Day Program 
The Hampton 1,.H Club boys and girls celebrated Arbor Dq by planting a cork 
oak tree on the courthouse square. llO club members and interested citizens 
attended and participated in the exercises. 
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HORTICULTURE 
Horticulture work in Hampton 00W1ty £or 1947 included demonstration 
work with sweet potatoes., home orchards and truck cropso 
Sweet Potatoes 
One electric hotbed was in operation in the county to produce 96.,000 early plants 
It is noted that the most successful potato growers in the county are the ones 
receiving plants from these hotbeds. 
Summary Electric Hotbed Demonstration 
Name Size of Bu. Date Date Fi.rat No. Plants 
Bed Bedded Bedded Plants Drawn 
c. E. Youmans 6•:x6o1 4S Febo 27 April l 961000 
Sweet potato demonstrations 1: Six demonstrations in the production of La. 
Porto Rican sweet potatoes were conducted this year. A SUllllllary'· of these 
demsnstrations follows1 
Summary- Sweet Potato Production DemonstratioDS 
Name Acres Total Yield Bushels 
No. 1 1s No. 2's Culls Returns Profit 
R. c. DeLoach, Jr. 7 700 500 200 $1,350.00 $696.85 
K. G. McKenzie 8 490 490 490 1,121.00 626.50 
Jim Walker 3½ 700 100 150 1,115.00 1,u6.oo 
E. o. Lightsey 9 1,900 250 250 4.,425.oo .3,622.25 
N. w. Lightsey 9 2,000 250 100 4,437.50 .3.,614.50 
c. s. Platts ¼ 45 45 20 103. 75 53.15 
TOTALS 36 3/4 5,835 lf5 .1,210 $13,218.25 $9,729.85 
AVERAGF.S per Acre ]58.7 ,~ 32.9 ,362.40 264.75 
Each year the summary or anal,1'sis is used as eduoationaJ. material in 110rk 
with sweet potato growers of Hampton Count7. This has resulted in inaay 
changes in the practices b7 the potato growers. 
Results of sweet potato enterprise demonstrations for the period 1937-1947 
are given below:: 
(Next Page), 
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Results Sweet Potato Demonstrations 1937 - 1947 
Year No. Aveo Yield Per Acre Ave. Return ATe. Cost Ave. Net 
Dsms. No. l•a No. 21a; Culls Per Acre Per Acre Profit Per 
Acre 
1937 4 lll 22.0 9 $129.70 121.:33 $102.37 
1938 4 lll 21.0 s 132.62 25.50 107.12 
1939 4 61 47.o 24 l.43.n . 51.3.5 92036 
1940 5 lll 37o0 31 145.;7 48 • .12 97.45 
1941 6 179 35.o 15 209.~ 51.49 151.95 
1942 5 s2 l9o0 32 11.15 h.3~8 34.12 
1943 4 lJ$ 41.0 28 285.17 15.56 209.61 
1944 3 85.l 804 25 187.22 108.,].8 19.04 
1945 3 95 6J..6 33 356.83 128.73 228.,l.O * 1946 l 41-6 20.a 4.1 14, .. oo ,1.20 87.00 
1947 6 J.58.7 44.49 32.9 362.40 97.65 264.7S 
* In addi t1on to above reported yield, 240 bushels of f'ield run potatoes 
were sold. 
Home Orchards 
Home orchard demonstrations One hoDB orchard demonstration was conducted 
this year, a summary of which followe: 
Name 
E. O. Lightsey 
SUllllllar,Y Home Orchard Demonstration . 
Acres No. Treea 
And Vines 
l 86 
Value 
Products Cost Prof'it 
The orchard is doing nicely am about 32 bushels of nice peaches were 
harvested. Due to the fact that the different varieties bloomed and ripened 
at different times, the small group of trees were not all aprqed at the 
proper time and some worm and fruit disease trouble occurred. 
The three · year old apples and pears are grolling fine and bore some fruit 
this year. 
The grape rtnu died and most of the plum trees seem to be dieing. 
Pruning de110nstrationsi: Two pruning demonstrations were gt veno 
Sprying demonstrations: Two apr¢ng demonstrations were given. 
Insect and disease control demonstrations&: One peach tree borer and 
disease control demonstration was conducted. 
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Truck Crops 
Work with truck crops consisted of assisting .farmers in the production 
or Irish potatoes and watermelons, and other truck crops. Assistance was 
also given in the marketing .of these crops. 
Irish potatoess Two enterprise demonstrations with Irish potatoes was 
conducted, a SUJIIDl.al17 of which follows; 
Summa.I7 Irish Potato Deoonstrations 
Name Acres Yield Receipts Cost Pro.tit 
B!i• 
R. c. Detoach, Jr. 10 1,000 12,000.00 11,267.95 1732005 
K. o. McKenzie 20 1,6oo 3,622.00 2,246.00 1,376.00 
TOTAIB 30 21 600 bags 15,622.00 $3,513.9512,1oa.o5 
AVERAGES 86. 7 bags $187.40 $117013 110.27 
The record book8 kept on these demonstrations have been submitted to the 
extension horticulturist for SUJIIID8l"y' and anal;y8is 0 
Watermelonss Four d9monstrations in the production of watermelons were 
conducted in 19470 A summary of these demonstrations followss 
Summary Watermelon Demonstrations 
Name No. Yield Returns Cost Profit 
Acres Cars 
Wyman Garner 5 3½ $630.00 $201.90 1428.10 
Kixon & Rentz 28 28 .,,000.00 1,220.40 3,779.6o 
Oliver Pulaski 16 8 1,192.48 5a2.;o 609.98 
John Tuten 4 l¼ 400000 246.ao 153020 
TOTAfS 53 40 3/4 $7,222.48 $2,25J..6o $4,910.88 
AVERAGFB 077 Cars 136.27 42.48 93.19 
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Shap beanss One enterpril!le demonstration with snap beans was conducted, 
a swmnary of which follows s 
Name 
c. B. Herndon 
AVERAGE Per Ao 
_Summary- Snap Bean Demonstration 
Acres Yield 
Crates 
266 
Receipts 
17703 Crates 213.55 
Cost Prof'it 
1214.80 
10.35 
Hampton counv 
Extension work in marketing !or 1947 consisted in assisting in the grading 
and packing ot BW'9et potatoes, watermslons, and aiding farmers in buying am 
selling their farm products. 
Grading and packing& The agents, with the help of the Extension Marketing 
Division, 110rked clos~ with the producers of truck crops in the interest of 
improv.1.ng the method of grading and packing their produce :marketed from 
the county-• 
One grading and packing demonstration with sweet potatoes was, conducted 
with 12 farmers attending., 
Three farmers meetings on the production and marlmting of watermelons• 
including grading and packing were held with an at+_,endance. of 19 producers 
present. One watermelon loading school was conducted with 21 producers 
present. One educational e:xhibit on the production and marketing of 
watermelons was displayed at the Watermelon Festival in the County-• Approxi.ma 
J,ooo individuals visited this exhibit during the Festival. 
Curing and storage of sweet potatoes:- Four demonstrators are carrying out 
the proper curing and storage methods tor neet potatoes this year. 
Approximately ll1 000 bushels are in storage this y-ear. 
Marketing of Surplus Farm Products: Tbs county- agent.I cooperated with tbe 
farmers of the county- throughout the year in marketing of surplus farm 
products, and in the purchasing of needed :materials and supplies. A summarr 
of this work is given as follows:: 
Producte 
Hoga 
Beef Cattle 
Poultr.r 
Eggs 
Dairy Produots 
Dairy Cattle 
Sweet Potatoes 
Irish Potatoes 
Vegetables 
Corn (Feed) 
Corn (Seed) 
Cottonseed 
Oats 
Cowpeas 
Crotalar.ia 
Sweet Potato Plants 
Vetch Seed 
Lespedeza Seed 
Miscellaneous Seed 
Pulpwood 
Forest Seedlings 
Blue Lupine Seed 
Calcium Arsenate 
Benzine Hexachloride 
Lime 
Super Phosphate 
'l'O'l:XL 
SUllllla.r;1 Marketing Work .. 1947 
Quantity Bought 
6, 717 head 1613.12 
2,246 head 17,250.00 
211 015 lbs. 
920 dozen 
900 lbs., 
5 head 
80,600 bu. 
175,000 bu. 
•••••••• 
51&4 bu. 
5 bu. 
20 Tons 
134 buo 
400 bu. 
200 lbs. 
300,000 
500 lbs. 
700 lbs. 
101495 lbs. 
225 cords 
81,000 
2211 775 lbs. 
4,000 lbs• 
500 lbs. 
11400 Tons 
200 Tona 
2,000.00 
1,000.00 
I 
150.00 
45oob 
4,400.00 
670.00 
37.00 
43.15 
1oa.so 
l~o6oo34 
202.so 
14,43438 
360.00 
10.00 
6,300.00 
3,556,oo 
Sold 
12a1,045.oo 
299,600.00 
8,406.oo 
644.oo 
450.00 
93,750.00 
315,ooo.oo 
l50o00 
9llo50 
6,150.00 
Hampton County 
Producers in Hampton County were assisted in bl¢.ng and selling 
$1,075,254.09 worth o:t farm products in 19470 
Page S-9 
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FOULTRY 
The county agents gave out information on poultry raising and the 
construction of poultry equipment throughout the year. 
Poultry and egg demands have been strong and prices comparatively good 
aJ.l of the year and farmers have produced about the same number ot 
poultry as in 1946. Backyard poultry raisers increased their f'lockB 
for home consumption, due to the high price of pork and meat0 
Poultry 4-H Club Works: Reported under 4,.H Club Work 
Turkez Production Demonstrations:: Two turkey production demonstrations 
were conducted. They are of specia1 interest beoause of the peanut 
fields planted for grazing and nuts for fattening. One of the 
demonstrators started grazing earl,y in June and the other in August. 
A summar,y of these demonstrations f ollow1: 
Summar.r Turk&y Production Demonstrations 
Name 
L. B. Rivers 
w. E. Corbin 
Poults Raised 
117 
89 
TOTAIB 206 
AVERAGE labor income per poult 
Income Cost Labor Income 
$1.,150.30 t67lo85 1652.00 
955.60 520.65 $609.95 
$2,105.90 $1,192.50 $1.,261095 
Labor 
Income 
Per 
Poult 
15.58 
16.73 
16.J2 
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VISUAL ~TRUCTION 
Visual instniction work for the year consisted of the use of educational 
motion pictures, slides, photographs, and charts and maps. 
Educational motion pictures were used at 31 !armers I meetings and 
}i;H club meetings with a combined attendance of 1472. The educational 
motion pictures shown by the extension service are valuable in teaching 
agricultural. practices, am. in increasing attendance at farmers• neetings. 
Slides were shown at one farmers• meeting with an attendance of 64. 
PhotoF5? bs were made by the extension photographer and the counv agent. 
of lS demonstrations in the counv • A number of these are included in this 
report0 These photographs have been used at one farmers• meeting, with an 
attendance ot 64 farm people. 
Charts and maps were used in 5 farmers' neetings, attended b7 415 farm · 
people. 
Visual Aid Used 
Motion pictures 
Slides · 
Photographs 
Charts and maps 
TOTALS 
Summary Use of Visual Instruction Aids 
No. Meetings 
31 
l 
l 
s 
38 
Attendance 
201.5 
Educational Booth at Watermelon Festival.: The county agents cooperating with 
the Clemson College Extension Service and the assistant horticultw:ist 
put up an education booth on watermelons at the Watermelon Festival in the 
County. An estimated 3,000 farmers, 4,.H club members and other individuals 
visited this exhibit. 
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PUBLICITY 
Publicity work and the distribution of educational information in 
connection with the 1947 extension program in Hampton County was done 
through circular letters, press articles, radio tallm, the distribution 
of bulletins, and farm tours. A summary of work done in this connection 
is given as .f'ollows:: 
Summary Publicity Work 
Individual letters 
Circular letters 
Copies mailed 
. Press articles 
Radio Talks 
Bulletins distributed 
Farm tours 
Attendance 
591 
18 
6,6o7 
105 
10 
3,119 
3 
272 
Circular letters:: A total ot 18 circular letters were prepared, and 
6,607 copies mailed to farmers am~ club boys in Hampton County in 
1947. These letters contained information on timely agricultural. 
matters, notices o.f' meetings, and information on results of demonstrations 
and e:xperimental worko Specimen copies of circular letters are attached 
to this report. 
Press artieless A total of 105 press articles of timely agricultural 
interest were published in Hampton County newspapers during the year0 
Specimen copies of news articles are attached to this reporto 
Radio Talks: Ten radio talks on agricultural subjects were made by the 
agents ·over statiQn WTOC during the year. Specimen copies of these talks 
are attached to this report. 
Bulletins distributed:: A total of 3,ll9 bulletins were distributed to .f'armrs 
and 4-H club boys during the year., 
Farm tourss Three tarm tours were held in the county in 1947. A total. 
of 272 tarmers and 4-H members attended these tours0 
On the following pages 'Will be found specimen copies of 
circular letters issued during t.l!J.e year. 
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COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK 
IN 
• AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
. . 
CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 
OF SOL>Tf-\ tAROLINA AND 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF 
AGRICULTURE COOPERATING 
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
Hampton; S, c-. 
October 21, 1947, 
EXTENSION SERVICE 
To All Peanut Growers in Hampton County: 
Do ;rou lmow there is to be a referendum on peanut marketing quotas 
on December 9? 
. 
Did you report your 1947 acreage so that you will be eiven an fal.llotment 
for 1948? 
Are you for, or against Government quotas on peanuts? 
D~ you. understand all about the peanut situation? 
A .meeting qf all peanut growers is called for Thursday, October JO, 
at the Courthouse at 2:00 P,. M. for the purpose of explaining the peanut 
situation and marketing quotas. 
· rf you are interested in growing peanuts, it will pay you to attend 
this meetine, 
Remember ~ date, T?ursdal,.a, October 301 ~ 2: 00 !:_ !1:., at the courthouseJ 
Signed: f/1;, /2 l ;-{t, z 1 :14 I I , 
V A .. J • c. nthony .. 
County Af;tcnt. 
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I-JAMPTON GOLlNT)I 
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FQlJR ... H GIRLS' PROVE APT HISTORIANS ----------- -
The Charleston News and Courier 
weekly quiz which sought answers to 
questions pertaining to the early his-
tory of Hampton County brouGh t much 
information from Hampton County girls. 
Carolyn Belger I sixth grader from 
Early Branch School won first prize. 
Honorable mention went to the fol-
lowing: Sixth graderc in the Estill 
School, 
Jean Holly of Gifford 
I:di th Bva.:,;;i.-s . · 
Anne Youmans . 
Eleanor Yo.umans 
CONGRATULATIONSi ~ t 4-H'ers~ 
~********************* 
HOPEWELL 4-H MEETING HELD 
The Hopewell 4-H Club held its 
regular meeting Friday Night, June 6, 
at 6:00 P.M., with an outdoor fish 
==-
The fish ·were caught by members 
of the Club. Catfish stew, fried 
fish, red horse bread, potato · chips, 
pickles, tea and coffee were cooked 
over an outdoor fire. 
About 40 Club Members and friends 
enjoyed the outdoor fish supper. 
George Goethe, 
President. 
*******~t**************** 
SUMNER CAMP for 4-H'~ •• , •• Camp Long 
The Hampton County 4-H boys and 
girls' are scheduled to go to Camp. 
Long, August ll---15th. 
Buses to transport the members 
to and from camp vn.11 be furnished 
by the County. A local leader will 
be in charge of groups (15 to the 
group). The cost of the trip is $5.00 
per meMber for board. 
Letters of instruction will be 
sent to e ,• ch elegible club member la-
ter. 
The daily schedule is as follows: 
7:30 A.H. 
7,55 ~. 
Good Morning'. 
Call to Junior Hast and 
Hostess. 
8:00 A.H. Breakfast 
9: 15 A.M. Cabin Inspection 
9:30 A.M. Song Feriod 
l'):00-11:00 A.M. Activity Periods 
11:00-12:30 A.M. Swimming or Softball 
12:55 P.M. Call to Junior Host and 
Hostess. 
1:00 P.M. Lunch 
ies a 
3:00-4:00 P.n. Activity Periods 
4100-5:30 P.M. Swinuning or Softball 
5: 55 P.M. Call to Junior Host and 
6:00 P.M. 
8:00 P.M. 
8:30 P.M. 
10:00 P.M. 
Hostess. 
Supper 
Vespers 
Evening Pro gr am 
Good Night 
******************** 
MOTTO: TO MAKE THE BEST BETTER'. 
********************• 
.. 
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STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
EXTENSION SERVICE 
CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 
OF SOUTH CAROLINA AND 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT ;'F 
AGRICULTURE COOPERATING 
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FARM AND HO?ft.E LABOR SA VINO SHOW 
~.IDER 28, 1947 - ARMORY IN HAMPTON 
Big trucks and vans ,vill bring the machinery and appliances to 
the Hampton Armory where the show will be in charge of Extension 
Specialists and Machinery and Electrical Experts from Farm Machinery, 
Power, Fuel, and Hardware Companies. 
Also labor saving methods in the ho111e and in preserving foods will 
be demonstrated by specialists from \'/inttt.rop College. 
You are in\ri.ted to bring any ingenious labor saving device or 
appliance you have constructed in you~ home or on the farm and 
show it. Other people will be interested. If you have something 
to enter, notify the county agent and an entry blank will be 
furnished you and a space reserved for it. 
The ehow will open at 10:00 A. M. and Will close at 4:00 P! M. 
You are urged to come as early as possible to avoid the rush at the 
closing time. 
If you have any problems on production, fertilization, farm machines, 
electricity on the farm, or on food con~ervation labor saving in 
the home or home improvements, write yout questions down so you 
Will not forget them and bring them to tHe show. Go to the depart-
ment interested in your problem and they will help you with it. 
THIS SHOW rs BRINGING CLEMSOIJ GOU.EGE TO YOU FOR A DAY. D0N 1T 
MISSIT. -
)t ~ iiv ~*<,( 1:;,~= (Y ~ c. Anthony 7 J. A. Kinard ) 
unty Agent . Asst. County Agent 
. /Cl.,,~~ Yl ~
1 Annie N. Rogeh/ 
C.H. D. A. 
'' Use of TRACTOR 'POWrR 
shift-s rhe heavy Jobs rr0 n;) 
¼he work.er ro t-he machine. 
FARMaMI-HOME 
LABOR SAVING 
SHOW 1olc:.e Ht~ tabor out of-
churning -
Hampton Coum;y 
COO PERA Tl VE EXTENS ION NORK 
IN 
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
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CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 
OF SOUTH CAROLINA AND 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF 
AGRICULTURE COOPERATING 
EXTENSION SERVICE 
Hampton, s. c, 
Jnnuary 14, 1947i 
OUTLOOK MEETING 
HAMPTON COURT HOUSE TUESDAY, JANUARY 21ST, _., 10t30 A. Mt 
Do you kno1,·r ••••• what crop to stres-s in 1947? Shall it be 
cotton? Peanuts? Watermelons? Truck Crops? Forage and feed 
crops? Livestock? 
How is the local, National and World outlook with respect 
to demands, supplies, .and prospective production of these crops? 
Also, what about poultry? Is it wise to buy and build? 
How about supplies and prices on machinery and buildin~matorials? 
Mr. A.H. Ward and Miss Bessie Harper, District supervising 
. agents, from Aiken, for Clemson College nnd tho State and Federal 
Extension Service, will discuss these problonrs ·with you at this 
meeting and perhaps aid you in arriving at the best conclusion, 
There will bo an exhibit on food conservation equipment, 
poultry production equipment, and household equipment for your 
attention after the speaking. 
Everybody interested in agriculture, o.nd in tho welfare of 
our county is invited. Help us to advertise tho meeting; get 
together in groups o.nd come. 
Tuesday, Jo.nunry 21st, 10:30 A. M,, Courthouse 
Very truly yours, 
I!"' a Miley,~ 
c. • D. A,
1 V 
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CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 
OF SOUTH CAROLINA /I.NO 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF 
AGRICULTURE COOPE"ATING 
Honpton• S • C, 
January 28; 1947. 
EXTENSION SE"VICE 
WHAT? 
WHEN? 
A TRACTOR AND EQUIFMENT DEMONSTRATION 
Fobruary 6th., 2130 P. u. 
Estill - Old playground park on Mn.in Streot 
WHO IS INVI'.I.'ED? All tra.ctol" owners o.nd tro.ctor opera.tors in Hampton 
County who would like to soo some domonstra.tions showing how to & 
1. Savo monoy in operating thoir tractors. 
2. Mako thoir tractors last longer and do bettor work. 
3. Mako powor fa.ming oasior. 
Mr. R. L. ·Willis, special fa.rm labor assistant with tho Clemson Extension 
Sorvico will be in charge of tho demonstrations, assisted by o.11 county 
machinery doa.lers. Lubrication engineers fron some of tho petroloum 
companies will bo prosont to assist vrith lubrication do:ronstrati ~ns. 
If tho woathor is bo.d cor;io onywa.y. Arrangements have boon rno.do to move 
inside in that co.so. 
Don't fail to bring your tractor opera.tors. They will got importo.nt 
ini'orma.tion. 
Vory truly yours~ 
'} 2 An~ ]ih l'J;J 1/ 
tunty Agont. V 
P. s. If you live noo.r Estill and havo a. problen with your tractor; bring 
it to the clinic. 
CLEMSON AG~ICULTUAAl COLLEGE 
OF SOUTH CARbLJNA ANO 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF 
AQIUCULTURE COOPERATING 
Hampton County 
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK 
IN 
AGRICULTURf; AND HOME ECONOMICS 
STATE OF SOUTH d.ROLINA 
Hampton., s. c. 
July 29, 1947. 
EXTENSION SElfVICE 
Dear 4-H Club Member: 
It is time to secure your calf for the 1948 Fat Stock 
Show, if you want to feed one out and do nat already have it. 
The important thing is to get a good calf to feed, one 
that will weigh from 500 to 600 pounds., and begin feeding him as soon as 
possible. It takes from 7 to 10 months to fatten a calf. It should be 
given good grazing during the day and fed grain at" night. Keep plenty 
of fresh water and sal.t before the calf at all times. It is a good idea 
to add some mineral supplement to the ration. 
Due to the high price of feeders on the market, it 
might pay you to try to locate a calf in your community - one that is a 
good type, good size and that you can buy at the market price or a little 
less. It is ha.rd to make a success with one that costs more than the market 
price of finished beeves to begin with. 
If we can help you in any way in selecting and getting 
started off with your calf, let us hear from you. 
One very important thing is to break your calf to lead 
and handle as soon as you get him. 
Please check and return the self-addressed card enclosed 
so we will know whether or not you are feeding or' plan to feed out a calf. 
/J_,,,ef~' 
5.!~ J .' A. Kinard 
Asst. County Ag • 
Very truly yours., 
/J~id;z 11itr- 1"' 
County Agent. · 
.. 
• 
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'IN 
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
CLEMSOl!I AGRICUL1U!'AL COlLEGE 
OF SOUTH CAROLINA ~ND 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF 
AGRICULTURE COOPERATING 
EXTENSION SERVICE 
GRAZING SCHOOL 
PALMETTO THEATER - THI1RSDAY, SEPTEUBER ~ 
To All Livestock Farmers, 
Hampton farmers have made ~eat progress in livestock farming during 
the past t-v,enty years. They have increased the industry in value trom 
$35.,ooo.oo to almost $11 0(X)1000.oo annually, and yet the surface is only 
.scratched. 
The greatest progress has been made during the past eight years and 
th~ highest peak in this progress is the present time. 
Only a few of our faroers are pr.act.icing the best methods or 
producing feed !'or livestock. Pastures and forage crops are absolutely essential 
to economic livestock production, and all who expect to remain in this work, 
must work o·.it. a program far his ovm farm. 
There is much to be learned on this subject, even by elq>erienced 
livett.ock producers and our agricultural specialists. HoTrever, much has been 
learn~d and there are some important points recently proven that every farimr 
shoulci J.a1c·:, , as 1.ve:ll as basic rules that have long been lmo,m. 
We: hi,17'1 arrani:,;ed an important pasture school for September 18th at 
the new Theat.e-:- in Hampton as outlined by the enclosed program. 
It is impossible for us to reach every farmer with this invitation, 
but everyonu is invited and urged to come. Please help us to advertise the 
meetine a~ bring a group with you. 
Don't forget !:h! ~t 
YdfJ Lo:rJ . 
.i/A.Kinard, \ 
Asst. County Agent 
Hampton, s. c. 
September 12, 1947. 
September 18th - 9:30 A. u. 
9:30 A. M, 
9:45 A, M. 
10:30 A. M. 
11:00 A. M. 
11:30 A. M. 
12:00 Noon 
12: 30 P. M. 
1:00 P. M. 
2:00 P. M. 
3:00 P. M. 
·• 
GRAZING SCHOOL PROGRAM 
HAMPTON__, S. Q. --- 'rHURSDAY, SEPI'EMBER l&., 1947 
PALMETTO THEATER 
Introductory Remarks - Mr. J. C, Anthony., County Agent 
rage ti 
Annual Grazing & Permanent Pastures - Mr. H. A. Woodle., Leader, 
Agronomy Extension Work 
Slides on Permanent Pastures and Annual Grazing - Mr. H. A. Woodle 
Perennials for Grazing - Mr. E. c. Turner., Extension 
Conservationist 
Grazing for Livestock - Mr. J. R. Hawkins, Leader, 
Extension Livestock Work 
Planning a Grazing System - Mr. S. A. Wolfe, Hampton Soil 
Conservation Service 
Adapting a Grazing System to Local Needs - Mr. J. A. Kinard., 
Assistant County Agent 
Lunch 
Trip to Field - Group - Inspecting Pasture and Grazing 
Adjourn 
Hampton unt;y 
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CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 
OF SOUTH CAROLINA AND 
UNITED S:A'(ES DE?A;<fM tt:T OF 
AGRl<.:ULTURE COOPl::R/\TING 
EXTENSION SERVICE 
Hampton. S. c. 
May 21, 1947 
Mr. Cotton Farmer: - Poison the Boll-Weevil to 
GET THE FIRST i"BEVILS OR THEY HILL GET YOUR COTTON. 
Now is the time to use the 1-1-1 mixture, ( 1 gal. molasses, llb. 
calcium arsenate, and 1 gal. water). 
1st. Do not wait to see weevils to begin poisoning. Make first 
application ·when squo.res appeo.r. 
2nd. Make three applico.tions, one week a.po.rt. One gallon of 
mixture will poison o.n o.cre when plants o.ro smo.11. 
3rd. Apply mixture while it is fresh ·with a. ma.chine, or ho.nd mop 
ma.do by fa.stoning a. piece of burlap bug ton stick. Do not use mixture 
after it is 48 hours old. 
4th. Arrange to use dry dust method as cotton begins to bloom. 
GST THE WK~VILS OR THEY 1'HLL GET YOUR OOTTON. 
Very t~;;:;;"vticn-, 
14 
Anthony, J 
County Agent. (} 
·' 
JCA: 
JAKtwjw 
Hampton County 
On the following pages will be found specimen copies of 
press articles published during the year. 
Page 1.3 
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One Hundred Seventy- Nine At 4_r{ R~ Uy In ~still 
On June 27, a totc.J. :.if 179 4- H' ers' of H.'.lmpton County net at th,.. Estill 
-tl~h School. 
The neeting was called to order by the 4-H county council president, 
George Goethe of the Hopewell Club. 
Revo J . K. Johnson, pastor of the Estill Preabyterian church, delivered 
the devotlonalc He used for his subject "Developing Talents for Greater 
UscfuL'1ess11 ~ The Pledge to the Flag was given by e.110 
Hr . w. w. Baker, Sr., Mcyor of Estill, de-i.ivered the welcoming address 0 
Miss Betty M:i.:;:-.son of Hm:1pton gave the response. 
The 4-H pledges were given by Frai.1klyn 'Jinn as leader, and Frank B:~unson, 
representing the head, Lucy Solomons as the heart, Kenny l(cKenzj e , the 
hande , end Barbara Jriffith, health. 
A very interesting d"monstration on "Home Grounds Beautificc::.tion11 ras given 
by Reba Gail Peeples and ]!~a Lightsey, both of the Estill Club., 
Charles Rivers and Ray 1ooten 5ave a demonstration on "Watermelon Dusting" • 
Hon. J . Morrison Tuten Tra.s called -gyray on business and could not attend, 
but z. message frorr him vras read by !!r. Baker., 
Mr. A. H. Ward, district exten::,ion agent, was principal speaker. 
J. C. Arthony, county a.gent, and 1tiss !zora 15.ley, county home derionstration 
a6ent, introduced. the guests who vrere present, including Miss Ann ;lagers , 
incoming hom~ demonstration ~gcnt0 
The citize~s of Estill servod a barbecue dinnero 
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LIVESTOCK GROUP :r..'-i.Y SPONSOR SHOW 
Plan To Form Cattle Growers Association 
Farmers of Hampton County att,mded a meeting and barbecue dinner last 
Friday at 6: 00 P. ] • at the Alnerican Legion Hut for the pur-J?ose of organizing 
a Hampton Cou..~ty Livestock Association r,.nd to plan to sponsor a county 
fat stock show for fc:rners enct 4-H boys and girls next Jear. 
Int"ref:'ted farmers and livestocl~ marketers were invited to attend the 
meeting by county agent J . C. P.nthony. 
M. Po Tuten presided at the session and was named chairman of a committee 
to r,:ilnn 2nd me.ke roconunendations for tho for1Jation of a livestock associotion 
h~re o T11.e commit·~ee include: R. C, DeLoc.ch, Jr., Furman; A. \i . Goethe , 
Estill; s. W. Tuten, Estill; L. B. River.:; , Hampton; and n.. E. Fillia.rns , 
~stillo 
At the same meeting the County Farm Bureau Yfas organized and Dan Rouse , 
Lurc..y, was named president. 
A round table discussion was conducted informally. Guests for the rrecting 
included Extencion Director, D. ii . Watkins of Clemso11 College; Extension 
J...nimal Husb.:...1dr1an, J. Ro Hawkins of Columbia; To:T. Cole , Chief, Division 
of '.:::.rh.ets , Columbia; A., G. Agnew., President of the State Farm Bureau mid 
W. S6 J ones, Secr~tary of the State Farm 3ureau, both of Columbiao 
PREPARE LAllD I'OR OCTOBER SEEDING 
Farmer s who are pla..'1rdng to seed small areas with Alta Fescue are urged 
to prepare their lond well in advanca for their seedi:ig in October. 
Twelve to fifteen pounds ot seed per acre is the recommended seeding for good 
results . 
In addition to fescr:.(. , indications are tJ.1.J.t Lad.inc Subterranean and crimson 
clover rrlll grow well in the rrct.xture . It is highly desirable that seedings 
of these clo.,.,ers be made only after thorough innoculation e.nd that this be 
done when th~ soil is wet a..tid on cloudy days or laJ;e in the afternoon. 
RAINS DO MUCH DJ\Jl.lGE TO co·rTON 
John Anthony, county agent o~ Hampton Count-3 , re~orts cY~essive rains 
that have been covering the lower p;:irt, of the state and the entire 
count:t have damaged the 1947 cotton crop. 
11 The over amount of rain that w~ hc:.7e had has caused the cotton 'boll to 
become soft and gives the boll weevil the best opportunity to damage a..tid 
ruin the cotton~ It also keeps the bolls from opening, reducing the 
ha.rveet", Mr. Anthony saido-
Th~ a.mount of cotton 1Jl2ntcd this year is from fifteen to twenty perc~nt 
more than that of last y<;ar, but due to the large amount of rain that has 
fallen and the danage done by the boll weev:!.l it was stated that Hampton 
County ' s total cotton yield for 1947 will be less than t.hc::.t of 1946. 
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PlWGRESSIVE SWEET POTATO GRO iEHS OF IW.1 ON COUNTY PREP1\In:m FOR 
GREATEST CROP 
J. c. Anthony, County Agent 
Each year mqre farmer::; join the rank::; of scientific sweet potato growers 
in the county. County pioneers in the modern commercial sweet potato 
production are Po !-I. Gooding, Norris Ll.ghtscy, Csw~ld Lightsey :-'1.d the 
]ickorJ Grove Cornrr.un:::!.:.~· Group that built a coonerative curii'lg house mid 
sel cted one of their members to c~re their potatoeso 
Of cou.:.."se I could not fail to mention Mr. G. c. ("T~.tor") Tuten in this 
group, because he is rceily the dean of potato producers in this section. 
Mr. t.T . N. Hu5hie of Crocketv:ille, and Mr. C E. Youmans of Hampton, are 
newer wembers of t.1e group and are making sweet potato es one of their 
major crops . 
To take care of tle ever increasing volume of potatoes , c. M. Clark has 
installed modern machinery for washing, wa."G.ng, and grading and has B.dded 
dehydrating machiner-.r to save culls , jumbos, and seconds that arc not 
profitable to sell, bu flaking them into first class livestock feed. 
77 
Al so, Harper and 0 1Neal have inatalled washing and grading mc:.chinery to help 
with the crop and have employed Grover Bowers , Jr .. , to manage t!leir 
sweet potato market. They have bedded several thousancl bushels of seed n.nd 
will produce a huge crop of their own. 
H~n,tcn County needs mo:..•e scientific sweet potato growers in order to 
have a quantity of choice gradt.; produce , suf.:'icient to justify &dvertising &nd 
marketine efficiently and to attract buyers for our crop. 
It is a Ci"OP that requires specilization for bvst results'° 
'fo 
FUl!IGATII G STORED GR.APJS 
J. Co Anthony, Count.,r Agent 
It is corn harvesting tiric again, md with the acute c;rain shortage, every 
precu.ution should be ta.I~~n to sav it and other gra.i..n crops .from destruction 
by· weevils after the 6 r.:in · s stored. 
Instructions follow for fu~icating sto!"ed 0 r~in: 
Gr.:in weevilfl inf est corn before it :i.s hnr'TJsted, being wars" in loose 
ittL,g shucks . Cow peas and grain sorf;hurns ar- also infested in fields 
C..'1.d may be hauled to stora6e bins . 
Infestation l'l'.:y come from storage bins not be~ng properly cleaned before 
the new crop i" brought in. 
Insect pests of groin may be controlled by the use of carbon disulfide 
as follo 1m: 
Make the bim~ or cribs tighto Select a time when the temperature is above 
70 degrees Fahrenheit. Us" 10 to 20 poundc to each 1 , 000 cubic feet of 
space, depending on the tightnoss of the container. :,evel the gra.in :::urf .::ce , 
and at points threc feet apart each w~y, me.ke holes and into these pour 
the c rbon disulfide in e;qual arr..ounts a The entire C!"ib may be fumigated 
or blankets may be spread ow~r t~1e .;rai!1 ond only tl1is volwne furni3ated . 
Co11tinue fumigation fer 2h to 48 hours before opening. Except in unusually 
close buildings vent:lation is uru1~ccssa.ry. 
Snall quantities of seed mr:.y be fumigated in an oil or molasses barrel, 
using about three ounces of carbon disulfide per barrel. After applyi~g, 
cov0r the barrell with sacks weieht.cd down with boardo ~ 
Additional fumigations will be necc sa.ry if the insect populntions build up. 
CAUTION:- T:ri.s liquid, as well ::15 the g.::.::, , ignites readily and explodes 
violently. It should be h.mdled "l'rith even raore caution tha.11 gasoline . Fire 
of all ld.nd"' , including cigars , lanrps , candles , etc., should be kept away. 
Lofts should not be fwrii:;ated when livestock is kept under them. Store 
the m3t~riaJ. in a cool place . 
Carbon disulfide may be obtained from local dealers and from drug houses . 
It mcy be purchased in containers holdinL from one pounc to ~50 pounds . 
Contain rs are furniol1ed at extra cost, but area 6 enerally returnable . 
Savings may be made by ;,urchasing l2rge quanti tire end holdi~g over unu::iu.ed 
portions ,. 
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1ITLLI0N DOLLAR BUSDlESS III HAMPTON COUNTY L.TVESTOCK 
Hampton county livestock is a big businuss - a million dollar business. 
Dur ing the past 20 years the livestock industry in Hampton County h;;s increased 
in value from $35, 000 0 00 to almost •.?l, OOO, OOOoOO annually, according to 
J . c. Anthony, county agent, who made the statement in conu,~ction with a 
~razing school conducted on last Thursday at the PaJ.Ille.tto Theatre in H2Ill.pton. 
"Yet, the sur:'2ce is only scratchcd11 1 h~ said0 
11 0~r a few of our farmers are practicing the best m~thods of producing feed 
for livestock. Pastures and forabe crops are absolutely essential to econoJ"'Li..c 
livestock production, "nd all who e:xpect to remain in this wor.<: must work out 
a program for his own f m-m.f1 ,. 
The n grazin3 school'' which opened at the Palmetto Theatre at 9: 30 A. lf" 
featt.red such appro~ri~te speakers as H. A0 oodle, Leader, AGronomony 
Extension Uork, ,"ho :::poke on "Annual Grazing and Permanent Pastures11 , m d 
presented slides illustrating hio r~marks; E. c. Turner, Extension 
Conservationist, who spo c on 11Perenn:1.als for Grazing"; J . R. HaYrld:1s , Leader , 
Ext~ncion Livestock Work, whose topic was 11 Grazing for Livestock"; cind s. A. Violfe , 
I-Ia.mpton Soil Conservation Service, who discussed 11 PJ anning a Oro.zing Syste 
The school .w::lS opened with int,roductory rc,..,a.::.~~·:.s by J . C. i\.nthony, H1r·1~ton County 
Agent, c:'nd J. A. Kinard, Assistant County Agent, spoke on 11Adapting a Grc1zing 
System to Local Needs" . 
l<'ollowing lunch at one o ' clocl,, those in attenda.11.ce m.:::.de a field trip of insp'.:!ction 
of pastures and crazing prc=ictic~s in the county, adjourn::..ng t!'l~ me~ting at 
three o ' clocko 
H,.,mpton County 
TII~ TO PLAN FO.i COR.}T PLANTING 
J ! c. Anthony, County Agent 
Pa_, 
Huch progress has been made by Hanpton County farmers in th1' increased 
production of corn. The county per acr" average :rield has gradually risen 
during the pe.ct 1.5 years from eleven or twelve , to more than twenty bushels 
This is a wonderful accomplishment, but eYen with this production, f ~ll'.ers. 
can hardly break even on the cost of procuct~on. It must be doubled again 
if ;ve are to go f onvard wi t.h o r li ·1estock production prograri. 
Several farmers in the c,:r.mty tried a new method of fertilizing and 
cultivating their corn last year. This .:_Jlan was recomn:ended by the Clemon 
Extension Agronomists , Bnd carried out nnder t11e supervision of the county 
agents 0 In principal it slightly increased the amount of fertilizer , and 
g:i.~eatly increased the nitrn.te of soda per acret It increased th~ hills of 
corn per acre , aud reduced the cultivation by seventy- five per cento 
This corn production progr.:..m. more than doubled the yield in all cases 
and is being more w"idely used this ye.ar . 
F.:1rmers who are interested in this method are urged to ccll on t1e 
county agent who can furnish them with details for carrying it out. 
/0 
ESTILL MAN INVENTS SWEET POTATO SIZING MACHINE 
Hampton, s. c. September 17~ Estill, s. c. is fast becoming a sweet 
potato center for central South Carolina and the Coastal Empire. 
c. M:. Clarke, who ope!'ates a produce market in Estill and last 
year installed a dehydrator for utilizing the unmarketable potatoes , has 
invented and received patent rights on a mammoth swe~t potato sizing 
machine. Mr. Clarke designed and built one of the machines and has 
it in operation on his platform.. Th.ts is said to be the first especially 
built machine for grading sweet potatoes . You only have to watch it 
work to be convinced of its practibility. 
The huge machine is more than 20 feet long and takes the field 
run potatoes and grades them three ways, dumping the small ones at one 
side, carrying the number ones out on a canvas apron for quality grading 
and carrying the jumbos to a receptacle at the end of the sizer. 
The machine is run by electricity and the conveying apron is 
of soft wooden rollers carried by cog wheels end chains. 
It is impossible for me to fully describe this machine and I am 
sure it is well worth anyone 1s time to go to Estill and see this machine 
in operation, if they are interested in the ,production and marketing of 
sweet potatoes . 
J. C. Anthony, 
County Agent. 
ge 01 
SWEET POTATO CROP BADLY DAMAGED BY CONTINUED RAINS 
Due to unfavorable harvesting weather, a large percent of the crop is 
still in the ground, and at best, the quality is seriously impaired. 
Too much water causes discoloration and promotes decay, making it 
hazardous to store and cure the crop. 
At a recent m:Jeting of sweet potato growers and extension agents in 
Columbia, the situation was discussed fully and it was brought out 
clearly that delivering cull potatoes to commercial dealers worked 
directly against the· producers because these potatoes go on the market 
in compr ti tion with thr.; ir Humber l ' s . In many instances , producers 
are paid nothing for them. 
It was pointed out that those culls could b e sold for dehydrating 
- --------
into livestock f eed. If producers so desire, arrangements can be made 
to have the potatoes dehydrated for th::m to b e utilized as f eed on their 
mvn farms , 
In some cases, potatoes that arc beginning to sour and are unfit for 
human food ~ay b e saved by processi ng .for livestock food , Caution must 
be us ed not to dehydrate rotting potatoes , which might ki,11 livestock if 
f ed to them. 
It was ~urtho~ poi nted out that tho Government woulct not take any 
potatoes under t irn Support Price Act prior to December 31st except in 
emer gency cases wher e det erioration in storage threatens to cause .se:dous 
losses . 
-· '· 
J . C, Anthony 
County Agent 
' ,. , 
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( 1JSIC **' • • UP A JD F DE FOR) (SUBJECT: fame of Theme· · · · 
Feeding & Sbowine; 4-H Beef Calves 
A" T U>TC.,R: ,!TOC a.:".ld CleTri.son Collc;;e 
Extensio Service Present (ST/\TION: lTOC 
----
(MUSIC: 
I'he Good .Teit;hbor Extension 
Service Prograri10 
UP _A m F DE FOR •••••••••••• ) 
('I'Il1E: 
(DATB: J~ary_J._l, 1_947_ 
(BROADCAST: 
. NT 1.J1JC ,R: The ::_:iroduction of beef cattle has becor'e one o ~ the most important a;;ricul tlu·al 
procr sin the Coastal !:.mpireo 
THO:iIT: 
In nany cotmties J as is the case in Hru..11.J1ton County J South Carolina., this condition 
has developed durinr; the past fif't en years o ••• oHere the value of beef cattle 
marketed was less than ,.,15 ., 000oOO a.'1.nually., and the quality was very poor o 
The introduction of ,;uod quality be, f b1·eeds, vrith incre1.1.sed interest~ in irodtintio 
a:1d fini.shing has hro1;5ht the incor1.e t;o half a .tll lion dollars ari.J1uallyo 
This is a rel"la!'lmble increase., but the rmrface is just scratched., and it will be 
increased twice that during; the next fiftee!1 yearso 
The agricultural extension agents and specialists of the Uo s. Department of 
• griculture., wor ~ing under the supervision of the w.nd Gra..'1.t Colleges, have 
played a .na.jor role in this livestock development., and one of their stronsest 
ar: s su "Orting it is the L~-H club boys and girlso 
'1/"e have in the studio rh-. J. Co Anthony., Ha.r:mton County Agent, and Ge_::rg~ 
Goethe. h-H beef calf club boy f'or a discussion on feeding and sho,tlng beef 
calves o o ••• Jlilro A..11thony., you may -take overo 
Tha.rik you Hr o 0 
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It is true that live::.tock has becorae one of our najor c. ops in HanTJton Cott.'lty and 
I va.nt to say t t our 4-H club ho s :ire a1:u.y out in the lead in the production 
of quali t~r beef• They feed and finish them out and sl:J.ow at one o the Fat Stoc 
Shows and sell them at auction on the mar-:otc, Geoxs.e Goethe here cleared 
•, 83 .oo on hi ce.lf last ~rear and has o!le on feed now that he hopes to rlo 
as vell vd-i;h. 
This ?.-H club feedmG and finishing is of ro muc_ i.'IIlporl;ance +hat I am goi g to 
give all of our listeners the advice and SU€;gesbions · of otu· Clemso'rl Extension 
Livesbock Specialists on the subject. Georce __ ,, what is the firs'l'; 
question you have in i11d? 
GOE' EE: How long does it take to feed out a cal::'? 
ITH 'IT: .A:n ei[;ht onths feed:in[; period is re<J,uired to develop and fat ten an average well- re 
feeder calf weighing 400 potmds to tho point where the live animal will grade 
I 
11 Choice 11 unrler the recognized grading systemo Calves :intended :'or s owing around 
pril first should b stp..rt;ed on feed by Au~st firsbo Yearling steers can be 
fa.t·tened in six months ., and two-year-olds in a little shorter tiriLeo 
The conditions un r vi:hich a. calf is handled determine to a large extent how he 
goes on feed. If he is kept 1uiet; and made to feel at hoT:te he vrill learn to eat 
sooner ooooo ihere calves have not previousl~r had gr~:i.:1 , they should first be sup lied 
with good quo.lity hay or other pulatable fora;eooooeA s 1 quanti t;,r of rain should 
be fed in a cleru trouGh o:..~ feed boxo eo .. Shelled oat~ is a good feed to start ,ri tho o 
Feed only a quart Ol"' l;wo to "j. 'ith, and i crease the amount a.s the calf learnR 
to eat 0 o •• • To this add a little shelled corn ruid le:t01· a little cotto seed meal 
GO TEE: I always keep the feed box clean and uive my calf good sound feed ., and try to keep 
the chic~::ens ., other naimals, and rats fro":l soiling the feed or scaring my calf 
,mile it is ea.tine;. 
ANTH NY: That is fine • ••• • Fre'luentl~r the food is ground so fine that it is dt ty and quite 
unpalatable • • •• • If coarse ground feed is not available , whole oats and shelled 
corn are preferable ., • • Vfuere it beco'ues necessary to use finely ground ;rain., 
nixing a few cottonseed hulls with the grain mixture will work wonders in im-
proving its pal atability ••• •• In cases wr,ere calves refuse grain, it is sometimes 
advisable to try feedinc a sweet mixture containing; alfalfa a."1.d molasses ••• Hhen 
the tirnte for this has been acqitired, a small qua.'l'ltity of the regular grain 
nixture can be included and the qua..'1ti ty increased gradually to fina.l ly replace 
the sweet feed. 
L11 some areas , and particularl y on some soil types , local gro,vn feeds a.re 
distinctly deficient in one or more ., usually several of the minerals necessary 
for normal gr01,rth in cattle. As a safety measure it is desirable to keep a 
nineral nixture i.'l'l. addition to salt before cattle at all tiT1es o Such a mixture., 
in additi~n to calci ru1.d phosphorus ., might well contai...11.t iron .t covper manganese 
cobalt ., and iodine o Since considerable difficulty is encountered in buying these 
ingredients in suito.lile fol"'IJ1S and 0ompounding the mixture, it is usually 
preferable to purchase a prepared mixture containing these el enents from some 
reliable concerno 
]"ore satisfactory results are secured by keepinG the calf reasonably near the 
house a'1.d barno If too far away the care and feeding of the calf will be neglecte 
A close dark stall is particularly bad . A calf needs light and air . He needs 
to be able to look out and see other anir.1.als 'and the approach of anyone o 
Tell us how you har dle your calf -~9~_g~-- ? 
GOETHE : The first thing I do is to n.ake friends with rn..y calf • I make a halter of a 
13 foot½ inch rope and fit it on him and tie him in the stall o .. oo I cu·ry 
iµid pet him until he is used to me ., then I lead him a.round in the l ot o 'Vlhen he 
is broke to handl e ,,fi th the halter., I train him to stand squarely on his feet witl 
his back level and his head up oao.a I alwe.ys try to handle him gentlyo 
,., 
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A"TTHONY: It is a good idea to handle hi.'Il every da.~' because you might have to trim his 
hoofs and it is usually necessary to lay him down to do that and he must be 
gentle. It is impossible to train a calf with lone feet to stand properlyo 
OOETEE: :Ir • .Anthony., how can I keep m~r calf free from lice and other para.sites? 
.A!T'r:3:0lJY: . This is the re com 1endation of our livestock specialists: 
Firsb, It 11 discuss Lice. There are at lea.st three kinds which cause cattle to 
rub on 1,osts and man::;ers o Usually the hair looks dusty around the shoulders and 
neck and be[;ins to fall out a.n.d get thin in patches. Since the life cycle 
covers a period of 11.i days or r,1ore., dusting Tii th a e;ood lice powder at 11~-day 
intervals gives good control., Ap:, ly ·the powder dovm the middle of the back 
from the top of the head to the ta.ilo 
Ox _Warbles, or grubs, cause bumps on the backs of cattle. Usually they 
start to show around December and rJ:) ,tinuing through late winter. o. oAs the grub 
increases in size., a. hole is made through the s ·in., o • .,Not i..'l'lfrequently abscesses 
result., • .,.,. nuriber of grubs in the a.niw.al rs back seriously impares its heal th 
so that cattle heavily infested do not respond well to feed until the grubs 
have been ldlledo 
Treatment consists of liberal anplicat ions of powder containing at lea.st lo75 
per cent rotenonea Brushing the affected areas of the back with a stiff brush 
at the ti1c1.e the powder is applied loosens the scab on top of the hole and -works 
the dust down where it will be effectiveo o oThe same p01vder used for ox warbles is 
also effective against lice •• ..,Treatment for warbles should begin as soon as the 
htlL1.ps begin to aDpear and should be repeated once each month until the warbles 
have all been killedo 
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And now ~i:n~ Wo~o Ring Worm is characterized by circular spots where the hair 
has fallen out and the skin becomes dry a._11.d scaley.., Treatr'.lent consists of 
r.1opping affected spots T.ri.th used crank qase oil. One treutr:ient is usually 
sufficient, however., other spots may develop later. and if so additional 
. 
treatments should be 6i ven. Ring vrorm is spread to other cattle and people 
coming in contact with affected cattle or contaminated stalls., halters., 
or bru.sheso A good herdsman is anxious to see tht'l.t no annoying conditions 
keep his cattle from raaking the best possible gains 0 
GOETHE:. I am going to use those sue_;gestions and see to it that no parasites bother 
my calf. 
I have him on full [;rail1 feed now and am gi~ng hi.in good clean hay ••••• I would 
like to have suggestions for carrying him 011 to finish for the Show0 
ANTHONY: Increase the r.;rain ration as rapidly as the calf shows a..ll appetite for more feedo 
Provide 3 or 4 pounds of sweet potatoes IE r day. Cut these in long strips and 
begin by feeding a few at a timeo 
Watch for warbles in the backs of calveso See that treatment is properly applied 
and repeated when necessary Keep an eye on the bedding and see that ·the calf 
is kept clean. Continue to keep the feed .box clean and located at the proper 
heit1t. A little good bright green hay should be provided each day. About 
5 pounds should be enou;;h. The hay together with a few s1·1Bet potatoes should 
provide enough Vitamin A to prevent rickets and the condition Jmovm as 
, "Cottonseed meal poisoning" o 
Trim the feet and keep all the coat of hair possible and keep it clean. Train 
the calf to lead and stand properly. Be particular and i;-egular in feeding to 
keep tbe calf on feed and to acquire all the bloom possible. To get this 
condition the calf should be fattening rapidly right up to show day" · 
( 
ruge _ u,....:.1 __ 
The c8li' sho 1ld be Hashed at least twice at an in·berval of one or two weeks 
before being taken to the showo Select a warm sunny afternoon. Use a nild hand 
soap or soap flalrns., lather and scrub the coat thoroughly. Clean the legs 
and feet and the under part of the body., Finally, wash all trace of soap out 
of the coat and curl the hair as for showci Clip the tails of all calves and 
the heads of polle<i ru1.d dehorned calves, if desired. Do as much of the work., 
such as washing., as you can before the calf leaves ho_rrte 0 
A.:iTHONY: In stun.narizing I might say there is a fine art t;o feedb1i; cattleo The practice 
i..11.cludes m.akins friends with then., keeping their confidence, getting them to 
always expect a lit·Ue attenciori and favor when 8:\yone approachesci They should 
never be frightened or excitedo 
.-' 
.A;J.y changes neces saxy in the l:ix1d a..ud emotmt of feed should be made 
gradua.llyo '.lhe feed should be m~asured at each feedingci Cattle should be fed 
at tho saTJe hour ca.ch dayo Irregular feeding and adrupt changes usually 
cause indi<.>estion and result in the calf's going off fcedo A t:;ood feed box and 
vro:ber pail 0 conveniently located and kept clean> are most necessary and 
fund1,1.111ental to good resul tsa 
A good feeder is alert to detect .any con ition which prevents an animal from 
:r:1.aking good gainso Time occupied in rmtching cattle while they eat is well spent, 
provided conditions are noted ~-here L'l'D.')rovemen·bs can be made 
The feed should be irn:::,roved as the feeding neriod advances o The cattle should 
be LTJ. top 11bloom11 on show dayo 
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HOUUCER: Thank you c;entle: en for beinc with ns this m.ornirg and bringiu.; to us 
this worthwhile discussion ,on handling, feeding o..nd sho,tlng; l:.-H beef 
calves oo .... Be sure to listen 11.ext weelc w:1-i.en the Hor1pton county Home 
agent, Liiss Izora 'il,iley., 1r:i.ll present the proe;ram. 
The Good Heir;hbor Extension Service -orogram presented 9:30 A. hlo each 
Saturda:r norning is authorized by the Clemson College Bxtonsion Service 
in cooperation with the U. s. Deparcnent of _ griculture 
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ANNOUNCERt It is sweet potato bedding time in Carolina and Georgia again and we have 
in the studio, county agent, J. c • .Anthony from Hampton County, South 
Carolina, and Grover Bowers, Jr., farmer and truck grower from Luray, South 
Carolina, to discuss seed selection and treatr~ent, plant production, planting 
and fertilization of the crop £or commercial production. 
Sweet potatoes are one of our most important crops and to realize the most 
from it requires scientific knowledge and practices. 
Gentlemen, we are glad to present you with this subject to our farmer friends o 
ANTHONY I Thank you Mr• __ King_·__.. ____ _ 0 -------
I had some delicious Hampton county grown sweet potatoes for dinner 
yesterday and they were not culls, or seconds in any respect ••••• In fact they 
were just about as fine as any that could be obtained f'rom any state or any 
market. 
BOWERSt Mr. Anthony, how did we get this good quality in yams? 
ANTHONY1 The foundation or basis of growing good quality potatoes is good seedo 
BOWERSs: I know you are right there. but how did we get the good seed and how do we 
maintain the quality and improve it? 
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ANTHONYs We have a number of growers who specialize in the production of sweet 
potato seed stock ••••• A farmer can obtain several bushels of' this improved 
seed for f'oundation seed stock and thereby can keep up his seed stock by 
selection each yearo 
BOVVERSs This sounds simple, but just how does a f'arm.er maintain this good color, 
texture, and f'lavor in sweet potatoes? 
ANTHONYs This is done by seed selection. 
BOWERS: Mr. Anthony, will you give the proper steps to take in making this seed 
selection? 
ANTHONY, At digging time, hill selection should be done, that is, select seed f'rom 
high producing hills - hills having 3 or more No. l's on them ••••• This is 
done in order to increase the yield .... oAt bedding time, which will soon 
be ho~e , further selection should be made with the hill selected stock 
for good shape, good copper colored skin and good interior coloreo•••In 
selecting for interior color, cut off a little of the stem end, if' this 
potato shows good orange or salmon flesh eolor, th~n cut off about ½ inch 
of the root end or end opposite the stem end and if the orange color extends 
throughout the potaw, save this kind for bedding purposeso 
BOWERSr It seems to me tha~ it will be quite a job to handle and cut all of this seed, 
especially where a man is bedding several hundred bushelso 
.ANTHONY1 You are rightooeeoOne should cut 5, 10, 15, or 20 bushels this way for his 
foundation seed stook •• o •• From this seed stock he can grow his seed for 
another year. 
BOWERSi All right .. o .. we have som:1 good sweet potato seed, and it is bedding t:i:me ••••• 
What type of bed is safest and most economical? 
ANTHONYs Do you have in mind the growing or production of the early or green crop which 
will be harvested in July or August? 
' 
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BOWERS, Yes, some of our farmers are interested in the early crop •••• oThey also want 
to be prepared to cure and market their crop to the best advantage, if the 
early market does not pay off. 
ANTHONYs: For the production of the early crop, it is necessary to have early plants, 
which can be obtained by using artifi.cial heat ••••• There are two types of 
bed for this purpose ••••• the electric hotbed and the tile-type flue heated 
hotbedo•••oEither ~ne of these properly constructed and operated will give 
good resultsoo•••Compost beds will give plants ,rout ten days later than the 
electric and flue heated beds •••• oCompost beds are more extensively used 
in Hampton county. 
BOWERS s Ih we have any growers using the electric and flue heated type of beds in 
our county? 
ANTHONYt Several of our better growers have flue heated bedso••••.Among them are 
w. Norris Lightsey and E. o. Lightsey of Crooketville and Miley, P.H. 
Gooding of Clemson College and Hampton, Willie and G. Fred Lightsey of 
Brunson and J. N. Hughey of Brunson has one under construction. 
Mr. Co E. Youmans of Hampton is installing an electric bed at this timeo 
BOWERS s Another popular form of bedding is the root patch method ... o o What do you 
think of that for the production of vine cuttings? 
ANTHONYs This is a very good method for the production of early vine cuttings for the 
main crop which is to be dug in Ootobero .... A one acre "'root patch" will 
produce sufficient vine cuttings to put out 10 to 15 acres with a normal 
seasono 
BOWERS: 
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Hold it. Mr • . Anthony ••• uI am afraid we are in for trouble ••••• We have these 
nice seed selected and bedded and forgot all about treating themoo•••You 
had better back up and discuss that for a minute. 
ANTHONYs It is very important that all seed stock be treated for the control of 
surface borne diseasesoo•••There are several satisfactory treatments ••••• 
Borax is one of them• using one pound to five gallons of water ••••• Dip 
potatoes in this solution for 10 minuteso•••o.Another one is Semesan Bel 
which can be used according to the directions on the package o 
BOWERSt Do these treatments take care of the cuts made on the seed for interior 
color? 
ANTHONY1 No. they do not ••••• Th.e cut ends should be stuck into plain old flowers of 
sulphur to prevent rotting ••• o.This should be done after the seed is 
treated. 
BOWERS: I am glad you gave that information because it is often· neglected• and 
costs producers heavy losseso 
Each year new plant growers apply for inspection for certification of s-eed 
under State Crop &st Commission regulationso••••Let us remind producers 
that these laws require at least three inspections - one of which must be 
in the field during the growing season ••••• The other inspections to be 
in the storage house. or banks. and in the bedso 
Now I would like for you to have something to say about soil . typeso 
ANTHONYs Sweet potatoes do ,)est in a sandy loam type of soil ••••• A piece of mellow 
cotton land that will produce a bale of cotton per acre under normal 
conditions will be an ideal field for potatoeso 
BOViERSt With that kind of soil• a man should make a good crop all right .. oooHow 
much fertilizer do you reconnnend for production on this type soil? 
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ANTHONY: The fertilizer we are recommending is a 3-9-9 - plenty of potash ••••• We 
suggest using 1,000 lbs. per acre• 
BOWERS: I have been reading about results of the addition of borax to the 
f'ertilizer ••• o.Can you give us information on that? 
AlffHONYs The Edisto Experiment Station at Blackville has been carrying on experiments 
along this line for several years .... oThey -have found that by ad.ding borax 
to the fertilizer that it improves the quality of potatoes and also increases 
the yield some•o•••We are suggesting adding 10 lbs. to the ton ••••• By using 
1.000 lbs. of fertilizer per acre that will give 5 lbs. of borax per acre •••• o 
It is a good idea to have the manufacturer add the borax to the fertilizer 
because with this small amount they can do a better job miring it with the 
fertilizer. 
BOWERS s Well, I think they are giving us something w:> rth considering there o •• .And 
now there is just one more thing I want you to discuss in connection with 
I 
the proper preparation and planting of the cropo 
DX'l&m I have read in the papers and heard over the radio a good deal about the 
4-H .club team in Sumter County making a high yield with cut sprouts .. o .. 
What abou~ that? 
ANTHONY, Cut sprouts are just potato sprouts with one inch of the root end cut of'fo 
We have a very good demonstration in Sumter county with the 4-H club boys with 
cut sprouts versus vine outtingso••••Two brothers entered the contesto••••One 
used cut sprouts while the other used vine cuttings.o •• oBoth were planted on 
the same soil type, using the sa.ma kind and amount or fertilizer •••• also 
the same cultivation ••••• The cut sprouts were put out the last few days of 
April and the first ff!JW days of Mayeo ••• While the vine cuttings were put out 
the middle of July ••••• Both of the boys dug their potatoes the middle or 
October. 0 •• oThe boy with the ·cut sprouts : had a yield of )70 bushels of 
BOWERSs 
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No. l's while the boy with the vine cuttings had a yield of 155 bushels 
of No. l•s ••••• The quality of the potatoes coming from cut sprouts 
was very goodo 
Do you attribute the high yield to cut sprouts• or to the fact that 
they were planted two months earlier than the vine cuttings? 
ANTHONYt The high yield was due to the long growing season which the cut sprouts 
BOWERSt 
hado••••This is one of the advantages of using cut sprouts •• o •• They can be 
planted through May and up to Jun~ 1st to 15th.•o••Cut sprouts should be 
planted not farther than 10 inches apart ... oeThey should be set , olose 
together because with the long growing season. this will keep down 
Jumbo's• 
This early planting impresses me as being all important., if it alone 
will double the yield of No. 1 potatoeso 
A.NTHONYt Yes. that is true because they are being grown for profit and a high 
yield is the only way that can be obtainedo-
BOWERSt Speaking of profit• what do you think of' the sweet potato crop outlook 
f'or the next few years t 
ANTHONYs The long-time outlook for this crop is very :f'e:vorableoooeoit is growing in 
favor everywhere in the country. 
BOWERSt What about the price? Will it remain as high as it is at present'l 
ANTHONYt While the fanners do not receive any too mueh for this crop when harvested -
compared to Irish potatoes and many other feod crops - sweet potatoes do 
come high to the consumero••••Prices that 'WOUld prevent maximum consumption ••• 
It is expected that there will .be a decline in the price• however. the 
I 
difference between the average run and the quality grown and packed produce 
will widen•o•••There will always be a good market ~or choice No. l potatoeso 
------------------------...7.-~~-_.-....,,..~vvu.nv.r--- -
BOWERS: I 'WOUld like to mention also that the yield has much to do with the profit ••• •• 
Unless a good yield per a.ere is harvested, we lose money even with high 
prices. 
ANTHONYt That is just what I wanted to hear you say. 
There are three factors of equal importance entering into a profitable 
potato oropoo•••• 
First:- The produce must show quality when offered for sale ••••• That means 
the farmer must have good seed and use the right gro'Wing, harvesting, and 
grading practices ••••• 
Second:- He must produce a high yield per acre ••••• There is a certain over-
head cost in the production of an acre of potatoes that must be met, whether 
the yield is high or low - such as seed, fertilizer, labor and land rentals -
before any profit is realizedo 
Third:- A gpod fair price is the third factor. 
The fir~t two, that is the production of quality produce and the high per 
a.ere yield are the factors that are in the power of' the producer to control 
and the price will be influenced decidedly by his success with themo 
ANNOUNCERt Thank you county agent. J. c. Anthony, and Mr. Grover Bowers, Jr .. eo .. 
I am sure our farmer friends appreciate the infonnation you have given 
them on this timely subject. 
Be sure and listen ·next 'Week when the Assistant Hampton County Home 
Demonstration Agent, Miss Mildred Koger, will present the programo 
(MUSICt 
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Saturday Morning is authorized by the Clemson Extension Service 
cooperating 'With the u. s. DePartment of Agriculture and this 
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